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Summary 

The main objective of the research is to give a comprehensive a5sessrnent of Geographic In-
formation Systems (615) applied for the establishment of 5ustainable development strategies 
in Third World countries. The central question on how the technology should be used to 
meet broader environmental goals has been approached at three levels: The evaluation of 
published background literature, the development of a conceptual 615 model for environ-
ment and development, and the assessment of case studies in Uganda and Nepal. As the 
underlying methodology, Participatory Action Research (PAR) principles have been applied, 
an approach chosen because of its potential to link theory with practice. 

Background 
To place the research project in its larger setting, the essential5 of the di5ciplines associ-
ated with 615 are being outlined. As an interdisciplinary tool, 615 requires a rather wide 
observation angle: Thus, a broad spectrum of literature - ranging from technical subjects to 
social sciences - is presented and discussed in the background section. The aim of this syn-
thesis is to move the research subject out of a narrow technological frame and to highlight 
areas where future attention should be directed. 

Model 
At the center of the study stands the model on 615 for environment and development, a 
framework for implementing the technology in developing countries. It is subdivided into 
two problem areas, potential and conditions, because the applicability of 615 depends on 
the one hand on the tool's potential and on the other on the prevailing external condi-
tions. The model recognizes above-all the political and educational nature of 615 and 
places the communication of environmental information at the center. Also the technolo-
gy's networking potential - its organizational impacts - is seen as a vital component. Ac-
knowledging the existing limits of 615 for handling uncertainties and errors, the model con-
siders the technology's modeling potential as being rather modest. The conclusion is that, 
615 technology - being far from objective or neutral - has in a way to be seen as an adver-
tising instrument: An aspect, which should be taken into account with any GIS technology 
implementation in developing countries. 

Case Studies 
The third objective of the study is the confrontation of the model with real world 615 instal-
lations. In a participatory process - through active involvement in the case studies - 615 fa-
cilities in Uganda and Nepal have been observed and were assessed vis-â-vis the model. At 
the same time the model could be revised as well through the feedback gained in the field, 
attributing the case study evaluation a role beyond a mere project evaluation. The most 
striking empirical observation was that in both cases emphasis has been put on technology 
promotion and institution establishment rather than on applications. Both facilities have so 
far achieved relatively little in terms of communication of environmental information to de-
cision-makers. This is the case despite of the fact that provision of information is on the 
agenda of both 615 sites. But taking the relative novelty of the technology and the facili-
ties studied, it may still be early to expect concrete application results. The facilities are at 
this stage still open for input, and changes in direction may well be envi5aged. One aim of 
my participatory approach is to provide substance useful to the 615 projects analyzed. Be-
ing conducted in a rather general manner, the case study evaluations are also intended to 
have a broader validity beyond Uganda and Nepal. 

Overall - and this has also been my very first motivatiQn to conduct the research on 615 for 
environment and development - the study can be considered as a contribution to bridge 
the gap between theory and practice, between 615 technology and its applications. 
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Zusammenfassung 

Ziel dieser Arbeit i5t es, die Anwendbarkeit von Geographischen lnformationssystemen (GIS) 
zur Unterstützung nationaler Umweltstrategien in Entwicklurigslãndern zu evaluieren. Im 
Zentrum steht die Frage, wie GiS heute optimal eingesetzt werden kOnnten, urn langer-
fristige Ziele des Umweltsdiutzes und der nachhaltigen Entwicklung zu unterstützen. Das 
Projekt ist in drei Teile gegliedert: Ein Theorieteil mit Auswertung von Literatur der ver-
wandten Fachqebiete, ein Modell Uber GIS für den Bereich Umwelt und Entwicklung und 
abschliessend die Evaluation von zwei Failbeispielen von G15-In5tallationen in Uganda und 
Nepal. Methodisch bin ich nach einem Ansatz der Aktionsforschung vorgegangen, der in 
optirnaler Weise die Verbindung von Theorie und Praxi5 ermöglicht. 

Theorieteil 
Im Theorieteil wird Literatur aus dern weiteren Umfeld von GIS ausgewertet, urn den Rah-
men des Projektes abzustecken. Die lnterdisziplinaritãt der Anwendugsbereiche von GIS 
drângt elnen weiten Betrachtungswinkel auf: Die untersuchte Literatur stammt aus so ver -
schiedenen c3ebieten wie Entwicklungsländerforschung, Umweltwissenschaften, Geogra-
phie, Kartographie und Informatik. Ziel dieser Synthese i5t es, G15 aus seinem engeren 
technischen Rahrnen hervorzuheben und a uch aufzuzeigen, wo zukUnftige interdisziplinäre 
Forschungsschwerpunkte gesetzt werden kOnnten. 

Modell 
Im Zentrum der Arbeit steht ein Modell uber GlS im Bereich Umwelt und Entwicklung, em 
Konzept für die Implementation der Technologie in Entwicklungsländern. Da der Einsatz 
des Werkzeugs G15 auf der einen Seite von der Technologie selbst, auf der andern von den 
operationellen Bedingungen in den jeweiligen Ländern abhangt, besteht das Modell aus 
zwei Teilen: Potential und Rahmenbedingungen. Es betont den Einsatz von GIS in den Be-
reichen Politik und Bildung: Kommunikation von Umweltinformation bildet elnen Schwer-
punkt. Auch die Fhigkeit, Gruppen mit traditionell verschiedenen Interessen durch die 
BenUtzung von G15 zusammenzufUhren, wird als relevantes Element der Technologie be-
trachtet. Wegen begrenzten Fahigkeiten auf dem Gebiet der Fehiererkennung, betrachte 
ich die analytische Anwendbarkeit als begrenzt. Weil Gl5 weder neutral noch objektiv sind, 
muss anerkannt werden, das sie in einem gewissen Sinne ein Werbeinstrument darstellen: 
Ein Faktor, dem bei der Einführung und Anwendung der Technologie zentrale Bedeutung 
zugemessen werden muss. 

Falibeispiele 
Das dritte Ziel der Arbeit ist die ernpirische Uberprofung des Modells anhand existierender 
GIS-Installationen. Uber einen Ingeren Zeitraurn wurden GlS in Nepal und Uganda 
beobachtet und bezOglich ihrer eigenen Zielsetzungen und gegenUber des Modelles 
evaluiert. Durch die Neuheit der Technologie und der Installationen ist es zwar noch rela-
tiv frUh, eine eingehende Evaluation durchzufUhren; derngegenUber sind aber die Institu-
tionen noch flexibel genug, Kursãnderungen vorzunehmen: Meine Diskussion im em-
pirischen Teil ist daher vor allem als Anregung für die betreffenden Zentren gedacht. Die 
Evaluation der Failbeispiele solite aber auch Gultigkeit in einem weiteren Kreis - über 
Uganda und Nepal hirtaus - haben. 

Ich glaube, mit dieser Studie einen Beitrag zur VerknUpfung von Theorie und Praxis, von 
GIS-Technologie und Anwendungen gemacht zu haben. Dies war auch von Anbeginn meine 
Motivation, diese Arbeit in Angriff zu neh men. 
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1 	 Introduction 

11 Problem Area 
Today's vast and complex environmental problems call for interdisciplinary solution ap-

proaches at a political as well as at a scientific level. In this context, Geographic 

Information Systems (G15) have been proposed as a tool with a great potential to monitor 

and analyze environmental problems interdisciplinarily and to provide environmental in-

formation to decision-makers. Also the Bruntland Report (World Commission on Environment 

and Development 1987: p. 323), one of the milestone publications on environment and de-

velopment, praises the role of the new technologies: 

Fortunately, the capacity to monitor and map earth change and to assess risk 

is also growing rapidly. Data from remote sensing platforms in space can now 

be merged with data from conventional land based sources. Augmented by dig-

ital communications and advanced information analysis, photos, mapping and 

other techniques, these data can provide up-to-date information on a wide va-

riety of resource, climatic, pollution and other variables.* 

Other authors accredit Geographic Information Systems and Remote Sensing technology a 

revolutionary status, pointing out that they are the: 

€Biggest step in the handling of geographic data since the invention of the 

map. (UK Department of the Environment 1987: p. 8) 

The technology is even attributed the potential to change the world:' 

cThis revolution is first about improving our understanding of complex phe-

nomena and how they interrelate. Increasingly, we also seek to replace natural 

resources by human ingenuity. But above-all, it is a revolution in observation 

and measurement systems, without which ther an be no progress in science 

or technology, nor any effective long-term action. (SPOT 1991: p.  1) 

Such statements - made by commercial enterprises - can, however, not be attributed the same 

validity as scientific declarations. 
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The development of new GIS applications will move U5 toward a balanced sus-

tained developed future. (Conference Announcement GIS'90) 

Developing countries with vast land and natural resources associated with many environ-

mental problems seem to be ideally suited for this technology, or, as it has been formulated 

by the United Nations institute for Training and Research (UNITAR 1990b: Foreword): lt 

appears essential for developing countries to master this technology.i Indeed, Geographic 

Information Systems are being more and more widely used for environmental applications in 

Third World countries: An almost exponential growth in systems installed has taken place 

over the last few years only. In a survey conducted when I started the research in 1989, 

there were less than one hundred Geographic Information Systems operational in de-

veloping countries. Today, with systems virtually being installed every day, it would be a 

task far beyond the scope of this project to conduct a similar survey. 

Geographic Information Systems certainly have one impact in developing countries: They 

raise high expectations among individuals and institutions up to the highest level. Ques-

tions concerning the true value of the technology have now to be asked. Do the systems 

have an impact on the environmental decision-making process and on the environment in 

general or is the current development just technology-driven experiments lacking real sub-

stance? 

1.2 Objectives 
As a starting point, I assume that Geographic Information Systems are generally applicable 

in the fields of environment and development. I accept the fact that information technolo-

gy is rapidly expanding world-wide, making the issue less yes' or 'no' than 'how'. Thus, the 

question on how the technology will have to be applied to be useful to meet broader envi-

ronmental goals stands at the center of my research. 

The project's three main objective areas are the assessment of the theoretical background, 

the establishment of a model on G15 applications in an environmental context in Third 

World countries and the evaluation of existing installations. Underlying is the methodologi-

cal goal of applying participatory action research (PAR) principles to the field of GIS and 

thus linking theory with practice, as outlined in Figure 1.1: 

2 The survey conducted by UNEP/GRID included the then major multipurpose GIS software vendors 

in developing countries ESRI, ERDAS and TYDAC. 
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Figure 1.1: 061ectives and Outline of Project 

Background 
Geographic Information Systems are undoubtedly an interdisciplinary tool. And since the 

technology is rather novel to developing countries 1  I will first have to outline the broader 

context: lliuminate general goals and visions of the associated disciplines and establish 

connections between the various fields relevant to the technology. The background part 

will also include an outline of the development of Geographic Information System5 and a 

review of GIS applications on environmental issues in developing countries. Primary aim is 

to place the technology in its broader context and to highlight areas relevant to practi-

tioners as well as to research. 

Model 
Central to the project is the model on G15 for environment and development, a conceptual 

framework for implementing the technology in deve ing countries. Because the applica-

bility of GIS depends on the one hand on the tool's potential and on the other hand on the 

prevailing conditions, I break the model down into two parts: 
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O What is the potential of Geographic Information Systems to contribute to 

the knowledge and the solution of environmental problems in the Third 

World? 

O What are the conditions required for Geographic Information Systems in 

developing countries to reach their potential? 

The two components 'potential' and 'conditions' represent different levels of abstraction. 

While I will evaluate the potential of GIS at a rather theoretical, more normative level, the 

investigation of the conditions will be more oriented towards applications. 

Case Studie5 
The third broader goal is the confrontation of the model with real world situations. 

Through a participatory process I will evaluate Geographic Information System facilities in 

Uganda and Nepal vis-à-vis the model and at the same time also use empirical experience 

to build up guidelines. My aim is to bridge the gap between theory and practice. Besides 

providing relevant input to the study cases, this evaluation is also intended to have a 

broader validity beyond Uganda and Nepal. 

1.3 Methods 
With the underlying goal to link theory and practice I will make use of different method-

ological instruments. The theoretical background part - drawing mostly from literature - 

and the empirical field evaluations - with active participation in on-going projects and 

making use of personal experience - can be regarded as the thesis' two poles. 

As an underlying synthesis, I have adapted the Participatory Action Research (PAR) method-

ology, ca powerful strategy to advance both science and practicei. (Whyte 1991: p.  7), as a 

general umbrella to my research. Methods from the field of social geography, as for in-

stance outlined by Werlen (1986), proved to be less feasible to this application-oriented 

work than the approaches chosen. This is mainly due to the research's main objective being 

the general valuation of the applicability of a technology, moving it methodologically 

closer to management science than to social geography. For specific field and interview 

work I have primarily used techniques from Applied Qualitative Research, as outlined by 

Walker (1985) and Jones (1985). Unavoidable with an action science approach, some field 

evaluations have been conducted in an ad hoc manner, to make optimal use of opportuni-

ties and resources while on site. As a base for the subsequent elaboration on the specific 

methods I have sketched out the methodological frame to the research in Figure 1.2: 
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Figure 1 .2: Methodological Frame 

Participatory Action Research 
Participatory Action Research (PAR) has been defined by Whyte (1991: p.  7) as follows: 

cPAR involves practitioners in the research process from the initial design of 

the project through data gathering and analysis to final conclu5ion and action 

arising out of the research.* 

Participatory Action Research has evolved from various branches of sociology and manage-

ment science: The label PAR is an attempt to put existing similar lines of scientific develop-

ment under a common umbrella. According to Whyte (1991), the following three disciplines 

can be regarded as roots to PAR: 

0 social research methodology 

0 participation in decision making by low-ranking people in organizations 

and communities 

0 socio-technical systems thinking regarding organizational behavior 

Concerning these three background fields 1  the following thoughts are particularly relevant 

and applicable to my research topic: 

PAR distinguishes itself from the professional expert model where a clear definition of pro-

cess exists: Usually a client organization is determining the facts and recommending a 

course of action. In contrast 1  PAR, and with it also my approach focuses rather on longer-

term involvement with interaction 1  participation and feedback mechanisms, as displayed in 
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Figure 1.3. I have accompanied the case studies in Uganda and Nepal since their initiation 

- in 1987 and 1989 - over a duration of several years. 

Furthermore, through its roots in research on participatory decision-making. PAR does not 

support strict top-down models. The approach has clearly assigned space to use information 

gathered from persons involved in the field at all hierarchies. I have therefore selected a 

rather broad group to conduct the interviews: Managers, consultants, analysts and GIS 

users. 

The third stream of PAR development, the socio-technical framework, is based on a Ksimple 

but important idea: That the workplace is not simply a social system; understanding behav -

ior at work depends on integration of social and technological factors (Whyte 1991: p. 

11). This integrative element is quite relevant to the field of GIS, making a technology 

work in its institutional and social context. 

Field Techniques: Applied Qualitative Research 
The techniques used for systematic field evaluations are based on Applied Quaktative Re-

search methodologies, as defined by Walker (1985: p. 3): 

ccThe techniques are traditionally termed 'qualitative' for they are generally in-

tended more to determine 'what things exist' than to determine 'how many 

such things there are'.* 

More specifically, the incorporation of GIS practitioners into my research has been facili-

tated by personal interviews, applying depth interview techniques, introduced by Walker 

(1985: P. 4) as: 

uA conversation in which the researcher encourages the informant to relate, in 

their own terms, experiences and attitudes that are relevant to the research 
problern.* 

A comprehensive discussion of depth interviewing techniques has been offered by Jones 

(1985). The approach can be regarded as semi-structured, not making use of a rigid ques-

tionnaire but nevertheless relying on a structured aide memoire. In my case. I developed a 

quite extensive questionnaire that has been applied rather liberally according to the inter-

view situation. The complete questionnaire is attached as an appendix (Appendix 1) to this 

publication. 

Methodology Adaptation 
Figure 1.3 displays my adaptation of PAR, the processes and feedback mechanisms behind 

the research - inter-linking background, model and case studies. I now chronologically de- 
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scribe the variou5 re5earch stages and methods I have used, before valuing the methodol-

ogy as a whole: 

Participatory Action Research: Feedback Mechanisms 

BACKGROUND 	MODEL 	CASE STUDIES 

theory 	 action 

Figure 1 .3: Methodology Adaptation 

O A first version of the model has been deduced from theoretical background lit-

erature of an interdisciplinary nature: GIS, geography, cartography, environ-

mental science, development studies, political science and information science. 

To a lesser extent also previous practical experience has been integrated in 

this original model. 

O The model then has been translated to case-specific memos to be applied in the 

field: On the one hand to provide input to the projects, on the other hand as a 

framework for the depth interviews conducted with practitioners. Here, it 

proved to be particularly useful to have a broad theoretical foundation to con-

duct the practical work, which is usually not the case in consulting work. 
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O Through the evaluation of the field notes and the consultation of new litera-

ture - the research falls in a period of vivid developments in the G15 field - the 

model has been adapted to an intermediate version. Also a modified aide mem-

oire for the second field evaluation has been compiled during this step. 

O Another field stage gave the opportunity to provide additional input to the GIS 

facilitie5 and interview their staff and users in-depth. 

O At last, the model has been adapted to its final version, and the evaluations of 

the case studies have been issued. Admittedly, this last model version is less ra-

dical and progressive than the first one but still of a broad-based, rather ideal-

istic nature and not merely an impression of reality. With its broad theoretical 

base it can undoubtedly be used as a theoretical backbone to any GIS imple-

mentation without being as rigid or remote as purely theoretical models. 

Time i5 probably the most crucial limit in this interactive research process: While Participa-

tory Action Research focuses on long-term involvement, it has nevertheless its principal va-

lidity in a limited window only: In times, when institutions and facilities are open for 

change, when the action is taking place. This was and still is the case with the study exam-

ples: The state of development of the GIS facilities in Uganda and Nepal still allows modifi-

cations. 

The novelty of the facilities and GIS in general can, however, also be regarded as a draw-

back: The critical evaluation of the Gl5 installations in Uganda and Nepal may be prema-

ture. This is also one of the reasons I am not pursuing a rigid evaluation approach: It is 

quite obvious, that the sites are far from fulfilling their rather ambitious goals. 

The interviews, despite having provided me with very useful information, did not deliver as 

prominent results as planned in the initiation of the study. This has mainly to do with the 
nature of GIS technology: Despite still being rather experimental with tremendous changes 

taking place rapidly. G15 are nevertheless being sold and installed in large numbers in de-

veloping countries mainly on beliefs that the technology will contribute to the solution of 
environmental problems This leads to a very difficult situation to conduct interviews in the 

field, with goals, objectives, perceptions, plans and ideas constantly being mixed up with 

real results, obscuring the view on the factual truth, in addition, with GiS being an ex-

tremely complex subject area, very few people interrogated were able to independently 

judge the tool's nature and its ramifications: Answers were quite often stereotype, particu-

larly about the broader goals and objectives implementing the technology. Thus, I was left 

with the vague feeling that I was extracting from the interview partners what others, or 

even worse, myself, had been feeding them earlier. In addition, some persons interviewed 

were preoccupied with the day-to-day tasks of running computers and their responses had 

only limited value for my research. I have to conclude that more relevant than the formal 

interviews was and is certainly my constant and on-going involvement in the projects that 
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allowed observations over longer time periods to override superficial impressions gained in 

the field. 

As researcher, of course 1  I also had to remain open to adapt the model, and - quite critical 

in conjunction with a methodology based on feedback - to draw the bottom line and to de-

clare the model as completed. 

Since the Action Research approach focuses above-all on crossing borders, I am aware that 

this may lead to problems at both ends, science and practice, as experience has already 

shown. While practitioners have labeled my model as too idealistic, thus the case study 

evaluation as too harsh, for scientists my elaboration may be too down-to-earth. But exactly 

here lays my aim: To create work comprehensible and thus also applicable by practitioners 

in the field, however with a theoretical background making it less positivistic or simplistic 

than professional expert studies and reports - with the clear motivation to get a job done 

or keep the business going - usually are. After all, environmental problems call for interdis-

ciplinary approaches, and this also includes cooperation between research institutions, lo-

cal government and international organizations. 

1.4 Validity 
The validity of the research is closely related to its background and its genesis in a Univer-

sity and International Organization context. In the following paragraphs, I want to outline 

the audience, the thematic coverage and the geographical area of principal applicability 

of my work. In an all-encompassing and highly variable field like GIS, it is important to put 

emphasis on the words 'more' or 'less': Because it is quite impossible to draw clear bound-

aries, the following delimitations have to be regarded as rather indicative, leaving some 

space for interpretation. 

Audience 
On the one hand, the work is directed at the scientific community: By the adaptation of the 

Participatory Action Research methodology to the Geographic Information Systems domain, 

I attempt to demonstrate how a highly interdisciplinary field with very strong application 

components can be integrated into research to contribute to scientific developments and at 

the same time meet the practitioners needs. 

As the main goal of my work is to give an answer on how the technology should work, or-

ganizations and individuals involved in transferring ti chnology for environmental pur-

poses to developing countries - practitioners in the international development scene - can 

be regarded as additional recipients of my work. Because it is predictable that also in the 

future most Geographic Information Systems in developing countries will be outside-funded, 

and the level of uncertainty among donors and receivers still being immense, my intention 

also is to fill this knowledge gap. Here, primarily senior officials and professionals at a 
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rather strategic or political level in developed as well as in developing countries are being 

addressed. 

Then, of course, this work is concretely written for persons and institutions involved in the 

Uganda and Nepal GIS facilities, to provide input for the future development of these Ge-

ographic Information Systems 

Thematic Coverage 
The study aims at Geographic Info rrnation System5 applied in an environmental context, a 

definition which in reality is rather unclear: Environment and geography are subjects 

widely overlapping and the terms are sometimes used complementarily. The label 'natural 

resources' may be characterizing the domain of interest more precisely, I do however prefer 

the word 'environment' because it encompasses also a political dimension and a holistic 

view. In chapter 3, 1 have grouped the environmental GIS applications according to the cri-

teria scale, GIS function and institutional type. According to this scheme (Figure 3.2) as well 

as to the elaboration on sustainable development (Figure 2.3). I focus above-all on sustain-

able development strategies at the national level. My model is thus more applicable for the 

creation and management of general-purpose G15 centers operating on a nation-wide 

scale, than for project-based, local applications. 

I generally exclude from the discussion systems primarily intended for surveying, engineer-

ing, facility and utility mapping, urban planning applications, base map production and mil-

itary, although such systems may have relevant environmental components. Nevertheless, I 

believe that parts of the valuation are applicable to any kind of Geographic Information 

5ystems. 

Although I attribute remote sensing a great potential as a source of information, I treat the 

subject in my work only at the margins. As more explicitly outlined in chapter 3. 1 consider 

G15 being at a higher, more integrative level and a more political instrument, closer to en-

vironmental decision-making than remote sensing. 

Geographical Area 
Above-all, the group of the least developed countries (LLDC), being also the base of the 

case studies, is the area of principal validity of my research. Sections of the work, however, 

may certainly be applicable beyond this scope, even beyond Third World countries. 
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1.5 Outline 
The dissertation consists of three parts, 'Background', 'Model and •Case Studies that are 

further subdivided into the following chapters: 

In part One, 'Background'. I present the theoretical frame of the research in a chapter 'En-

vironment and Development', giving an interpretation of 'sustainable development' for the 

re5earch area and another 'Geographic Information Systems', sketching out the technology 

and its application. Part Two, the 'Model' is further subdivided into a theoretical and nor-

mative chapter 'Potential' that is followed by the application-oriented chapter 'Conditions'. 

In part Three, I will present the Case Studies; in chapter 6 'Uganda' and chapter 7 'Nepal'. 

In chapter 8, 'Evaluation and Outlook', finally, I will evaluate the results of my work and 

elaborate on potential future developments. The publication's organization is also 

visualized in Figure 1.1 above. 
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Part One: Background 

In this part of the work. I want to outline the scientific frame to 'Geographic In-

formation System5 for Environment and Development'. Since this theoretical 

background is compiled from many scientific subject areas, ranging from social 

sciences to quite technical subjects, including subjects such as development 

studies, political science, environmental science, geography, cartography and 

information science). I had to be highly selective and I will not discuss the vari-

ous fields in-depth. I much rather want to draw an outline and highlight rele-

vant aspects of the various scientific disciplines. 

This background part can be regarded as an attempt of a synthesis, to widen 

the discussion around GIS as a subject and not merely look at it at a technical 

level. Thu5, I also want to point out the interdisciplinary nature of applied GIS 

work, which is obviously needed in a sustainable development context. Here 

also rest some of the problems of using the technology: The surrounding subject 

areas are so vast that depth is often traded off for generalities, making G15 ap-

plications quite shallow at times. By defining the frame as widely as I do. also I 

run into the danger of becoming too vast, addressing issues that are only at the 

margin of the principal subject. I nevertheless believe that to be able to thor-

oughly value the potential of the technology, 1 have to e5tablish the base as 

wide as pos5ible. 

In chapter 2, 'Environment and Development' I will outline and discuss litera-

ture evolving primarily around sustainable development: Today, a central and 

very fashionable topic. I will here also introduce additional environmental and 

development terms and issues, which are relevant to my work, and define them 

for subsequent use in conjunction with Geographic Information Systems. 

Chapter 3, 'Geographic Information Systems I start by outlining definitions, 

concepts and the historical development of GIS. Then I will elaborate on associ-

ated fields and issues, such as geography and other spatial sciences, environ-

mental decision-making, cartography and computer graphic5 and establish links 

to the topic of main concern. Finally, in a more application oriented section I 

will review and discuss GIS applications concerning the environment and Third 

World countries. 
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Environment and Development 

2.1 General Remarks 
As I have outlined in the introduction, the environment is becoming an increasingly rele-

vant issue for society. Environmental issues have moved to the center of the political stage 

and multi-disciplinary environmental science has emerged mainly out of the realization that 

nothing less than life on Earth is at stake due to our increased capacity to destroy our habi-

tat. The recently held global conference on environment and development in Rio, short the 

'Earth Summit', has received unprecedented attention mainly due to the attendance of 

many world leaders. 1  

Environment has been defined by Siebert (1987: p.  3) as: 

The set of natural conditions defining the human living space. 

Environmental problems can be regarded as infringements to our natural living space with 

potentially grave repercussions on human life as a whole. Literature on the environment 

abounds, and catalogs of today's environmental problems are ubiquitous. Besides the works 

listed further down under 'Sustainable Development'. I have principally used the following 

general references: Myers (1985). National Research Council (1986), Siebert (1987) and 

UNEP (1988a). A concise philosophical, historical and political treatment of the subject is 

the book 'Environmentalism' by Timothy O'Riordan (O'Riordan 1976), which has been up-

dated in 1989. Works on the environment in the Third World are Hauser (1990) and 

WhIcke (1987). Among the mushrooming environmental periodicals, the following are rel-

evant to my work: 'Environmental Conservation', .KThe international journal devoted to 

maintaining global viability through exposing and countering environmental deterioration 

resulting from human population-pressure and unwise tech nology (Elsevier), 'Environmen-

tal Management, ocAn international journal for decision makers, 5cientists and environmen-

tal auditors (Springer International), 'The Environmentalist', cThe international journal for 

all professionals concerned with environmental awareness and 'Zeitschrift für ange-

wandte Umweltforschung (Analytica Verlag). Just the explicitly cited mottoes of these 

journals show how broad the field has become today. Almost all units of science, govern- 

1 The Rio conference has been the largest environmental conference, even the largest diplomatic 

event ever. More than 150 countries have signed the Rio Declaration, the Agenda 21 and the two 

global conventions on Climate Change and Biodiversity (Journal de Genève, June 15, 1992). 
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ment and private industry have environmental branches attached and many aspects of daily 

life are affected by environmental issues and concerns. It is therefore no exaggeration to 

title the environment the issue of the 1990ies. 

A broad-level classification of today's environmental problems has been issued by UNEP 

(UNEP 1988a) and is displayed in Figure 2.1: 

Environmental Problems 

Land Degradation 

Figure 2.1: Todays Environmental Problems (Modilied from UNEP 198 Ba) 

For developing countries these problems have various implications: While some of them, 

such as water pollution and deforestation, have immediate physical impacts 1  others are 

rather difficult to assess. For instance 1  the effects of climate change are predicted to be 

particularly severe to many Third World countries. 2  But because of other, more acute pro b-

lems, there are very little resources to deal with such long-term issues now, particularly 

since the principal causes of climatic change lie elsewhere. Of the problems listed above 

probably land degradation and freshwater shortage are the most pressing in developing 

countries today. 

The cause of environmental problems world-wide is generally man. However, there are also 

environmental disasters with natural causes, for instance volcanic eruptions, with poten- 

2 The problem area of climate change is corn prehensivley being discussed in publications by the In-

tergovernmental Panel on Climatic Change (IPCC 1990a, 1990b). Within the UN system, an In-

formation Unit on Climate Change (IUCC) has also been established, with the goal to provide in-

formation on global warming to decision-makers, particularly from developing countries. 
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tially grave impacts. Due to the unpredictability and the randomness of such events, I ex-

clude them from my elaboration5 and rather concentrate on man-made problems. Here, it 

has to be emphasized that the largest environmental damages are caused by individuals 

through their everyday action5, 3  as it has also been highlighted by O'Riordan (1976 and 

1989) and Abler et al. (1970). and not by highly publicized 'uncontrollable' events, such as 

oil spills. 

In developing countries in particular, such environmentally harmful day-to-day actions are 

often induced by the people struggling for survival. Thus, it is increasingly being recognized 

that the environment can not be approached in an isolated way. Concerning the Third 

World, this has directed international and developmental organizations to link economy 

and development activities with the environment, in brief, to sustainable development. 4  For 

instance, the above-mentioned 'Earth Summit' is officially called the United Nations 

Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED). The use of the terms environment 

and development in combination is very much en vogue today and has moved on the labels 

of many organizations in the development domain. 

2.2 5ustainable Development 
Sustainable development can be regarded as a conceptual synthesis of environment and 

development, the common 5trategy of the global community in the early nineties to tackle 

the vast global environmental problems. Although the idea as well as the terminology is 

older - summaries of the history are given in O'Riordan (1989), Dunand (1990), Smit and 

Brklacich (1989) - sustainable development appeared only recently in the limelight of the 

international communities' activities after the publication of the Bruntland Report in 1987 

(World Commission on Environment and Development 1987). Both, environmental and de-

velopment activities have a much longer independent past. In my opinion, the merge under 

the sustainable development label is often done at a rather superficial level. General liter-

ature on the subject abounds, for my work are relevant: IUCN/UNEP/WWF (1991), Archibugi 

and Nijkamp (1989), Bartelmus (1986), Clark and Munn (1986), Desai (1991), Dunand (1990 

and 1991), Hanson and Régallet (1992), OECD (1991). O'Riordan (1989). Sachs (1992), 

5eiageldin (1991), UNEP/ECNARCED (1989) and WRI (1990). 

This view of environmental problems as cumulative disasters is central to my work: Thus, I primari-

ly assume that problem-solving has to focus on political and educational proce5ses. I will elaborate 
more on this in chapter 3 under 'Environmental Decision-Making. 

' Sustainable development, as propagated by international and aid organizations, seems to be 

primarily aimed at the Third World. In the context of my work, however, I want to emphasize the 

strategy'5 global validity, for developing as for developed countries, as also indicated further 
down. 
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Definitions 
The definitions of sustainable development are manifold, as Figure 2.2 illustrate5: 

Sustainable Development 

Meet the needs of the present without compromising the 
ability of future generations to meet their own needs 

Development without desinuction 

World Comm ision on Environment and Development (1987) 

Wealth creation based on renewability and replenishment 
rather than exploitation 

Provision of basic needs ecologically and culturally 
acceptable 

ORiordan (1989) 

Improving the quality of human life while living within 
the carrying capacity of supporting ecosystems 

tUCN/UNEP/WWF (1991) 

Figure 2.2: DeFinitions of Susiaincthle Development 

Intensive discussions on the definition of sustainable development can for instance be 

found in IUCN/UNEPIWWF (1991) and Dunand (1990). I do not want to elaborate here more 

deeply on these definitions 1  in my opinion, all of them - being as broad as they are - are 

applicable to my work.5  Later in this chapter, however, I will translate 5ustainable develop-

ment specifically to problem area. Geographic Information Systems in developing countries. 

The concept of sustainable development is in my opinion quite simple; thus I regard the discus-

sions around its definitions in this context as rather fruitless. From a practitioners perspective its 

translation to the application domain is more relevant. 
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Hierarchical Approaches to Sustainable Development 
Sustainable development as an initially global strategy is now being more and more trans-

lated to hierarchical - or geographical - levels below, ranging from continental to local. To 

graphically represent these various hierarchical levels I have adapted the hierarchical sys-

tem5 method, as used in ecosystem research and introduced by Grossmann (1983), to sus-

tainable development, as displayed in Figure 23: 

Hierarchical Systems Method 

GLOBAL K7oYer 

Deductive Procee 

NATIONAL 
Dynamic Level 

BdtcniUp 
kdudive Process.,  * 

RedityLevel 

LOCAL 
D.toils 

Figure 2.3: Hierarchical Systems Method (ModiFied from Grossmann 1 983( 

The hierarchical systems method integrates the various level5 of observation - and policy - 

into one model. It will above-all serve as a background to place world-wide sustainable de-

velopment efforts and applications. In chapter 3 (Figure 3.2). 1 will also adapt it to the field 

of GIS, as also Ashdown and Schaller (1990) and Spandau et al. (1990) have already done. 

I now will outline sustainable development strategies and applications central to my work 

and localize them in the hierarchical systems model displayed in Figure 2.3, starting with 

global-scale efforts and then moving down the pyramid to the local level. 
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Global Approaches 

The Bruntland Report (World Commission on Environment and Development 1987), for in-

stance is to be positioned at the top of the pyramid, at the global-strategic level. Over the 

last few years the global community has seen several of such all-encompassing strategies 

emerging. One of the most recent of them being Caring for the Earth: A Strategy for 5us-

tamable Living published jointly by IUCN, UNEP and WWF (1991). The nine principles, by 

which a sustainable societyD will live have been defined as follows: 

O Respect and care for the community of life 

O Improve the quality of human life 

O Conserve the Earth's vitality and diversity 

O Minimize the depletion of non-renewable resources 

O Keep within the Earths carrying capacity 

O Change personal attitudes and practices 

0 Enable communities to care for their own environments 

O Provide a national framework for integrating development and conserva- 

ti on 

O Create a global alliance 

In general, the global-scale sustainable development strategies remain rather vague. De-

spite providing space for decentralized, bottom-up implementations they have to be re-

garded as being distinctly top-down efforts. Concrete guidelines are quite often lacking; 

proposed solutions to tackle the problems are at times not much more than wishful think-

ing. Critics, often originating from grassroots organizations or from academia thus mostly 

highlight the strategy's impracticability and they refer to it as 

The refuge of the environmentally perplexed. (O'Riordan 1989: p. 92). 

The problem-solving approaches of the global sustainable development strategies are 

partly of a technological nature. The following statements, for instance, can be found in 

the Bruntland Report: 

Because vTechnology had the power radically to alter our planetary systems 

and <Human progress depends on technologyv it is stated that 4xCapacity for 

technological innovation needs to be greatly enhanced in developing countries 

so that they can respond more efficiently to the challenges of sustainable de-

veIopment. (World Commission on Environment and Development 1987: p.  60). 

Realizing that such general technology-driven methods have probably limited effects, other 

authors look at politics first: 
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At the heart of the sustainability debate, therefore, is the essence of global 

communalism, namely an ecological basis to economies and local self-reliance. 

This means not just a comprehensive shift in power, but also wholesale changes 

in institutional alignments. Agriculture and forestry ministries, grazing and irri-

gation departments, minerals regulators and energy supplies - all would need 

to be transformed if they were to meet the demands of sustainability. This was 

a topic that, understandably yet frustrating, the Bruntland commission (1987) 

failed to address' (ORiordan 1989: p. 93). 

The policy-oriented approaches generally have, in my opinion quite rightly, a rather promi-

nent position amongst global sustainable development strategies. Directed at fundamental, 

policy-focused changes is for example also Desai5 six point agenda (Desai 1991), presented 

in the context of an OECD seminar (OECD 1991), asking for nothing less than: 

0 Decentralization: Location-specific integration of environment and devel-

opment 

O Empowerment: Participatory decision-making 

O Clear definition of Property Rights 

O Enforcement of liability for damage 

O Include environmental costs into prices of goods 

O Conduct sustainability analysis of fiscal and monetary policies 

Runnat5 (1991) also speaks about the empowerment of local people. Under this viewpoint, 

sustainable development would mean more equity, more democracy world-wide, and again, 

one might be confronted with the above-mentioned illusions. 

The5e global-level, all-encompassing sustainable development declarations can certainly 

only be considered as a broad frame. They have to be transformed to the national or local 

level to be implemented, or, as it has been formulated by the World Resources Institute 

(WRI 1990): 

1n effect, the challenge is to translate this increasingly complex perspective 

into specific strategies for national action that encourage effective local par-

ticipation." (WRI 1990: p.6) 

National Approaches 
IUCN/UNEPIWWF (1991) propose conservation strategies to be established at the national 

level. Here, efforts are being undertaken in most developing countries, for instance under 

the World Bank's National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) program, IUCN's National 

Conservation Strategy (N(S) model or U SAID's Country Environmental Profiles. All these ac-

tivities Kshare the common characteristics of being comprehensive, multi-sectoral analyses 

of national or regional environment and natural resource issues to aintegrate environ- 
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mental consideration in the countrys planning and decision-making process for national 

development, as it has been formulated by Arensberg (1991: p. 275). Much rather than 

just the issue of a document, the NCS and sirrular activities are ifl5titUtiOfl building pro-

cesses, with the aim to establish structures for environmental policy establishment. 

Examples concerning the case study countries are the National Conservation Strategy in 

Nepal (HMG-Nepal-IUCN 1988), and the National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) in 

Uganda (Falloux, Talbot and Larson 1991, Slade and Weitz 1991). I will come back to these 

activities in part Three of this report when elaborating on the case studies. 

Local Approaches 
Even more concrete suggestions and descriptions of bottom-up implementations of the 

strategy exist at the micro-level, for instance by Carpenter and Harper (1989), Dunand 

(1991), Hough and Sherpa (1989), Technische Universität Berlin (1989). just to give a few 

examples. The contrast between such pragmatic, grassroots-type approaches at a small 

scale and the rhetoric of the international organizations operating at a global level can be 

quite striking at times. This may indicate that global Sustainable Development can probably 

only be achieved as the cumulative result of concrete small scale efforts within the frame 

of international strategies. 

Adaptation of Sustainable Development to the Re5earch Project 
While the exposé above is vital to give an overview on the general issues surrounding envi-

ronment and development, I now want to summarize the meaning of sustainable develop-

ment for my research. Despite some reservations, I will accept sustainable development in 

an ecological sense as an underlying idea under the assumptions that: 

O The strategy is applicable at all geographical levels, having both, grass-

roots as well as top-down, global-scale components. 

O The strategy has to be applied on equal terms in developed as in develop-

ing countries. 

O Solutions to environmental and development problems have to be found at 

all levels: Political, institutional as well as technical. 

Concerning the geographical level, as also visualized in the hierarchical systems method in 

Figure 2.3, I will focus my work on sustainable development approaches aimed at national 

policy formulation. Primarily because this is the level where today many activities with 

large information demands are taking place, and, as we will elaborate in chapters 3 and 4, 

the technological constraints may here still be minimal. National approaches have to be re-
garded as belonging to the top-down domain, leaving however considerable space for bot-

tom-up implementations as well. 
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As indicated above, su5tainable development is a relatively navel field very much in fashion 

today. Thus1  the connections between environment and development are often drawn in a 

rather superficial manner. For a broader understanding, and to define some of the thesis' 

central terms, I therefore add a section on development here. 

23 Development 
Relevant summaries on development issues are: IUED (1990), Knall and Wagner (1986). 

Nohien and Nuscheler (1982), Nuscheler (1985 and 1992), OECD (1991) and WIty, Knecht 

and Seitz (1990). Rather critical reviews of foreign development projects are Basler (1984), 

EDMZ (1987), Erler (1985) and Hagen (1988). 

The world's inequities between the North and the South have lead to large scale develop-

ment efforts. Development has been defined by Bartelmus (1986: p.  3) as: 

tDevelopment is generally accepted to be a process that attempts to improve 

the living conditions of people. Most also agree that the improvement of living 

conditions relates to non-material wants as well to physical req uirements. 

The goals of development strategies have to be all-encompassing; a good synthesis has 

been given by Boss and Weber, as visualized in Figure 2.4 

A DEF1NtTION OF DEVELOPMENT 
PRIORiTY 	STANDARD 	 GOAL 

Economic Growth 

1 	LU e 
- 	

(basic needs orientated) 

Employment 

2 	Dignity 	 _____________ 

3 Participation 

1 . 	 ndependence 	I 

Figure 2.4: Definition of Development (Modified from Boss and Weber 1989) 
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The translation of such broad goals into concrete strategies is not an easy task. The roughly 

40 years of modern development have seen constant shifts in paradigms, depending mostly 

on the Ze!tgeist. Economic growth in the 1950ies and 1960ies, basic needs and poverty ,  in 

the 1970ies, participation in the 19801es and finally, sustainable development in the 

1990ies, have been - here grossly simplified - the principal targets of the global develop-

ment activities (Nuscheler 1985, UNDP 1989). Foreign development assistance in 1987 

reached a global total of 65.7 Billion IJ55, 414 billion USS being official development as-

sistance (IUED 1990). 

The delineation between developed and non- or underdeveloped is rather problematic. 

Economic, social and cultural indicators, such as GNP, energy consumption, distribution of 

property, literacy rate etc., constitute the frame, but also more descriptive criteria can be 

of relevance. The geographical area affected by development is generally referred to as 

the Third World or Developing Countries. These expressions cinaccurate enough to mirror 

reaIity (Nuscheler 1985) have found their way into everyday language and need no fur 

ther explanation. Concerning the research subject - Geographic Information Systems - it is 

even more difficult to draw well-defined boundaries between individual countries: I will 

therefore employ the terms rather liberally and complementarily. Within the developing 

countries, other groups exist, such as: The LDC (Less Developed Countries) and the LLDC 

(Least Developed Countries) defined by the United Nations in 1971 and the MSAC (Most 

Seriously Affected Countries) to delineate the countries affected by the oil crisis in 1973. 

exist. 
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91 	Geographic Information Systems 

3.1 Definilion and Concepts 
A Geographic Information System is a computer-based tool to handle spatially referenced 

information. .Many definitions of GiS make reference to the four basic functions of input. 

output, storage and anaIy5is (Goodchild 1987: p. 327). Adding networking, 1  in my opinion 

a quite relevant institutional component, my own definition of G15 looks as displayed in 

Figure 3.1: 

Geographic Information System 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are computer-based tools 
for the inventory, analysis and visualization of spatial infor-
mation. Through their interdisciplinary nature, institutional net-
working is also facilitated. 

Figure 3. 1: GIS - DeFinition 

1 1 use the term networking' to describe the technologys organizational impacts. Networking is 

not a GIS component sensu stricto, it has, however, to be regarded as quite vital in conjunction 

with the introduction of the technology to institutions. The item will be discussed more exten-
sively below. 
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As general as it is, this definition covers all aspects of the tool: It can be interpreted tech-

nically as well as on a broader scale of GIS and society and will be valid throughout my 

work. These individual components of GIS are outlined below. 

Inventot7 
The extended input domain of a GIS, here called 'inventory', includes the following activi-

tie5: Data acquisition, data integration and monitoring. Data acquisition is the process of 

bringing geographical data into a computer compatible format, for instance by digitizing 

maps, acquiring digital remotely sensed data or registering field observations. Data inte-

gration can be defined as the process of assembling data from various sources and different 

formats into a common system. Through this spatial integration step, the individual data 

layers are brought in conjunction with each other, thus enhancing substantially their po-

tential. Finally, adding the dimension •time', we speak of monitoring, the most powerful 

form of inventory: The repetitive collection, standardization and integration of consistent 

information over time to detect changes and to predict future trends. 

Relevant GIS references related to input and environmental monitoring G15 are: Ashdown 

and Schaller (1990), Elmehrik et al. (1980), Elsasser and Trachsler (1987), Elsasser and 

Knoepfel (1990), Rhind (1990b). Spandau et al. (1990), and Simonett (1986). 

Analysis 
Analysis within Geographic Information Systems has been systematically described by Berry 

(1987), who defines it as 'map algebra operations' ranging from simple reclassifications, 

overlays, measurements and neighborhoods to more sophisticated modeling functions. 

Throughout this paper I distinguish between two levels of G15 analysis: Summary statistics 

and modeling. The former includes simple operations, such as area calculations, measure-

ments or frequency counts, functions that are generally available in any GIS. The term 

'modeling is used for a more sophisticated mathematical and statistical analysis of spatial 

data with extended demands on the data and the models. The ability to handle and com-

pare multiple features and their attributes of the same geographical location in one system 

renders the tool as ideally suited to develop and simulate environmental scenarios, to an-

swer questions of the 'what- if' type. Because of its complex and probabilistic nature, how-

ever, modeling is still primarily used in the domain of research institutions. 

In my work the term analysis is restricted to its use within the GIS: Thus, I will not include 

graphical analysis, as outlined by Berlin (1981) in this section. This form of information pro-

cessing relies mainly on output products and will be discussed under 'Visualization'. 

Specific literature on GIS analysis and modeling include Berry (1987), Fischer and Nijkamp 

(1992), Goodchild (1987, 1989, 1991b), Kundert (1989). Nijkamp (1989) and Van Beurden 

(1992). 
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Visualization 
The visualization part of a Geographic Information System focuses on the translation of 

spatial data into communicable information.2  615 technology allows to visualize geogra phi-

cal information in a variety of forms of maps and graphical products such as 5ketch maps to 

be used in the field, portfolio maps to exchange 'quick look' information between planners 

and Scientists or highly communicative maps and graphics used in publications or the mass 

media. At a more sophisticated level, it is even possible to integrate data from a 615 into 

multi-media technology and generate animated displays. All these different forms of output 

products can in general be created with the same data and on the same computer platform, 

which is an invaluable asset in today's information age demanding versatility and flexibility. 

As outlined earlier, I also place graphical analysis under visualization. The basic idea of 

graphical analysis is to present data in such a way that interrelations become instantly evi-

dent: The recipients will be able to directly draw their conclusions from this information. 

This has the advantage that they are not confronted with pre-fabricated, highly hypotheti-

cal results of modeling and analysis steps. And here, Geographic Information Systems offer 

the possibility to easily visualize raw data available on a standardized base. 

The literature to communication of spatial information is quite vast, some relevant sources 

are Bertin (1981. 1983. 1989), Brunn and Leinbach (1990), Buttenfield and Ganter (1990). 

ESRI (1991), GrUnreich (1992). Kraak (1988), Landfried (1989). Lankhorst (1991), McAbee 

(1991), Muller (1989), Taylor (1983) and Wellar (1985). 

Networking 
Networking lies somewhat beyond the more tangible 615 components but its relevance to 
the field l5 being increasingly recognized, for instance by Dangerniond (1989), De Man 

(1991), Fisher and De Mers (1989) and also Yeh (1991): 

.615 capabilities could also have real, meaningful impacts on the organizations 

through which individuals and institutions carry out their work.i (Dangermond 

1989. P. 1) 

Networking is a strongly application-oriented component of 615 technology. The tool's po-

tential to integrate information can also lead to institutional integration at various levels. 
The introduction of 615 into organizations has the power to open up completely new com-

munication channels between practitioners in different sectors or at various hierarchical 

2 Throughout this publication I will use the terms data and information as introduced by Rosen-
berg (1987): Data as cA representation of facts, concepts or instructions in a formalized manner 

5uitable for communication, interpretation, or processing by human or automatic means.s (p. 
144); Information as gThe meaning that a human being assigns to data by means of the conven-
tions applied to that data. (p. 289). 
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levels. Thus, although often hidden. I regard the networking component as central to the 

application of GIS technology. 

Today, the role and the position of the aspects outlined above are widely being discussed: 

Is GIS mainly an analytical tool, is it a vehicle for the inventory and monitoring of spatial in-

formation, is the principal purpose of the technology the visualization of spatial informa-

tion or is the capability to bring together people, the networking components most rele-

vant aspect? 5peaking in general terms, this question can not be answered, since on the 

one hand, it depends on the individual application case and on the other hand, the break-

down of G15 in its components has to be regarded as somewhat artificial. Thus, instead of 

indulging merely on speculations now, 1 will come back to this issue when discussing the po-

tential of Geographic Information Systems for environment and development in chapter 4. 

3.2 GIS Developments 
After having given a definition of GIS I now want to take a look at the more general as-

pects and at the literature of the discipline. A comprehensive handbook 'Geographical In-

formation Systems' has been published in 1991 (Maguire. Goodchild and Rhind 1991). Gen-

eral introductions or overviews on Gl5 offer, among others: Bracken and Webster (1990), 

Burrough (1986a), Dangermond (1991), Goodchild (1989). Harrison and Dangermond (1987) 

and Walker and Miller (1990). Besides the scientific 'International Journal of Geographical 

Information Systems' (Taylor & Francis, London) also a number of application- and business-

oriented periodicals exist, such as 'GIS World' (Fort Collins), 'GIS World Europe' (Lemmers) 

and Geo-lnformations-Systeme' (Wichmann). Traditional cartographic journals, such as 'Car-

tographica' (University of Toronto Press). 'Cartography and Geographic Information Sys-

tems' (American Congress on Surveying and Mapping) or 'Kartographische Nachrichten' 

(Kirschbaum Verlag, Bonn) also cover the field of G15. Relevant scientific papers on G15 re-

search as well as on applications are regularly published in conference proceedings, such as 

'Auto Carto', 'EGIS', 'GIS/LIS'. 'Symposium on Spatial Data Handling'. Useful articles on sci-

entific and research topics of Geographic Information Systems are Boote (1991), Goodchild 

(1987, 1991a), NCGIA (1989) and Rhind (1988). 

As already indicated in the introduction, the commercial GIS market has seen a boom in the 

last few years only, with annual growth rates of 25 to 40% (Dangermond 1991). This is 

mainly due to the tremendous developments of computer technology with rapidly increas-

ing processing speed, storage capacities and general availability of computer hard- and 

software at progressively lower prices) The basic concepts of G15 have already been de- 

One generally speaks about a doubling of computer performance every second year, thus ten 

years from now we can expect capabilities ten- to fifty-fold of today's, and this increase will come 

at even lower prices (Dangermond 1991). 
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veloped in the 1960ies and early 1970ies, but commercial systems came only into use in the 

1980ies and became commonplace very recently. 

An issue has always been on where to place Geographic Information Systems among the 

neighboring scientific disciplines, cartography and remote sensing, as discussed by Fisher 

and Lindenberg (1989) and NERC (1989). Here, I tend to take a GIS-centered point of view: 

GIS as an umbrella to the related subjects, integrating cartographic as well as remote sens-

ing principles and information. In my opinion, GIS has distinct integrative and political com-

ponents, which make it more than just a tool for inventory and monitoring, as it is for in-

stance the case with remote sensing. Today, however, it becomes increasingly difficult to 

draw clear boundaries between GIS and the related subject areas: One can certainly speak 

of a abreakdown of traditional frontiersi, as also expressed by NERC (1989) in this context. 

If one wants to embed the technological aspects of the tool in its human and institutional 

context, one will have to analyze it at a rather wide angle, as my discussions on environ-

ment and development in chapter 2 have already shown. Thus, I will present background 

material to general geographical and spatial sciences research, aspects of environmental 

and spatial decision-making, environmental information, information and society, carto-

graphic and graphic concepts before moving to applications of G15 in the environmental 

domain and in Third World countries. 

3.3 GIS, Geography and other Spatial Sciences 
Geography as well as other spatial sciences constitute one of the foundations of Geo-

graphic Information Systems. Therefore, with the rapid growth of GIS, Geography is now in 

a more prominent position than it used to be over the last decades. Gl5 constitutes a tool to 

apply and experiment with the large amount of spatial theories and models that have been 

and still are being developed in the various branches of geography, sociology, forestry, bi-

ology and other disciplines with spatial components. 

It should be evident that by using GIS, it is extremely important to build on spatial science 

theory rather than merely creating technology-driven applications, as it is often being 

done. All environmental problems have spatial components, which geography and other 

disciplines are dealing with in a theoretical as well as in an applied manner. These vast 

background fields are often being neglected by GIS users, leading to many scientifically in-

adequate, if not trivial applications. This may even increase with further proliferation of 

the technology. In my opinion, the idea of G15 as everyone's tool has, despite its attractive-

ness, certainly scientific limits. 4  

Also the comparison of GIS to word processors, as often done to outline the tool's future devel-

opments, i5 in my opinion inadequate: Primarily because of the scientific limits outlined above. 
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I present a list of selected geographical texts 1  general and applied, which I consider of in-

tere5t for my work: 

An important geography classic is Bunge's 'Theoretical Geography' (1962). Before the exis-

tence of the technology, Bunge (1962) has drawn a scientific framework to what we call 

GIS today under the label 'Metacartography' emphasizing the interrelationships of pre-

maps (photographs, cartograms), maps and mathematics. Another relevant older general 

work is 'Spatial Organization, the Geographer'5 View of the World' (Abler, Adams and 

Gould 1971), where, amongst others, spatial decision processes are extensively discussed. 

Conducting research in a field 'in fashion' coupled with Concrete commercial interests, it is 

in my opinion relevant to consult opposition literature. Such alternative views are offered 

in Radical Geography' (Peet 1977) and 'New ModeI5 in Geography' (Peet and Thrift 1989). 

Also critical to mainstream geography, Harvey's 'Historical Materialistic Manifesto', points, 

among others, at the geographers' role as 'eclectic generalists': scAcademic geography, as a 

consequence, posed grand questions but all too frequently trivialized the answers. 

(Harvey 1984: P. 4), a risk that is quite evident today with the call for more interdisciplinary 

work and with GIS being proposed as a solution to many environmental and spatial prob-

lems. 

Applied geography offers also a vast and widely untapped reservoir of ideas and resources 

for GIS applications. Human as well as physical geographers have long-standing experience 

in the field of environment and development, at which we can here only throw a quick 

glance: 

Somehow development oriented are William Bunges works in Detroit and Montreal (Bunge 

1977, Bunge and Bordessa 1975), where the principle of 'Geographic Exploration' 5  is being 

outlined, which seem to be predetermined to be applied using GIS in a local context. Rapid 
Rural Appraisal (RRA)6  another explorative, bottom-up strategy has been applied and de-
scribed by Carew-Reid and OH (1991), NP/IUCN NCS Implementation Program (1992a) and 

Technische Universitãt Berlin (1989). Although not purely geographic. Kevin Lynchs ideas 

expressed in lmages of the City' (Lynch 1960) are particularly interesting regarding visuali- 

'Geographic Exploration' is ba5ed upon the idea that cGeographers should form expeditions to 
the poorest and most blighted areas of the country, contributing rather than taking resources, 
planning with people rather than planning for them, incorporating local people rather than ex-
cluding them in an elitist way. (Peet 1977: p. 14). The principle has been applied by Bunge pri-
marily in poor urban areas in the USA and Canada. 

6 In the context of decentralized development activities, NPC/IUCN NCS Implementation Program 
0992a: P. 65) has defined rapid rural appraisal as following: K RRA can be used to describe any of 
the new methodologies which make use of a multidisciplinary team, working with farmers and 
community leaders to develop, in a quick yet systematic fashion, a series of hypotheses. 
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zation. Other concrete guidelines suited for 615 applications can be found in Carpenter and 

Harper (1989), Casley and Kumar (1988), Friend (1988), Gares (1989), Hough and Sherpa 

(1989). Steiner et al. (1988). Stow and Laming (1991) and Wisner (1987) but, as mentioned 

already above, this list is only the tip of a very large ice berg 

Whether in concrete political processes the spatial sciences get their proper recognition or 

are not mostly by-passed by economic considerations can also be debated. Davies (1988) 

has demonstrated that spatial analysis, in the case of Zimbabwe's development planning af-

ter independence, has been a 'non-event'. However, particularly since environmental mo-

tives are increasingly relevant for political processes, there are enough indicators to prove 

that spatial sciences gain in importance in development processes. 

3.4 Environmental Decision-Making and 015 
One of the central questions this research project elaborates upon is on how Geographic 

Information 5ystems can be tied to the political decision-making process for addressing and 

solving environmental problems. Here. I have come across a peculiar problem reviewing the 

literature: While references to decision-makers or the decision-making process are common-

place in the GIS context, more concrete information is often lacking: 

iGIS is helping to put geographers very close to the decision-makers.s (ESRI 

1989: p. 25) 

Chorley (1988: p.  3) recognizes quite rightly that there is still a gap to be filled: 

siThe problem is to get the managers and decision-makers to use this (615) ca-

pability.* 

Before outlining the role 615 takes in the context of environmental decision-making, I first 

will take a look at the general literature of the field. O'Riordan (1976, 1989) treats the 

subject of environmental decision-making quite extensively, and other important references 

are Carpenter et al. (1985). Gares (1989), Nijkamp (1989), Rey (1991), Sewell and O'Riordan 

(1976) and Thompson et al. (1986). From authors of the GIS field, some recent attempts to 

bridge the gap between the technology and society have been made by Chorley (1988), 

Chrisman (1987). Coward and Heywood (1991), De Man (1988), De Sède et al. (1992). 

Despotakis et al. (1992), Fi5cher and Nijkamp (1992), Fisher and De Mers (1989), Hugentob-

ler (1989), Kus5e and Wentholt (1992). Parent and Church (1987), Reitsma (1990), Smith and 

Honeycutt (1987), UK Department of Environment (1987), Worall (1990) and particularly 

relevant with regard to my research: Copas and Medyckyj-Scott (1991) and Fedra et al. 

(1991). 
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Since the largest environmental problems are caused by an accumulation of small-scale 1  in-
dividual decisions 1  as also outlined in chapter 2, environmental decision-making is seen by 

many not as a rational and straightforward task: 

Despite the attempts by researchers to prove otherwise, decision-making is 

rarely a conscious rational exercise where key actors can readily be identified 

and asked to explain how and why they evaluate information and make judg-

ments.. (CYRiordan 1976: p.  244). 

The relevance of operations research (OR) and decision support systems (D55), traditional 

methods to model decision-making, has by some authors been dismissed in the context of 

environmental problems, since these techniques are asuitable for supporting structured, 

operational decision-making only. (Copas and Medyckyj-5cott 1991: P.  218). Thompson et 

al. (1986) also disapprove of the use of management science decision-making procedures 

mainly on the grounds of prevailing uncertainties 7  and that decisions concerning the envi -
ronment have to be taken between and not inside organizations. 

Here, however one has to differentiate: Environmental problems can also be reduced to 

smaller, manageable levels, and here the application of operational decision methods in 

the form of deci5ion support systems is quite feasible. The main application fields are the 

various forms of environmental impact assessment methods (E IA) with well-established pro-

cedures and mostly known variables. Examples of such decision support systems are de-

scribed by Fedra et al. (1991), Despotakis et al. (1992), Kusse and Wentholt (1992) and 

Reitsma (1990). Fedra et al. (1991) and UNEP (1988b) have included a survey of the various 

environmental impact assessment procedures: They list Ad hoc, checklist and matrix, over-

lay, network and diagram, cost-benefit analysis and modeling method5. All these different 

EIA techniques are suitable for the application of Gl5. Most of today's decision support sys-

tems, however, still operate with rather simplistic rule bases; also the use of the term 'ex-

pert system is in many cases inappropriate and misleading. 8  The field is still much in an ex-

perimental stage, and links to real world decision-making are therefore mostly lacking yet. 

The authors' skepticism is also based on a survey of 'hard', i.e., scientific quantification of fuel-

wood consumption in Nepal, where the lowest and the highest value5 varied by a Factor (!) of 67 

(Thompson et al. 1986). 

8 The term 'expert system', inducing a flavor of savoir faire, 15 in my opinion used far too often for 
quite regular Geographic Information Systems with a decision component; I prefer the more mod-

est but nevertheless accurate label 'decision support system'. 
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Thus. I distinguish among two general approaches to environmental decision-making with 

615, making use of external and internal, or often referred to as passive and active 9  deci-

sion support methods: 

Passive Decision 5upport 

The large-scale environmental problems, primarily caused by the accumulation 

of multiple individual decisions, call for a broader political and educational 

problem-solving approach. Because the environmental decision-making process 

can not be rationalized into a readily usable model, structured managerial sci-

ence methods are not necessarily valid. Concerning Geographic Information Sys-

tems, one will have to aim directly at a rather large group of environmental de-

cision-makers, including politicians, planners as well as the general public. 

These decision-makers require timely, accurate, well presented and comrnunica-

ble information on the environment; it can be well envisaged that, among oth-

ers, 615 technology will meet this information need. 

Active Decision 5upport 

The active or internal decision methods have their principal validity with envi-

ronmental impact assessments and related planning procedures, which are all to 

a certain degree operationable. Here, 615 can be applied as decision support 

systems (D55), where some decisions, or rather branches of decisions, are taken 

within the system, implementing readily available and known methodologies. 

In the environmental decision-making domain, I consider the passive approach more rele-

vant than the active one; the topic will be discussed with regard to GIS in developing coun-

tries in chapter 4 (Figure 4.1). Environmental information in one form or another has been 

identified as vital to all decision-making domains. I will thus elaborate the topic. 

3.5 Environmental Information 
In complex and all-encompassing problem areas where solution approaches aim at political 

processes information has always to be considered as a key issue. With regard to the envi-

ronment, for instance, in the context of the Group of Seven (67)10  summit in London in 

1991 a 'Statement on Environmental Information for Decision-makers' has been issued by 

the International Forum on Environmental Information for the Twenty-First Century, giving 

the following essentials: 

The terminology external' and 'internal is specifically used here with regard to the tool Gl: The 
official scientific terms are passive' and 'active decision support (Kusse and Wentholt 1992). 

10 The world's most important Western industrial nations, Canada, France, Germany, Great Britain, 
Italy, Japan and the USA constitute the Group of Seven, or short, G7, 
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PubIic- and private-sector decision-makers at all levels are facing increasingly 

complex policy and investment choices, many of which require the integration 

of economic, environmental, social and cultural factors. Scientific, technical 

and policy information that is timely and accurate, and presented in a compre-

hensive manner, is essential to the achievement of sound decisions. (p. 1) 

Information in this context has been defined as: cData, 5tatistics and other quantitative 

and qualitative materials. (p. 5) 

Concerning 615 and environmental information, I would upgrade this definition with the vi-

sual components maps and graphics. 

References to the decision-maker's information demand are found throughout the litera-

ture: 

lt was recognized that high-level policy and decision makers want simple, 

repetitive, integrating indicators of resource status and environmental quali-

ty. (Carpenter, Talbot and Mitter 1985: p.  8) 

cThe results of evaluation procedures have to be transferred to policy-makers 

in a manageable and communicable form. (Nijkamp 1989: p.  206) 

The ability to handle complex and probabilistic information and visualize the 

second or third order ramifications of various policy options is obviously an ex-

tremely valuable attribute for any decision maker. (O'Riordan 1976: p.  242) 

cAgencies managing information can help by paying particular attention to the 

need to present decision-makers and their advisers with relevant information in 

a comprehensible and usable form, with confidence limits clearly stated. 

(IUCNIUNEPIWWF 1991: p. 75) 

These references are usually aimed at high-level politicians, the validity of these observa-

tions can however easily be extended to administrators and the general public as the in di-

vidual decision-makers on a day-to-day basis. 

Some of the above-outlined information needs pertain to the 615 domain. As mentioned in 

the introduction, even the Bruntland Report has outlined the need for 615 and space tech-

nology, and the IUCN/LJNEP/WWF (1991) strategy refers explicitly to information technolo-

gy and to Gl5 in order to 'strengthen the knowledge base and make information on envi-

ronmental matters more accessible 1 . Also the G7 5tatement quoted (International Forum on 
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Environmental Information for the Twenty-First Century 1991), aimed at world leaders, de-

rnands nothing less than: 

Recognizing the spatial nature of all environmental data and information and 

developing improved methods for presenting the products of Geographical In-

formation Systems (Gl5).. (p.  3) 

Potential uses of G15 for the proliferation of information have thus clearly been expressed 

at the highe5t strategic levels. And here, I am moving closer to the core of my research: 

What role can Geographic Information Systems play as a tool to meet these information 

needs? Can G15 be used as a sort of: 

Uncertainty absorber to simplify information and reduce ambiguity to tolera-

ble leveIs. (O'Riordan 1976: p. 242). 

These questions will be 5ubject of discussion in chapter 4, in the assessment of the tool's 

potential. 

3.6 Information and Society 
To assess communication aspects of spatial information I want to illuminate the role of and 

potential large-5cale impacts of information in society. References to this topic include 

Baark (1986), Brunn and Leinbach (1990), Erkärung von Bern (1986), Laudon (1986), Na-

tional Academy of Engineering (1985) and Wellar (1985). Two principal tendencies have 

been observed. While some authors assume that the spread of knowledge will lead to a dif-

fu5ion of power, to more democracy and to the 'erosion of hierarchies' (National Academy 

of Engineering 1985), others envisage potential negative impacts, which could lead to a 

centrally controlled 'dossier society' (Laudon 1986). Particularly in Third World countries, 

central governments could monopolize environmental information. A third group perceives 

the technology's impacts less important than conventionally expected. Wellar (1985), for 

example, concluded that the significance of automated cartography to information society 

was marginal at best. However, since Wellar's publication, the field has dramatically 

changed and his judgment might be different today. 

It is quite difficult to judge the broader implications of Geographic Information Systems on 

society. However, I want to emphasize that despite the tremendou5 cumulative effect of in-

formation technology as a whole, the weight of one single element, such as 615, should not 

be overestimated. The tool's impacts on society and the environment are certainly less than 

some exponents of the technology tend to believe. Talking about a revolution in the con-

text of 615 and society is certainly an exaggeration, reflecting the commercial success 
rather than application impacts. After all, we are still far from significant breakthroughs in 

the handling of todays environmental problems. 
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Another critical topic i5 the often discussed 'neutrality' and 'objectivity of computerized in-

formation. These questions have been a prominent issue in conjunction with Forrester and 

Meadows, the modelers in the late 19601es and early 19701es. Then 1  it has been proclaimed 

that: 

Only the computer can 'objectively' work through the maze of interconnected 

loops and relationships to arrive at 'rational' conclusions; the human mind sim-

plifies and distorts 'reality' to suit its prejudices. (O'Riordan 1976: p.  1 5-16) 

In conjunction with GIS, similar lines of thought have re-surfaced, stating that information 

derived from G15 is more objective or transparent than from traditional sources. Here, I 

agree with the authors taking a negative or at least cautious stand towards self-proclaimed 

objectivity and neutrality: 

.cMaps, like art, are far from being a transparent opening to the world but a 

particular human way of looking at the worlds (Harley 1989: p.3) 

And in conjunction with G15: 

GlS technology is not scientifically objective and vaIue-free. (Taylor 1991b, 

p. 71) 

G15 technology per se is neither neutral' nor objective'. In the context of providing infor -

mation to decision-makers it much rather may well be regarded as a propaganda tool with 
all negative aspects associated. Only by being aware of this fact allows a meaningful ap-

praisal of the technology and its application. The conclusions for persons involved with the 

tool has been stated in another context by Harvey (1984: p.  7): 

Geographers cannot remain neutral. but we can strife towards scientific rigor, 

integrity and honesty. 

Others have also cited ethical aspects of environmental - and 3I5 - information, for exam-
ple the 'confidence limits' in the IUCN/UNEP/WWF (1991) report or statements like ito 

summarize and interpret ethically in a way to sustain critical examinations by Butte nfield 

and Ganter (1990: p.  312). 
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3.7 Cartography and Computer Graphics 
The process of transcribing data elements into useful and communicable information within 

a GI5, mostly relying on cartographic and graphical principles, i5 quite central to the field. 

The output from a G15 uses often the form of maps and graphics, and on the other hand 

cartography has also been one of the driving forces in the development of the technology. 

Indispensable contributions in this field are the texts on graphic semiology by Jacques 

Bertin (1981, 1983, 1989), the 'Outstanding theoretician-practitioner' (Salitchev 1983). The 

description of the use of visual variables for the graphic transcription of information as well 

as the use of graphics for decision-making, makes Bertin's work very attractive to the field 

of GIS: 

Maps are instruments for decisions as well as communication. (Bertin 1989: 

P. 51) 

The idea of graphical analysis, using maps as a vehicle for analysis - and not only to com-

municate messages - has been taken up by many authors in the Gl5 field, Copas and Medy-

ckyj-Scott (1991: p. 222), for instance are stating that: KGraphics can be seen as decision 

aids in their own right. 

Board (1981), GrUnreich (1992), Muehrcke (1981), Morrison (1989). Muller (1985. 1989), 

Salitchev (1983) and Taylor (1983, 1986) cover general aspects of traditional as well as au-

tomated cartography, which will not be discussed here in detail. It is important, however, to 

recognize the communicative nature of cartography: 

The communication of spatial information that cannot be conveyed ade-

quately by verbal or numerical means. (Board 1981: p.  43) 

Adalemo and Balogun (1989), Duru (1986), Freitag (1977, 1980, 1985), Friese and Welsch 

(1982), Gruber and Kostka (1990), McCall (1991) and Phlmann (1986) outline the role of 

traditional cartography in developing countries. Herzog (1986) looks at cartography and 

the political decision-making process. 

Harley's (1989) critical comments become relevant in conjunction with increased map use in 

G15. His conclusions that maps are never scientific or Kobjectivem (p.  1), that siall maps 

strive to frame the message in the context of an audience (p.  11) and that abehind most 

cartographers there is a patron (p.  12) fit well into my elaborations on objectivity and 

neutrality above. 

One serious concern in conjunction with maps and graphics from Geographic Information 

5ystems is the potential of errors and misuse. The credibility of maps, computer maps in par- 
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ticular is still quite high, as Muller (1985: p. 44) has observed: sEDV Karten 5ind sogar un-

widerstehlich, da der Computer em n Aroma der Unfehlbarkeit hinzufUgt.'' During interac-

tive 6)5 demos it can be observed that the recipients, stunned by colorful products, may not 

question the contents any more. Because 4cNew maps are extremely volatile, single purpose 

and probabilistic*. Muller (1989: p. 675) regards all this as nothing less than a Kchallenge 

of the integrity of the cartographic discipline*. 

Buttenfield and Ganter (1990) and McAbee (1991) also extensively discuss aspects of vi5ual-

ization and GIS. The former have developed a classification scheme of graphics commonly 

used in the context of G15, comprising of 

O 	analytical graphics for exploration and inference 

O 	illustrative graphics for precise representation 

O 	visual tools for decision-making 

The interesting aspects of this scheme are on the one hand the recognition of the analyti-

cal qualities of maps and graphics, according to Bertin and others, and on the other hand, 

the ethical component attached to the 'visual tools for decision making', as cited above. I 
will come back to this scheme in chapter 4, when assessing the visualization potential of 

615. 

With the importance of visualization to 615 in general and the disappearing boundaries be-

tween subjects we also have to look beyond cartography and GIS into literature on com-

puter graphics and graphical arts. Overviews are given by Stankowski and Duschek (1989). 

Stadler (1982). Stauffer (1987), Tufte (1990), Veith (1988) and Wildbur (1989). The field of-

fers enormous potentials which are far from being fully utilized by the 615 community. The 

same is also true for the use multimedia technologies, which only very recently have found 

their way into geography and 615. 

11 Automated maps are quite irresistible because the computer adds a flavor of infallibility. 
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3.8 Environmental GIS Applications 
From the very beginning of the tech nology's development 1  GiS has been used for environ-

mental applications. Thus 1  innumerable publications on the topic exist. A good survey is of-

fered by Ashdown and Schaller (1990); other relevant works are Bächtold et al. (1990), Bur-

rough (1986b), Kienast et al. (1991), Rhind (1990b), Storch (1990) and Van Beurden (1992) 

just to present an arbitrary selection. The field is vast, and as indicated, it is quite difficult 

to draw clear boundaries between environmental and non-environmental GlS applications. 

At a broad level one can use the pyramid developed by Grossmann (1983) and adapted by 

Ashdown and Schaller (1990) in an ecosystem research context. For my work. I have applied 

the hierarchical systems method to classify sustainable development strategies and applica-

tions, as displayed in Figure 2.3. Here, I have created my own scheme, which is more prac-

tice-oriented, to group GIS installations and applications with environmental contents. It is 

displayed in Figure 3.2: 

Environmental GIS Applications 

Government - - 

	 - 

	

- 	 terncition a I 
Universify 

© .o140. Odobe 1992 

Figure 2.2: Classification of Environmental GIS Applications 

My classification according to Gl5 function is based on the principal emphasis of a GIS site 

or application project. This is not always easily established, in reality, types are usually 

mixed, applying multiple functions in parallel. Better discernible are the parameters of in-

stitutional type and scale: Institutional type identifying the kind of organization, and scale, 

besides being a geographical denominator, also indicating the level of abstraction with re- 
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gard to environmental decision-making. Scale can somehow be regarded as identical, or at 

least well correlated, with the hierarchical levels by Grossmann (1983; displayed in Figure 

2.3: Strategic 1  dynamic, process and reality). 

This scheme will serve as for assessing the potential of 615 technology in developing coun-

tries (chapter 4). 

3.9 Geographic Information Systems in Developing Counfries 
With the substantial increase of GIS installations in Third World countries, also the litera-

ture on the subject is becoming abundant. It can roughly be subdivided into three groups: 

Scientific articles, descriptions of applications, and strategies for technology transfer. The 

descriptive texts are still dominating; very few authors up to now have been looking at the 

issue at a broader, non-technical scale. This problem will certainly diminish as time goes by: 

With GIS becoming commonplace and being applied more in developing countries, ques-

tions about their true value will become more relevant. So far, the technical problems asso-
ciated with the tool were too dominant. People working in the field trying to keep the ma-

chines running can hardly be expected to venture into questions beyond technology. Thus, 

in papers on 615 application5 in developing countries, the di5crepancies between the often 

elusive general goals and the implementation descriptions dominated by technical termi-

nology, can be quite striking. Another type of relevant literature are the strategic papers 

on technology transfer issued by international or by aid organizations. 

Scientific Articles 
Scientific pioneer work has already been conducted by Taylor in Kenya in the 1970ies 

(Taylor 1980). Of course, this early work is still full of technical details incomprehensible 

today, 12  however, Taylor never looses sight of the big picture: ol can think of no easier way 

to convince a regional economist to re-examine his basic premises than to show him a 

diagram of this type. (Taylor 1980: p.  77). Taylor has also elaborated on education and 

training and analyzed the role of the foreign experts (Taylor 1986a, 1986b). 

The most recent of Taylor's articles on 615 and developing nations (Taylor 1991a, 1991b) 

give a comprehensive summary of the developments over the last decade. The essentials of 

the field has been stated by the author (Taylor 1991 b: p.  73) as follows: 

cGlS are a First World technology and their utilization in the Third World will 

depend, to some extent at least, upon the ways in which technology transfer 

takes place. If the First World finds new and more politically compelling outlets 

for its interest, the present nature and scale of that technology transfer may 

12 For instance, data had to be tediously entered on punch-cards, a technology which today has 

completely disappeared. 
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change. Thus, to understand 615 in developing nations, it is necessary to under-

stand the challenges and context of development which is itself a constantly 

changing panorama. This is not primarily a technical problem.* 

This i5 exactly today's prevailing dualism in the field, which is also one of the principal mo-

tivations to my work: To place a technical tool in an organizational and political context to 

create meaningful applications with large-scale impacts, for instance on environmental de-

cision-making. 

Taylor (1991b) elaborates extensively on •top-down' and 'bottom-up' approaches, confirm-

ing to some extent observations I have already made in the context of sustainable devel-

oprnent and ecosystem research applications (see Figures 2.3 and 3.2): The hierarchical 

level and scale have to be regarded as quite central parameters to characterize the type of 

a G15 application. The author has also assigned labels to various organizations in the tech-

nology transfer domain, for instance GRID as a 'top-down' operation, AlT as bottom-up' 

and ITC as 'intermediate'. In my opinion, this line of argumentation is not without problems 

of over-generalization, as one may well envisage mixed types. For instance, a top-down 

program can still leave niches for local implementations, whereas the appropriateness and 

financial sustainability, thus outside dependence, of bottom-up 615 projects has in many in-

stances to be questioned. 

I do, however, agree with Taylor when he states that 615 technology is often applied in a 

non-adapted manner1  and fully support his call for 'indigenization': 

ldeally, the technology should be 'indigenized' and adapted to the needs and 

capabilitie5 of the particular situation in which is to be used.* (Taylor 1991b: p. 

80). 

A special issue of the 'International Journal of Geographical Information Systems' has been 

dedicated to the topic '615 in Developing Countries' (Taylor 1991a). Interesting are here 

the contributions of Hastings and Clark (1991) on 615 in Africa, Yeh (1991) on the situation 

in Asia and Yapa (1991) asking whether 615 is an appropriate technology. Similar to my ap-

proach, Yeh also (1991) 5ees the main potential of the technology in conjunction with sus-

tainable development strategies and links its application potential directly to recommenda-

tions made in the Bruntland report. Yapa (1991) acknowledges the dualistic nature of 615 

technology, on the one hand having a great potential to support rural planning activities, 

on the other hand still being relatively expensive and difficult to apply in certain areas. 

A quite independent and unique line of research is pursued by the East-West Center, focus-

ing primarily on bottom-up, rural 615 applications in Asia: Fox (1991), as in some of his older 

articles (Fox and Chow 1988, Fox 1989a) is putting emphasis on broader scale issues and 

quite rightly states that: 
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.tThe implementation of this technology is not constrained by technical prob-

lems, but by social, economic and political factors (Fox 1989a: p.  11) 

His rather unorthodox suggestion of moving G15 into the field to work closely with the local 

population in the context of Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) certainly bears potential for the 

future (Fox and Chow 1988). Particularly in conjunction with sustainable development, de-

centralized approaches integrating the local population become relevant. 13  Although, of 

course in a rural context one is more often confronted with the question of the appropri-

ateness of the technology than in a larger, national-scale setup: The relatively high co5t of 

such rural GIS ventures can probably only be supported through heavy external funding, 

lead ing to new dependencies and making the true grassroots type of such installations 

questionable. 

Other articles giving a broader scientific valuation of GIS technology in a Third World con-

text are Drummond (1986), International Academy of Environment (1991). GTZ (1991), Mei-

jerink et al. (1988), 5pecter (1986) and Tveitdal (1989). 

Descriptions of Applications 
Descriptive articles on Geographic Information 5ystems applications in Third World coun-

tries relevant to my work are those of Chappuis and de Golbéry (1985), linking Bertin's 

principles to a G15 project in India, and Anker et al. (1986) applying the tool for land eval-

uation in Zambia. Both put emphasis on the importance of graphical communication: 

In a mostly illiterate environment, graphic communication is a necessity. 

(Chappuis and de Golbéry 1985: p.  68) 

4cA map showing the suitability for growing a particular crop in a country may 

be a much easier tool for decision-making than long lists of tabulated results. 
(Anker et al. 1986: p. 433) 

Other articles describing GiS applications in developing countries are EROS Data Center 
(1988), Fedra et al. (1991), Hardy (1987), Hedberg (1991), Itten et al. (1986), Jampoler and 

Haack (1989), Krauer (1989). Kundert (1990), Lessard et al. (1989), Nanayakkara et al. 

(1985), Nkambwe (1991), Rojas et al. (1988), 5chmid (1986), Schreier et al (1989), Simonett 

et al. (1987), Singh (1989), Turyatunga (1989), Van der Harten (1991). Van Teeffelen (1991) 

and World Bank (1990). 

13 Among others, the authors used GIS-like tools for decentralized information collection: gThis 
study sought to demonstrate the utility of CAD software for making sketch maps and to appraise 
the use of computer-generated sketch maps for conducting rapid rural appraisaIs (Fox and Chow 

1988: p. 8). 
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Technology Transfer 
Some international organizations and aid agencies, for instance UNEP/GRID, UNITAR, 

UNSO, U5AID, ITC, GTZ and the World Bank for some years have been involved in transfer-

ring GIS technology to developing countries. While this is often done in a rather ad hoc, 

project based manner, the World Bank has elaborated concrete terms of reference for their 

'Program of Environment Information Systems in Sub-Saharan Africa' (Falloux 1989, World 

Bank 1991a, 1991b, 992b). The aim of the program is to: 

HeIp Sub-Saharan countries to set up operational environmental information 

systems, to meet the priority demands of resource users, planners and decision 

makers for better renewable resource management. (World Bank 1991b: p.  1) 

The program is linked with the Bank's NEAP activities - described in chapter 2 - in the vari-

ous sub-saharan countries, principally as an information mechanism for the action plans. 

The World Bank explicitly uses the term environmental information system (ElS) to empha-

size their topic of main concern. The program's framework consists of the following ele-

ments for implementing operational environmental information systems: 

O assessment of environmental information requirements 

O assessment of the current situation in the country regarding 

environmental information 

O elaboration of long-term strategy (15-20 years) 

O identification of appropriate low-cost interventions to be implemented in 

the short-term 

O initiation of training for both technical staft and decision-makers 

O preparation of the first investment segment (5 years) 

O provision of help to relevant institutions to initiate implementation 

The World Bank program has to be considered a top-down, policy-level approach. It Is ad-

dressed directly at the national government level and thus has considerable effect on gen-

eral environmental policy developments, such as environmental action plans. It also explicit-

ly leaves space for decentralized efforts, for instance data gathering at lower administra-

tive levels (VIAK 1992). However, how this will work in practice remains to be seen. De5pite 

being aimed at GIS implementations, the program is rather vague on central G15 issues, 

such as communication. Somehow it is assumed that as soon as Geographic Information Sys-

tems are installed, applications and the communication of environmental information will 

evolve automatically: An attitude not so rare in the international GIS community. Neverthe-

less, as a broad-level framework, the program has to be regarded as quite viable, above-all 

because it offers a policy-level treatment of the issue of transferring the technology to de-

veloping countries at a national level. For more concrete GIS implementations, guidelines 

will have to be worked out from case to case. For the National Environmental Information 
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Center (NEIC) in Uganda, which is being established under the World Bank program, for in-

stance, this work will attempt to bridge the gap between 5trategy and applications in the 

frame of the case study discussion in chapter 6. 

3.10 UNEP/GRID and UNITAR 
UNEP/GRID and UNITAR are two organizations central to GIS developments in the Third 

World in general and my research in particular. They have relatively long-standing experi-

ence in the field. Thus, I will briefly introduce and evaluate the activities of these two bod-

I es. 

UNEP 
The United Nations Environment Program (UNEP) has been established by the UN General 

Assembly as a follow-up to the Stockholm conference on the environment in 1972. It is re-

sponsible for Kcoordinating, catalyzing and stimulating environmental action primarily - but 

not exclusively - within the UN system. (World Resources Institute 1990: p.  15). The organi-

zation's main achievements can be seen in the following three areas: 

O UNEP has been quite active and successful in creating global environmen-

tal awareness, involving youth, women's groups, industrial leaders and 

parliamentarians. For instance, the World Environment Day and the 

Global 500 award have been initiated by UNEP. 

O The organization acts as a catalyst and coordinator of environmental mat-

ters above-all throughout the UN system and in certain instances also be-

yond. 

O Although the program does not directly implement development projects, 

UNEP does influence development activities through its administration of 

various trust funds. 

Despite being a rather small UN organization' 4, UNEP has quite a high profile, particularly 

since it has initiated the Montreal Protocol on the Protection of the Ozone Layer in 1987 

and the Basel Convention on Hazardous Waste in 1989, and because of its leading role at 

the Earth Summit in Brazil in 1992. 

14 UNEPS annual budget of USS 60 million (1988/89) is rather small compared to other UN organi-

zations, such as WHO with USS 543 million (1988/89), FAO with USS 437 million (1988189) or 

UNESCO with USS 380 million (1990191) (Woifrum 1991). 
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UNEP/GRID 
The Global Resource Information Database (GRID) has been set up in 1985 as a pilot pro-
ject within the UNEPs Global Environmental Monitoring System (GEM5). After the pilot 

(1985-1987) and implementation phase (1987-1989), GRID is now operational and has be-

come a UNEP Program Activity Center (PAC) in 1991. Besides a wide range of internal pub-

lications (UNEP/GEMS/GRID 1986, 1987a-d, 1988, UNEPIGRID 1990, 1991a-c), GRID's activ-

ities have been briefly covered in the scientific literature by Clark. Hastings and Kinne-

mann (1991), Hastings and Clark (1991) and by Taylor (1991b). 

The GR1D/PAC with overall policy responsibility is located at UNEP'S headquarters in 

Nairobi. Kenya. Currently there are two UNEP internally funded and staffed regional 

nodes, Geneva and Nairobi, and a series of other centers of varying status: Sioux Falls 

(USA), Bangkok (Thailand), Arendal (Norway). Kathmandu (Nepal), Tsukuba (Japan) Warsaw 

(Poland) and Moscow (Russia). These, together with a range of national cooperating cen-

ters, form the GRID network. GRID's broader goals have been 5ummarized as follows 

(UNEP/GRID 1991c): 

The mission of GRID is: 

O To provide timely and reliable georeferenced information; and access to a 

unique, international Geographical Information System (G15) service 

0 To address environmental is5ues at Global. Regional and National levels 

0 To bridge the gap between scientific understanding of earth processes, 
and sound management of the environment. 

These goals can be grouped into two principal objective domains: Data and information 

provision (data assembly and data supply) and technology transfer, as also visualized in Fig-

ure 3.3 further below. We can recognize here the dualism technology - applications, which 
is predominant in the field today. These general goals have been translated into the fol-
lowing activity areas (UNEP/GRID 1991c): 

O Database management, including the acquisition, verification, and dissem-

ination of georeferenced environmental data sets, as well as development 

of methodologies for handling global data. 

O GIS applications, in the form of provision of GIS capabilities and expertise 

for supporting environmental assessments and solving environmental prob-

lems at all scales. 
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O GIS technology transfer, in support to formal training programs, in on-the-

job case study applications, and in conjunction with technical assistance 

programs to strengthen national capabilitie5. 

O GRID system development, to ensure that GRID grows to become a useful 

service within the Earthwatch and the United Nations Environment Pro-

gram (UNEP). 

0 Meta-database development for improved data documentation 1  and easy 

access to the catalog of GRID data holdings. 

A schematic diagram of 'How GRID Works' is displayed in Figure 3.3: 
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Figure 3.3: How GRID works (ModiFied from UNEP/GRID 1990) 

GRID5 stength is, as UNEPs in general, being a catalytic and coordinating body: Through 

its pioneering efforts in transferring GIS technology to developing countries, the program 

has created much world-wide interest and spin-off activities. Particularly in the context of 

national sustainable development strategies, GRID is in an important position: on the one 

hand to aggregate the national and regional data and strategies to a global 5ynthesis, on 

the other to provide with GIS a tool to handle the enormous amounts of information accu-

mulating. The GRID network can be regarded as a powerful vehicle to exchange knowl-

edge, coordinate environmental GlS activities internationally and exchange natural re-

sources data. Concerning world-wide data supply, GRID has created an automated cata- 
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loging system in the form of a meta-data base, accessible on-tine for interested information 
users. 

However, I consider GRID's general goals and wide range of activities as probably too all-

encompassing and ambitious: Its actions are at times quite ad hoc and patchy. This has cer-
tainly to do with GRID's position at a global strategic level. In addition, the geographical 

spread makes coordination rather difficult, many GRID nodes operate rather autonomously. 

Some nodes, for instance, have clear regional or national information mandates, others be-

ing more specialized in technology transfer or global database development. Thus, the pro-

gram is not really as coherent as it may be expected, which also makes an overall judgment 

of GRiD very difficult. I would term the GRID actMties still as experimental, despite the 

program already being 'operational', because most of its broader goals are still far from 

fulfillment. Concerning technology transfer, thorough follow-up activities are not really on 

GRID's agenda, although such activities have to be regarded as a very crucial element in 

the field of a technology requiring larger scale and long-term investments and consulting 

activities. On this point I will elaborate more in conjunction with the Uganda G15 in chapter 
6. Finally, with respect to its almost insurmountable coordinating and integration tasks, 

GRID is also just too small an organization with only about 20 professionals working at a 

few centers around the globe. 

UNITAR 

The mandate of the United Nations institute for Training and Research (UNITAR) is to en-

hance icthe effectiveness of the United Nations in achieving the major objectives of the 

Organization, in particular, the maintenance of peace and security and the promotion of 

economic and social development. (UNITAR 1992: p.  5). Under the umbrella of 'Economic 
and social development training programs', the UNITAR European office In Geneva has 

since 1986 been cooperating with UNEP/GRID in the 'UNEP/UNITAR environmental train-

ing programs in Geographic Information Systems for Natural Resource Management'. The 
training programs have four main goals, which are: 

0 To train scientists and planners From developing countries to operate and 

beneRt from GIS technology. 

0 To guide trainees through their hrst GIS application prolect. 

O To encourage and assist trainees establish G1S inFormation exchange 
neiworks in their own countries capable of beneFiting from GRID's tech-

nology and dotasets. 

O To enable trainees to train others within their respective regions in GIS 
technology. 
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Besides training, UNITAR pursues thus also technology transfer objectives: Again, an indica-

tion of the above-mentioned dualism technology - applications. General references to the 

program are Azimi (1991) and UNITAR (1990c, 1991 and 1992). 

After an initial program at the EPFL in Lausanne and UNEP/GRID in Geneva, the training 

has now been diversified and decentralized with regional sub-programs in Nairobi, 

Bangkok and Kathrnandu. Training events are of various contents and duration, ranging 

from one-day sensitization workshops to six-months training courses. To date, UNITAR has 

trained over 130 professionals from 40 countries from Asia, Africa, Latin America and East-

ern Europe (UNITAR 1992). 

As a major contribution beyond the diverse training courses and workshops, UNITAR pub-

lishes a series of workbooks on 615 related topics. These workbooks contain case study ma-

terial in the form of digital datasets and written instructions to specific areas, which so far 

are: Change and Time Series Analysis in 615', 'GIS and Forestry', 'GIS and Coastal Zone 

Management', and 'G15 and Mountain Ecosystems'. The workbook applications run on 

IDRISI, a low-cost but quite powerful, raster-based PC software package, whose develop-

ment at Clark University is also supported by UNITAR (Eastman 1991). The IDR15I develop-

n'ient can be regarded as an attempt to make 615 more applicable by being inexpensive and 

user-friendly. 

After some years of experimentation with mixed results, 15  the 'UNEPUNITAR environmen-

tal training programs in Geographic Information Systems for Natural Resource Manage-

ment' have now matured into well-established institutions. In my opinion, however, two 

areas will in future need more attention in the UNITAR program: The adaptation of the 

contents to the local situation and the integration of the training activities into longer 

term options, above-all formal University education. 

UNITAR's claim to pursue a 4chighly individualized and applied approach (Azimi 1991: p. 

1), has, in the context of workshop duration of a few weeks or months, at least to be ques-

tioned. Although UNITAR tends to integrate local data, procedures of applications are 

generally of a global and mechanistic nature. 16  Also the training's focus on analysis and 

15  At the beginning, the program was not always able to provide operational GIS hard- and soft-
ware to their trainees at completion of the training course5. Thus, valuable skill5 were being lost 
again and some of the trainees abandoned the field of 615 completely. See also the discussions on 

Uganda and Nepal. 

16 From a technology point of view it is probably all right to use, for instance, the same soil ero-
sion models word-wide. However, if we really want to adapt 615 to the local conditions, we do 
not only have to ask whether the used methodology is appropriate but also whether the whole 
problem area is of relevance. Considerations, which are often ignored in a technology-centered 
training approach. 
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modeling could be shifted more towards the visual and communicative aspects of Gl5, to 

get closer to environmental decision-making activities. While in Europe and North America 

GIS has evolved to an important academic discipline, in the Third World today very few 

Universities with a GIS curriculum exist. This is an area, where UNITAR could focus more at-

tention upon to enable the long term sustainability of G15 in a country. 

Training aspects in general will be discussed in chapter 4, and I will comment UNITAR's 

concrete involvement with the case studies in Uganda and Nepal in chapters 6 and 7. 

GRID and UN1TAR are both indisputably pioneers in the field of GIS technology transfer. 

Their achievements are quite impressive with a large number of cooperating centers and 

trained professionals world-wide. 

My main criticism at both organizations, UNEP/GRID and UNITAR, is their over-emphasi5 on 

technology. Instead of playing a part between the technology and its application, both 

GRID and UNITAR are at times merely vehicles for the uncritical promotion of G15 to devel-

oping countries, not always in a well-adapted manner. Responsible for this is surely the 

novelty of the technology with the need of pilot and experimental work and the global na-

ture of the two institutions. In my opinion, however, the organizations would be able to 

dedicate more time to environmental concerns and cultural issues, to 'indigenize' (Taylor 

1991b) the technology, instead of promoting similar technology-driven solutions world-

wide. Here, efforts are already underway17  and there certainly lays a potential for the fu-

ture. 

17 Increasingly, activities are being decentralized: GRID is creating regional and national nodes and 

UNITAR is facilitating regional training programs. 
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Part Two: Model 

The model on Geographic Information 5ystem5 for environment and develop-

ment has been created applying the Participatory Action Research methodolo-

gy, as outlined in the introduction. Rather than being a strnple cookbook ap-

proach easy to execute - as the term 'model' may imply - it is a quite complex 

conceptual framework on how GIS technology should be implemented and used 

in developing countries. It is based on scientific literature assessment, system-

atic qualitative field evaluations and active project participation. The model is 

intended to serve as a guideline to practitioners in governmental agencies, in-

ternational organizations and NEOs implementing GIS technology in 

developing countries. 

The all-encompassing 'How should the technology be applied to have an impact 

on environmental problem-solving' has been split down into two - still quite 

general - question areas: 

O What is the potential of Geographic Information Systems to con-

tribute to the knowledge and the solution of environmental 

problems in the Third World? 

0 Which are the conditions required for Geographic Information 

Systems in developing countries to reach their potential? 

Accordingly, my assessment will be presented in two thapters, 'Potential' and 

'Conditions', which can also be regarded as two levels of abstraction. Thus, 

chapter 4 'Potential' is a rather broad and generalized evaluation of the GIS 

tool, attempting to give an answer to the question of what role the technology 

could take concerning environmental decision-making in developing countries. 

Chapter 5, 'Conditions', is a more pragmatically oriented framework outlining 

institutional, financial, professional, training, tech nical and data issues relevant 

to the implementation of G15 technology at a national level. 
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E I 	 Potential 

4.1 General Valualion 
The evaluation of the background material and the empirical research have lead to two 

general premises relevant to the valuation of the potential of Geographic Information Sys-

tems: 

To become applicable, sustainable development strategies have to be imple-

mented at various hierarchical levels. In developing countries, many efforts are 

now under way to translate the concept into national policies. In-depth knowl-

edge of the state of the environment is here essential: I consider this as a man-

date to aggregate and disseminate information on the country's environment. 

Thus, my evaluation of the technology's potential is aimed at the national, poli-

cy-oriented level: Gl5 implementations administered by governmental agencies 

with support from international organizations and NGOs. 

Environmental decision-making can only in limited instances be expressed in the 

form of readily usable models. With the principal environmental problems 

caused by the accumulation of individual decisions, problem-addressing and 

problem-solving has in most cases to rely on political and educational processes: 

The goal is here to have well-informed and 5ensitized participating actors. 

Thus, I see the technology's main potential as a communication interface in the environ-

mental decision-making domain, providing readily usable information to politicians, plan-

ners and the general public: 

My model of the tool's potential sets priorities among the various G15 functions: Inventory, 

analysis, visualization and networking, which have been defined in chapter 3 (Figure 3.1). 

This approach is certainly closest to the practitioners' mode of operation, and it is also con-

gruent with the general debate on the nature of GIS technology. Other possible methods 

focusing on the various stages of the environmental decision-making process were not pur- 
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sued mainly because of the constraints with modeling such processes as outlined above. By 

dividing GIS in its components, which in reality constitute a rather inseparable whole, I 

have to work along somewhat artificial boundarie5. For instance, visualization and analy5is 

are in reality always dependent on available data, on the inventory domain. I nevertheless 

assign priorities to these functional components: To accentuate and to outline where the 

impulses and the motivation should come from. The overall model is displayed in Figure 4.1; 

I will explain and visualize the details further below. 

Model on GIS Potential 

Procedures 	Policy Formulation 

Z 	A ye 
Decisi Support 	 Decisn Sipport 

VISUALIZATION 

LU 

< OSS 

zIL INVENTOR-Y 
NETWORKING 

Figure 4.1: Model on GIS Potential 

As expressed earlier, in the context of sustainable development strategies in developing 

countries, I see the tool's main potential in the communication of environmental informa-

tion. GIS have to be seen as one of many possibilities, having auxiliary character to other 

means, such as the mass media or traditional educational processes. Figure 4.1 therefore 
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can be considered as open to the left and to the right of the box in the middle visualizing 

GIS. 

Geographic Information Systems already by their nature are a very Communicative tool: 

Highly visual and based on modern technology on the one hand 1  interdisciplinary, with an 

enormous potential for opening up communication channels on the other. By regarding GIS 

primarily as a tool to provide information, I emphasize the communicative aspects of the 

technology: Networking and visualization. While the networking component can be re-

garded as the bridging element, creating interfaces between the technology, users and ap-

plications 1  the visualization part Constitutes the vehicle of the tool to transcribe the data to 

communicable information for decision-makers. In addition, a strong inventory base, driven 

by the communication needs is inevitable to fulfill an information mandate. I do, however, 

tend to restrict the inventory activities to the basic minimum, as I will eta borate below. Fi-

nally 1  GIS' analytical potential can mainly be seen in the active decision support domain, 

which, as discussed in chapter 3 and indicated in Figure 4.1, 1 do not attribute the same im-

portance as passive decision support. 

Thus, in my assessment I perceive GIS as an instrument for 'advertising cartography' and 

'persuasive communication', as introduced by Harley (1989). 1  Despite some inherently neg-

ative associations with these terms - advertisement is not far from propaganda - they are 

labels coming close to reality. There are certainly positive aspects, too: Creating public and 

political awareness on environmental problems and the environment in general. Only the 

consciousness of this advertising potential will allow a realistic and efficient implementa-

tion and use of the technology in Third World countries. In my opinion, information users 

have to be aware that modern technology is not necessarily more objective or transparent 

than traditional methods but probably a more efficient way to communicate mes5ages. 

This information centered view has some drawbacks, the most evident of them being the 

potential of misuse: GIS and environmental information could become a plaything of the 

politicians in power, an ideal instrument to promote project activities and to attract devel-

opment funds. Just because the technology is neither neutral nor objective, it leaves much 

latitude in the fnterpretation and visualization of environmental data: Without crossing 

scientific borders, bias can easily find its way into environmental information as output 

product from a GIS. 2  This is also the reason to take a rather cautious stand towards analysis 

and modeling in a political context. By the combination of multiple layers associated with 

uncertainties, the potential of manipulation increases tremendously. As already indicated 

1 As already discussed earlier, Harley's article 'Deconstructing the Map' (1989) offers an excellent 

discussion on the rhetoric aspects of cartography that is also of relevance to GIS. 

2 See also my comments on 'Environmental Decision-Making' in chapter 3, particularly interesting 
are here Thompson et al. (1986) 
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above, one of the few ways for information users to meet this potential misuse is to exam-

ine any GIS output rather critically; and analy5ts obviously have to attach an ethical com-

ponent to their work. 

Focusing on communication may also have negative implications on the substance: The 

oversimplifications of geographical and the environmental aspects, as already outlined in 

chapter 3, 15 also evident in Third World countries. Because the information has to be sim-

ple, manageable and presented in a comprehensive manner, 3  output from GIS is often ex-

tensively generalized to meet these demands. Such products could invoke misleading re-

suits, particularly if moved out of their original context: So-called runaway information 4  
usually leaving a lot of space for interpretation, can have rather dubious impacts on the re-

cipients in a political context. Here again, information providers and users will have to find 

a mode of interaction to mitigate this problem, although in today's fast living information 

age I do not really see readily available solutions. As indicated in chapter 3, there have 

been attempts to attach labels of qualitative standards to environmental information, 

which may however be lost again if the information is being given out. 

In my opinion, the danger of monopolizing information is less serious. With a further prolif-

eration of the technology in developing countries, this will become increasingly difficult, 

since with GIS it is relatively easy to reproduce and di5seminate maps, data and statistics. 

Unofficial data leaks, quite common where information technologies are being applied, 

can be regarded as a way to evade monopolies. 

I now want to elaborate on the role of the individual GIS elements which I have assigned 

the priority sequence displayed in Figure 4.1: Networking, visualization, inventory and 

analysis. 

42 Networking 
perceive institutional networking as the engine of communication regarding the applica-

tion of Gl5 at a policy-level in developing countries. It is, however, the least tangible com-

ponent of the technology, least visible, thus also rather problematic to describe and to 

value conclusively. I nevertheless see a tremendous potential in the networking domain of 

GIS, and it is also the area where we have witnessed the most relevant and most surprising 

impacts of the technology. Although institutional and hierarchical alignments are hard to 

change, initial signs, as observed in Uganda and Nepal are encouraging. I will attempt here 

Attributes usually associated with environmental information for decision-makers, as also outlined 

in chapter 3. 

Runaway information has been extensively discussed by Laudon (1986). It refers to the propa-
gation of information leaving the hands of the authors and thus gain new, unintended meaning. 
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to put forward a classification of the various networking elements of GIS in developing 

countries with the potential to cross sectoral, hierarchical and international borders; the 

list is displayed in Figure 4.2: 

Figure 4.2: Networking Potential of GIS 

Intersectoral 
Government bureaucracies in Third World countries are usually much more pronounced 

than elsewhere, with a great number of sub-sectors often not communicating with each 

other on a professional level. And here, G15 has the potential to open up channels between 

individuals working in various branches of organizations realizing that many of their activi-

ties have a common spatial dimension. The use of the same data as a starting point can 

lead to cooperation with other areas and on the long run contribute to overcoming sectoral 

thinking. Particularly regarding the establishment of national environmental strategies, in-

tersectoral cooperation is essential: GIS can be regarded as an integrative, pivotal element 

in this respect. 

Interh ierarchical 
GIS networking has also the potential to work between the various levels of spatial hierar-

chies. Here, I envisage the tool to act as an integrator between bottom-up and top-down 

sustainable development strategies; between local and national scale environmental plan-

ning and decision-making activities, as discussed in chapters 2 and 3 (Figures 2.3 and 3.2). 
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GIS as a communication interface to integrate data and information from various levels 1  has 
also the potential for integration at the institutional level, thus also support decentralized 

planning activities. 5  

The attractiveness of the tool has the potential to create enthusiasm among senior staff in 

organizations, for instance managers becoming interested in personal 615 use. This cer-
tainly can create an intra-organizational dynamism and invoke new forms of interhierarchi-

cal communication. Observations made at seminars for high-level government officials in 

developing countries have so far been interesting, if not positive. 6  How far this trend will 

go remains to be seen: Today's barrier is primarily the technology still rather difficult to use 

and requiring a time input usually not available by managers. New developments of making 

615 more user-friendly may lead to tomorrows problems being the lack of scientific under-

standing, thus maybe an over-simplification of applications, as I have already outlined 

above and in chapter 3. 

International 
At the international level, new networking activities through 615 seem to be particularly 

relevant to Third World countries: Networks in the technology domain to share knowledge 

and training, in the application domain for data and model exchange may lead to generally 

improved communication and diminishing of redundancie5 between the international orga-

nizations, development agencies and local government. This is also the 615 function upon 

which, for instance, the GRID network, with national and regional Gl5 nodes all over the 

world, as discussed in chapter 3, is being established. 

Generally, the barriers to networking are still tremendous, institutions are not being easily 

changed. Besides the usual communication obstacles, barriers are of a scientific nature: The 

limited applicability of spatial data with regard to scale may limit incentives for network-

ing. The transportability of models has also clear limits. I will elaborate more on this in the 

inventory section. Another relevant aspect is the relative scarcity of 615 installations in de-

veloping countries setting clear limits to the networking capabilities. Finally, 615 network-

ing is not a process as automatic as it may here sound: It has to be actively pursued by or-

ganizations and individuals working with the tool. I do however regard it as one of the 

foundations upon which 615 technology can be introduced in developing countries as else-

where. The potential to create new communication links at a variety of levels is just too at-

tractive to be left untried. 

In Uganda, it is envisaged to apply GIS to incorporate district-level information into the devel-
opment of a National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP). It is expected that this will also enhance 
the communication links between central and local governmental agencies. 

6 UN lIAR, for instance has incorporated one- to three-days sensitization workshops into their 
training activities where senior officials is given the opportunity for hands-on approach to 615. 
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An interesting question in this context also is, how the networking activities will develop as 

GIS is further proliferated. Will they increase because there will be a larger common base 

as more users, more information and more know-how is available' Or, will the future prolif-

eration of the technology weaken the networking component because everything will then 

be available in-house and the necessity to share will be much less pronounced than it is to-

day? The answer to these questions will also reveal the general nature of the networking 
capabilities: Are they only a symptom, linked to today's novelty and relative scarcity of the 

technology, or do they have a broader, more sustained meaning beyond technology in the 

application domain? Answers to these questions today can only be speculative today, thus, I 

will come back to these aspect5 in chapter 8 (Outlook). 

4.3 Visualizailon 
GIS are very visual tools, primarily because of their cartographic base and because of their 

links to modern information technology, such as computer graphics or multi-media tech-

niques. In developing countries, where printing resources are usually scarce, the potential 

of GIS to create a whole range of output products in-house makes the tool particularly at-

tractive. When communicating environmental information to different recipients, form and 

contents can be varied, an invaluable asset in a political and educational context. The rel-

evant elements of the vi5ualization potential of GIS are the highly communicative visuals, ii-

lustrative graphics, analytical graphics and user-tailored base maps, as adapted and up-

graded from Buttenfield and Ganter (1990) and displayed in Figure 4.3 overleaf. 

These G15 output products address different recipients at various environmental decision-

making levels. While the highly communicative visuals and the illustrative graphics are in 

the passive decision support domain, the analytical graphics are a mixed form, potentially 

to be applied in passive as well as active decision methods. The user-tailored base maps are 

only marginally decision instruments, representing rather tools for information gathering. 

The complexity of these elements, concerning their creation with a GIS, decreases towards 

the bottom of the list. I do, however have to regard the boundaries as flowing, the cate-

gories being only indicative 
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Figure 4.3: Visualization Potential of GIS 

Highly communicative V15UOIS 

Passive decision support is considered quite relevant for the development of national con-

servation strategies (see also the discussion in chapter 3 and Figure 4.1). Most prominent 

are here the 'highly communicative visuals': Maps and graphics on general environmental 

issues of a country aimed at politicians and the public, also educational tools belong to this 

category. For instance, a national state-of-the-environment brochure can be counted to this 

category. This is certainly the most demanding level with data having to be assembled, 

generalized and visualized into a form allowing widespread propagation. Principal products 

are here printed brochures and atlases, slides and overheads, films, and, when computers 

have reached a certain status in a country also interactive demos.7  

71 consider traditional visual products, such as brochures, slides and overheads as more appropri-

ate than computer demos or multi-media shows for the communication of environmental informa-

tion today: Principally because they still have more credibility with politicians and the public, they 
are also better transportable and less time-intensive to create than 'modern' information products. 
In future, this may however change. 
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Itlusfrafive graphics 
The category of illustrative graphics is mainly envisaged for 'less glossy' publications, such 

as shorter-living reports, scientific papers and project proposals, principally aimed at politi-

cians and a wide audience of professionals in governmental agencies, NGOs and donor or-

ganizations. The efforts of creating illustrative graphics can still be regarded as consider-

able, with a time-intensive visualization step between the G15 data and the final informa-

tion product. 

Analylical graphics 
Analytical graphics are defined as simple, but nevertheless communicative maps and dia-

grams, directly derived from the database. Being brought in conjunction with each other as 

well as with additional elements of information, they serve planners, analysts and scientists 

to formulate hypotheses and to reach conclusions on environmental planning questions. 

Graphical analysis methods, as described in chapter 3 (Bertin 1981, 1983), primarily rely on 

this type of GlS output product. Here, interactive maps displayed on the screen are proba-

bly as important as output on paper: With the principal audience usually having access to 

GiS, there is no need for extensive product propagation. Thus, this form of output can be 

considered to belong to both, the passive and active decision support domains. The latter 

will be relevant in the context of decision support systems discussed in section 4.5 

(Analysis). 

U5er-tailored base maps 
User-tailored maps on paper as output from a Gl5 are an important tool for field surveys or 

census. Such pre-fabricated templates can be used to gather standardized information by 

people working in the field, also in the context of rapid rural appraisal and geographic ex-

ploration methods described in chapter 3. Particularly where base maps are not easily 

available or hopelessly out of date simple GlS output products are an invaluable asset in 

the context of formulating and implementing sustainable development strategies locally. 

While I attribute Geographic Information Systems an enormous potential in visualizing envi-

ronmental information, I nevertheless have to highlight some caveats. The emphasis on vi-

sual products can have negative, if not misleading, impacts on the recipients as already out-

lined earlier. Images usually have a much stronger appeal than words or 5tatistics, thus spe-

cial care has to be taken when visualizing environmental information. The often propa-

gated 'map on the fingertips' also remains a myth. Although visualization software abounds 

and more recently has become quite user-friendly, cartographic as well as other graphical 

skills of the users remain essential. Any meaningful output product from a Geographic In-

formation System has usually to be meticulously desighed in very time-intensive processes. 

Then, with the palette of potential output products growing, there are also increasing 

needs in personnel and hard- and software. 
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4.4 Inventory 
In the model, I have assigned priority to the communication of environmental information 

over inventory. While in reality, visualization within a Gl5 i5 clo5ely interconnected with in-

ventory, I set accents: Inventory will be driven by the communication demand. For the trans-

lation of sustainable development into national strategies in Third World countries I envis-

age GIS technology's potential in the following three inventory areas: Integrated resources 

ba5e, environmental monitoring and information on hot spots, as visualized in Figure 4.4: 

- 	-. 

INVENT 
W 0 R K 

Figure 4.4: Inventory Potential of GlS 

All these inventory activities primarily focus on passive and active decision support for the 

formulation of national environmental policy as well as for general environmental decision-

ma king and educational purposes. Since my approach is aimed towards minimizing primary 

data acquisition by a national strategic GIS, I emphasize the coordinating functions in the 

acquisition domain: To formulate needs and issue data standards when larger-scale surveys 

are being conducted, for instance in the context of a nation-wide land cover mapping pro-

ject or census activities. Only the collection of data on environmental hot spots, 8  requiring 

8 Environmental hot spots can be defined as areas with particularly severe environmental problems 
of national or international importance, such as an endangered forest (e.g. Mabira Forest, Uganda) 
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quick operational action falls in my opinion under the mandate of a national GIS. Since in-
ventory is very closely related to the data issue, which I will discuss in chapter 5, I will here 

focus on the main aspects of the function and elaborate on the details further below. 

Integrated Resources Bose 
Principal goal here is to compile a national environmental database from various sources to 

be able to best meet the information needs for the formulation and implementation of a 

national environmental strategy. The driving force behind the database creation should be 

its use rather than available maps and other information. The contents of such a database 

has to be closely related to a country's principal environmental problems and issues and 

coupled with standard geographical layers, such as topography, climatic variables and pop-

ulation as the base. A crucial factor is scale, which on the one hand has to support mean-

ingful communication, on the other hand, the complete data coverage of the area of inter-

est. i.e., the whole country, should still be an achievable goal. Thus, in practice, the inte-

grated resource base usually constitutes a compromise between user needs and map and 

re5ource5 available. 9  

There are, however, limits to spatial data integration, some of which I have already indi-

cated above. Although technically feasible, it may be inappropriate on scientific grounds to 

combine data. Problems can be associated with scale: Only the combination of data of a 

narrow bandwidth of scales is usually meaningful. In addition, classification schemes and 

survey methodologies may vary too much to make a unification possible. Another important 

factor is time: Data search as well as physical data integration are very time-intensive pro-

cedures. With the abundance of information, the capabilities of a single G15 can easily be 

exceeded. Thus, I put emphasis on the networking capacities of the tool and the coordinat-

ing and catalyzing functions of a national GIS instead of creating a large database or a 

larger data acquisition potential in-house. 

or a hazardous waste deposit (e.g. Kilembe Mine, Uganda). The term incorporates also a dimen5ion 
of political actuality. 

As examples of such compromises we can regard the case studies in Uganda and Nepal: In the 
context of the Uganda case 5tudy, to compile a database covering the whole country in a short 
time period, IJNEP/GRID has integrated resource data at a scale of 1:1.5 million. This admittedly 
very small scale nevertheless has allowed visualizing an environmental cross-section of the country 
and this base still comprises a valuable stock of the NEIC facility in Kampala. In Nepal, more time 
and efforts have been put into the creation of a typical di5trict-level database at scales between 
1:50,000 and 1:125,000. Because this base has been compiled for one zone (eight districts) only, 
ways and means have to be found to acquire data at a similar resolution for the whole country. In 
chapters 6 and 7, I will discuss these case studies more in-depth. 
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Environmental Monitoring 
Some environmental parameters identified as being of national or international importance 

require the repetitive data collection and integration. Typical national environmental mon-

itoring domains are, among others, air and water quality, forest-cover1  and wildlife. Here 1  
the same basic rules apply as with data integration: Behind monitoring there has to be a 

communication mandate, and a national GIS should restrict itself to coordinating and visu-

alizing functions rather than conduct surveys on its own. 

Information on Hot Spots 
In my opinion, a relevant political and educational position take the so-called environ men-

tal hot spots. Hot spots can on the one hand be regarded as geographical areas requiring 

special observation, on the other hand, they can also be thematic issues being in the focus 

of political activities. Thus, hot spots are particularly attractive for a National Environmen-

tal Information Center: To make oneself known and to build up credibility and reputation 

in being able to provide data and information when it is required. This is the domain, 

where I attribute even a strategic-level GIS facility with the mandate to conduct surveys 

and to acquire their own data. 

Problems with this hot spot inventory domain may arise due to Its unpredictability, making 

it difficult to allocate resources in advance. Thus, the treatment of hot spot information 

could at times monopolize a GIS site. Above-outlined tendencies for manipulation could 

also be enhanced, for instance by using GIS to create an environmental hot spot, which in 

reality does not exist. 

Satellite Remote Sensing 
Satellite remote sensing - also in the Third World - is a viable source for environmental 

data. Since it pertains to the inventory domain of a GIS, I want to include here some 

comments on this issue. 

With applications dating back to the early 1970ies, satellite remote sensing has a longer-

standing tradition than GIS in developing countries. Thus, Geographic information Systems 

are - above-all by practitioners not familiar with the subjects - quite often being consid-

ered as being primarily tools for satellite remote sensing. This misunderstanding is partially 

due to the attractiveness of space technology 1  and also because the technology is quite 

aggressively marketed in developing countries) 0  Even though GIS and remote sensing sys-

tems are increa5ingly integrated at a technological level, I nevertheless maintain my hier-

archical point of view outlined in chapter 3: Satellite remote sensing being merely one of 

several data gathering instrument for information systems. 

10 For instance, the French SPOT image company organizes regular seminars on the use of their 
products in developing countries, e.g. in Kampala in 1991 (Government of Uganda et al. 1991) 
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The use of satellite imagery in development projects is quite widespread; a good summary is 

given by GTZ (1991). The technology's main potential lies in the easy and inexpensive es-

tablishment of cartographic bases for large areas.1 I  Overview images covering project re-

gions can serve as an excellent planning tooL Due to regular and repetitive data acquisi-

tion remote sensing is, and will be in future, when longer time series will be available, also 

an instrument for environmental monitoring. 

In my opinion, however, the value of satellite remote sensing to the solution of environ-

mental problems in developing countries is generally over-rated today. Resource informa-

tion gathered from satellite imagery is mostly physical, the underlying soci o-eco nomic struc-

tures being invisible. The thematic spectrum is therefore rather narrow, usually limited to 

generalized land cover information. This renders the technology applicable only in conjunc-

tion with additional ground surveys, which, unfortunately are often neglected due to the 

widespread belief that remote sensing replace the traditional methods. The dominance of 

satellite technology in conjunction with G15 in Third World countries has so far impeded the 

application of other viable and effident alternatives, such as to link G15 with census activi-

ties, ground sampling techniques, surveys in the context of rapid rural appraisal (discussed 

in chapter 3) and many others. Traditional remote sensing methods — aerial photography - 

can also be considered as viable alternative to satellite imagery. For a facility providing en-

vironmental information, however, the rather high cost (as outlined in the footnote below) 

limits the applicability of aerial surveys to the project-level, for instance the assessment of 

environmental 'hot spots ' . 

45 Analysis 
As already expressed, I tend to take a cautious stand towards Gl5 analysis and modeling in 

a political, sustainable development context. As soon as we move into the more sop histi-

cated spheres of spatial modeling, where multiple layers of information associated with un-

certainties are being processed, the results are becoming vague, highly hypothetical and 

associated with errors beyond scientific error estimation. 12  There are also cultural reserva-

tions about some aspects of GIS modeling: The introduction of Geographic Information Sys-

tems can support the inappropriate standardization of environmental models. For instance, 

the same soil erosion models being used world-wide, neglecting local knowledge and prac- 

11 The cost of mapping land use in semi-detail (1:100,000) is estimated to be less than USS 1 5.-
per square kilometer, including terrestrial work and cartography. The detailed mapping (1:10,000), 

using aerial photography would co5t USS 620.- per square kilometer (GTZ 1991). 

12 Assigning confidence limits to data and finding method5 for error calculation within a 1315 is 

quite a prominent research topic of the field today. In my opinion, error propagation is however 

almost inevitable, particularly when information is being separated from its creators, as I have al-

ready discussed in the context of runaway information above. 
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tices, which, in a sustainable development perspective are probably much more appropriate 

to the solution of environmental problems than global, standardized models. 

I nevertheless see some areas of analysis potential, primarily to provide summary statistics 

and as decision-tools in the active decision 5upport domain, as summarized in Figure 4.5: 

ANALT 

Figure 4.5: Analytical Potential of GIS 

Summary Statistics 

The most basic analytical capabilities of a 615: Measurements, frequency counts, summary 

statistics and simple overlays are probably the most relevant in an environment and devel-

opment context. Such operations - it could even be thscussed if they are actually analytical 

or just basic 615 functions - clearly support the above-mentioned decision-makers' need of 

precise information. In developing countries, where, for instance, basic census units under-

go frequent changes, the technology's capability to aggregate data is an invaluable asset. 

Also, simple overlay functions joining various layers of data can have a tremendous infor-

mation potential. 13  

13  For example, in Nepal, land utilization data has been combined with land capability to highlight 

areas of over-, respectively under utilization. 
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But by performing simple G15 operations involving several layers of data, there is already a 

tendency to quantify uncertainties: Derived hard figures might be completely misleading. A 

point, I have already stressed above. 

Active Decision Support 
G15 will have a role as decision support systems (D55) primarily in conjunction with environ-

mental impact assessment methods. As outlined in chapter 3, some applications allow to ra-

tionalize decision-making into simple procedures and to integrate into a GIS. Beside5 the 

environmental impact assessment (EIA) procedures outlined in chapter 3, other examples 

suited for D55 may be site selection: For national parks, hazardous waste dumps, areas suit-

able for growing certain crops. Or, for example for suspension bridge placement in Nepal: 14  
Depending primarily on the importance of a trail and basic demographic characteristics of 

a region, the methodology could be integrated into a GIS, to enable the system to assign 

site selection priorities automatically. 

However, even in these relatively simple cases, the uncertainties are considerable, and I 

would rather solve the above-outlined suspension bridge selection by graphical analysis: 

Presenting basic maps and information from a GIS to the responsible planners and adminis-

trators and then take the decisions in a team, external to the system. 

In my opinion, the biggest assets of decision support systems may be their value to structure 

processes and thinking in general, rather than actively taking decisions. This would how-

ever make it more of an academic than an application-oriented field for the time being, 

thus not being of central relevance to sustainable development implementations in Third 

World countries. 

14 The Nepal main trail and central places study has been described by Griesbaum (1985) and 
Groeli and Griesbaum (1988). 
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Conditions 

5.1 Consfraints 
Having outlined the potential role I attribute to Geographic Information Systems. I now 

want to present my guidelines on how the technology could be implemented at the na-

tional, policy-oriented level in Third World countries. Through the Participatory Action Re-

search approach I observed GIS facilities over longer time periods and thus gained insight 

into the prevalent conditions. Also interviews of individuals associated with the sites pro-

vided me with relevant information on the G15' environments. My model can nevertheles5 

not be regarded as a one-to-one copy of what I have seen in the field: The cho5en method-

ology foresees constant feedback from theory, as outlined in the introduction (Figure 1.3). 

My deliberations therefore are of an independent and stand-alone character, valid beyond 

the observation cases. 

While the potential of GIS discussed in chapter 4 is comparable for developed and 

developing countries, the gap considerably widens when we look at the conditions for 

implementing the technology. The principal constraints can be summed up as follows: 

Financial and technical dependence 
Strong outside funding and technical dependence is common to all Geo-

graphic Information Systems implementation 5 in developing countries, a 

fact that is very unlikely to change soon. After all, G15 is high technology 
originating in the Western countries. 

Isolation and remoteness 

The isolation associated with computer technology and 615 installations 
in developing countries can be considerable. With few users in a region, 

the exchange of ideas is limited and the networking potential is 

restrained.' Thus, outside dependence may even be more amplified. 

Averse working condition5 
The day-to-day working conditions in Third World countries are generally 

much more averse than in Europe or the USA, ranging from inadequate 

1 In early 1992, there was one single GIS installation in the whole of Uganda, while in Switzerland, 
there were at the same time more than 35 ARC/INFO sites, which is just one of many software sys-
tems. 
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office space, power supply problems to difficulties getting hard- and soft-

ware SUppIie5 locally.2  In addition, government employees are usually 

grossly underpaid and have to pursue various activities to earn a living: 

Absenteeism and lack of motivation are quite often encountered. 

These are the circumstances usually met with in the capital cities, not to speak of decen-

tralized systems in district headquarters or other peripheral places. 

I now will outline the model on the conditions, elaborating on institutional, financial, pro-

fessional, training, technology and data aspects of Gl5 for environment and development. 

5.2 Institutional Issues 
it is increasingly being recognized that the central problems connected with Geographic In-

formation Systems application5 are of institutional rather than technical nature, as already 

outlined in chapter 3. Despite tremendous developments in computer technology, GIS has 

not really contributed substantially to the solution of environmental and development prob-

lems. Thus, in developing countries the institutional conditions, above-all government bu-

reaucracy, are quickly blamed. In my opinion, however, the technology side can be criti-

cized as well: As some 5tatements cited in the introduction to this publication have shown, 

GIS at this stage is being oversold. The promotional activities of the technology tend to aim 

directly at the solution of spatial, environmental and managerial problems, instead of more 

modestly offering a tool to address, map or maybe analyze spatial distributions. By the na-

ture of environmental problems and decision-making, Geographic Information Systems can 

not be more than a component in the environmental problem-solving domain, as 1 have out-

lined in chapter 4 (Figure 4.1). Although I attribute GIS the potential to have an impact on 

institutions, I nevertheless tend to pursue a pragmatical approach about the technology's 

introduction to developing countries: Geographic Information Systems have to be embed-

ded in the existing institutional, organizational and cultural framework, or, as expressed by 

Taylor (1991b), to be 'indigenized'. 

With the principal objective to support policy-level activities - the translation of sustain-

able development to the national level - I consider the following three broader institu-

tional domains as relevant for the implementation of Gl5: 'The National Environmental In-

formation Center' as the core of the activities; the 'Parental Ministry' to host the center; 

the 'National Steering Committee' and the 'Environmental Information User Group' as um-

brella organizations to formulate policy and integrate a broadly defined group of users 

from sectoral governmental agencies, international development organizations and NGO5 

2 In some places, it can be very difficult, if not impossible to find small, from a Western perspective 

trivial supplies, such as fuses, cables or pens locally, not to speak about larger items. The differ-

ences between the individual countries may, however, be quite pronounced. 
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With the exception of the 'Environmental Information User Group this model is closely re-

lated to the World Bank Program discussed in chapter 3 (World Bank 1991a. 1991b). The 
general set-up is visualized in Figure 5.1: 

Institutional Set Up for National Environmental information Center 

Parental 
Ministry 

National 
Steering 

Committee 

Environmental information User Grou 

Figure 5.1: Model on Institutional Set-Up 

I will start here with the institutional body closest to the subject of my work: The National 

Environmental Information Center. For this information cell I can put forward explicit guide-

lines, whereas for the broader institutional context I can only be indicative, if not specula-

tive. I will, nevertheless, also attempt to outline relevant considerations about the tech nol-

ogy's broader-scale integration. 

The National Environmental Information Center 
The model aims at a strong, central GIS facility in a country. Because I regard the communi-

cation of environmental information to decision-makers as G15 technology's main potential, 

I call that cell National Environmental Information Center. This denomination is identical 

with the institution outlined by the World Bank Program de5cribed in chapter 3 (World 

Bank 1991a, 1991b); in my opinion, it represents an adequate description of the centers 

function. G15 is assumed to be an integrative component of the information center and 
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doe5 not neces5arily have to figure in its name. 3  Concerning national implementations of 

sustainable development strategies, I envisage the center to be the environmental informa-

tion branch for the policy development activities. 

As already discussed in chapters 2 and 3, such a top-down, centralistic approach is not 

without controversy. On the one hand, a strong, centrally placed GIS facility, able to fulfill 

larger-scale tasks is clearly in line with the national policy-formulating objectives as the 

base of my work. On the other hand, geographically decentralized sites with a specific 

mandate close to the actual problems and information could also be envisaged. Here, one 

has to be pragmatic: At this stage, I consider the implementation of the still quite experi-

mental technology at decentralized sites in most developing countries as inappropriate. 

GIS I  being rather sophisticated tools with high financial and manpower demands have the 

potential to weaken small, decentralized institutions much more than a strong, central 

site.4  As already outlined in chapter 3, today the national level is most suitable for imple-

menting GIS in Third World countries 1  allowing also a certain degree of sustainability.5  

There is evidently also the potential to integrate decentralized, bottom-up models into a 

central GIS site, for instance by making it generally accessible and supporting decentral-

ized information collection activities. 

Due to the multi-hierarchical nature of environmental problems, 6  the issue of centralization 

and decentralization will always be persistent in the fi&d. Here I consider time as another 

vital element: Future developments of the technology may be able to correct my con-

servative view; as soon as GIS will become less experimental and more user-f ri end ly, decen-

tralized GIS options may be much more viable than they are today. 

Inslitutional Placement 
Concerning the placement of the National Environmental Information Center within the ex-

isting governmental infrastructure, I can only be indicative. Besides the obvious integration 

into the bodies involved with national environmental policy-formulation, two aspects are 

relevant to the placement of the GIS center: Autonomy and open access. Autonomy from 

3 With the future developments envisaged in computer technology, the borders between GIS and 

information systems in general will disappear anyway. I will elaborate more on this in chapter 8 

(Outlook). 

GIS, being an experimental technology, requires a considerable time input to operate and may 

thus, particularly in small organizations, tie up human resources needed elsewhere. 

Here, sustainability refers to the capability to survive locally: I consider the chance5 to generate 

long-term funds in-country as much greater for a central GiS than for a decentralized site, as also 

outlined in chapter 3. 

6 See also the di5cussion on the hierarchical systems method in chapter 2 (Figure 2.3). 
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the parental organization is important for the networking activities: The GIS facility should 

be free to independently establi5h intersectoral and interdisciplinary contacts at the opera-

tional level. In addition, autonomy is also envisaged to prevent a single governmental body 

from monopolizing the facility. Open access, enabling a large group of organizations and 

individuals making use of the center's services should above-all guarantee the integration 

of bottom-up and decentralized activities into national policy and support G15 networking 

at all levels. 

Thus. I propose to create the information center as a new institutional cell below the policy 

body with the mandate to coordinate the formulation and implementation of the national 

sustainable development policies like NEAP and NCS. The disadvantage of such a new insti-

tution would be that existing bodies well suited to host a GIS, such as a national computing 

center or a country's topographical survey would be bypassed, and therefore existing in-

frastructure and knowledge would not be made fully use of. Due to the political nature of 

the information center and its networking mandate 1  I do, however, value the central 

placement and its autonomy above the use of existing resources. Regarding the center's in-

formation mandate, the line ministries and agencies will nevertheless have a vital position 

in the steering committee and also conduct specialized data gathering activities. 

Despite being attractive regarding to fund management, relative autonomy and easy ac-

cess to international networks and supplies, the placement of the G15 in an international 

organization is in my opinion only feasible as a temporary solution. Mainly because it is es-

sential that the environmental information is managed by the government of the respective 

country: Sovereignty and autonomy has to be valued above practical considerations. 

Umbrella Organizalions 
The proposed umbrella to the National Environmental Information Center consists of two 

institutions: The steering committee and the inter-sectoral environmental information user 

group. The steering committee is viewed mainly as the policy-formulation body issuing 

guidelines on the center's operation5 and assuming coordination tasks at the political and 

international levels. Coordination will primarily be necessary for higher-level ministerial co-

operation, donor harmonization, education and training. Ideally, this steering group would 

have an official status, with high-level government endorsement, composed by senior offi-

cials from the ministries with an environmental mandate. 

The environmental information user group represents another vital element with respect to 

networking between the ministries at a professional level: It helps to bridge the gap be-

tween the technology and its applications. The idea is derived from the highly successful 

environmental core group concept established in Nepal in the context of the National Con-

servation Strategy (NC5) developments, which I will discuss in chapter 7 (Carew-Reid 1992). 

This user group, envisaged to be a highly motivated and competent inter-sectoral working 

team, is composed of individuals from the environment-related agencies involved with spa- 
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tial information. Convened on a regular basis in application-specific seminars organized by 

the center, the user group would be the machinery ,  for extension: To disseminate in-depth 

knowledge on the potential of the technology to the different ministries and thus give in-

centives for intersectoral cooperation. The group's activities will hopefully open up chan-

nels for data and information exchange, which, on the long run will be the fuel for the na-

tional center to run on. 

Other networking functions can be taken care of from within the National Environ mental 

Information Center. Here I see the center's rote mainly as a forum and a catalyst, with in-

struments ranging from the above-mentioned seminars, sensitization workshops, demos to 

more informal contacts to facilitate user integration and GIS applications. These user coor -
dination tasks are another reason for drawing the model around a central and rather au-

tonomous placement as outlined above. 

The tasks of the National Envtronmental Information Center are linked to the technology's 

potential I have outlined in chapter 4: Collect, analyze, visualize and communicate envi-

ronrnental information to decision-makers and establish networks with organizations and 

individuals involved with environmental planning and policy development. As outlined 

above, some functions have been assigned to bodies outside the center: The 5teering com-

mittee and the user group, as also visualized in Figure 5.1. In Figure 5.2 I have outlined the 

tasks and tools as5ociated with a National Environmental information Center. Even the 

most elementary operative Geographic Information System cell encompasses a variety of 

components: Definitely more than just a computer and someone to run it. There is a thresh-

old in size, below which a GIS facility will not be able to function, certainly not with opera-

tional goals, such as addressing, or even solving, environmental problems. Relevant is also 

the rule of thumb that hardware and software comprise only 20% of a GIS budget, a point I 

will come back to below, when discussing the individual tools of a national information 

center. 1  

7 Although this rule of thumb is generally accepted. 615 implementations are still made on a hard-
and software budgets only, not taking into consideration cost of training, consulting, data etc. 
Such installations are often not providing the expected results and end up as failures. 
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Figure 5.2: Model on Conditions for National Environmenlal Information Center 

5.3 Funding Issues 
As I have indicated earlier, the core funds for GIS installations in developing countries are 

generally coming from outside donors. With the growth of the field, aid agencies are in-

creasingly confronted with the ta5k to spend money on information technology: Considering 

the current level of uncertainty surrounding GIS this is not at all an easy task. I therefore 

regard the design of a central GIS facility also as attractive to donors: It offers the oppor-

tunity to share the costs among donors, making the investments of a single donor agency in 

a National Information Center relatively small compared to the potential returns. Having 

access to a relatively large Geographic Information Systems facility will allow to gain rele-

vant experience in this highly experimental field. Shared facilities can also be considered as 

vehicles for G15 networking between development organizations, as outlined in chapters 3 

and 4 
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Five aspects of G15 financing are central to me: Adequate to tasks. Ratio between technolo-

gy and operational costs, 5ustained core funding, local fund management and cost recov-
e ry. 

Adequate to Tasks 
Above-all, it should be evident that the funding for a National Environmental Information 

Center should be adequate to its tasks. Here the gaps are usually considerable: A facility to 

provide environmental information for national policy formulation has to be of a certain 

minimum size. If the necessary funds can not be generated, goals and objectives will have 

to be scaled down to an achievable level: To maintain a certain degree of credibility and to 

avoid frustration among the organizations and individuals involved with the center. 

Adequate Ratio between Technology and Operational Costs 
A good indicator to judge a GIS facility's operationability is the rule of the 20:80 ratio be-

tween technology and operational cost (Rhind 1991). If hardware and software exceed this 

20% limit of the overall budget, it is usually a clear sign that the facility is overstocked 

with technology and probably not capable to be run efficiently. Above-all personnel, train-

ing and consulting but also data, office space, vehicles and extension material are central 

to any GIS financing in developing countries. If not considered in the information center's 

budget, failures are predictable. 

Sustained Core Funding 
In my opinion, core funding of the Information Center, not bound to any concrete projects 

is vital for sustainability. In the model, one of the center's main potential is being a forum 

and a catalyst. Activities, which may be rather difficult to express in concrete terms of f i-

nancing. Thus, my model recommends to provide a National Environmental information 

Center to a large extent with core funds rather than tie its financing to project activities. 

The latter may be attractive to generate funds, they may, however, also weaken the center 

considerably. 

Locally Managed Funds 
As a rule, development projects should be locally motivated, therefore also its funds, or at 

least a large portion of them, should be managed in-country. This certainly also applies to 

GIS, a field where we have witnessed plenty of what we would call technology-dumps in re-

cent years. 8  Thus, besides local participation in project formulation the local management 

of GIS funds should be self-evident. Here, I am of course, approaching touchy issues of de-

velopment: Distrust, mismanagement of funds and corruption. In these issues I do however 

not consider myself competent enough to elaborate upon. 

8 As a technology-dump I define development activities providing GIS hardware and software to 

organizations and users who have not really asked for it and have also not participated in project 

planning activities, 
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Cost Recovery 
Possibilities of cost-recovery have to be evaluated although most of these revolve around 

the same sources of funds: Foreign donors. Realistic cost-recovery is probably only possible 

in a very concrete, project-oriented environment with well-defined deliverables and prices, 

which is somehow contradictionary to the aim at SU5taifled core financing of the informa-

tion center. A larger facility, such as a national G15 can also envisage training and consult-

ing as a means to recover costs; here, however an experienced G15 team will be vital for 

successful operation. 

Considering the aim at long-term, environmental benefits and acknowledging the still ex-

perimental nature of the technology I take a rather cautious stand towards cost recovery, 

at least at the current stage of GlS developments in the Third World. I much rather propose 

the increased sharing of resources and know-how as an alternative to cut down expend i-

tures of the individual donors. 

I also have some reservations towards cost-benefit analyses of Geographic Information 

Systems with environmental components in developing countries: In my opinion, traditional 

mechanisms are quite limited in assessing factors such as long-term environmental benefits. 

More recent methods, incorporating environmental costs are very difficult to apply because 

the impacts of GIS on the environmental problem-solving at this stage are largely un-

known.9  

5.4 Professional Issues 
Concerning the staffing of the information center one will have to take into account G15 
networking, the integration among the three poles GIS, science and administration, as well 

as the technologys professional and technical demands. While the former can to a large 

extent be handled by the facilitys management and its umbrella groups, the latter falls 

into the domain of the GIS core group, the staff present at the center. My deliberations 

will concentrate on professional issues concerning the GIS staff at the information center 

close to the technology; with respect to management I can only be indicative. 

The political nature and the coordination tasks of the National Environmental information 

Center call for a politically oriented management: To be able to integrate the center into 

existing governmental 5tructures and to make the tools networking capabilities work be5t. 

Management will nevertheless need some experience in GIS, particularly to be able to 

judge the demands and ramifications of information projects. The management of a Na- 

For irl5tance, even if we can come up with concrete figures on the value of an elephant in 

Kenya, it will be quite difficult to estimate how much GIS will contribute to save the Kenyan ele-

phants. Thus, the application of GIS in the field of elephant conservation has to be based primarily 

on assumptions that the technology may in future have positive impacts and not on cost-benefit 
analysis. 
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tional Environmental Information Center should also have an environment and info rmation-

related background. This leads to almost un-fulfillable demands regarding the composition 

of the management; which, in my opinion can probably only be met by a team divided up 

along coordination and information tasks. 

About the professional staff I can issue more concrete guidelines. The model of an ade-

quately staffed National Environmental Information Center translates conskle rations out-

lined above into the three following profiles: 

Science-Oriented G1S Analysts 
At the core of the facility will be scientists with an understanding of the spatial elements in 

their fields as well as experienced in using GIS technology. This science-orientation is cen-

tral in an integrative information processing approach: The analysts will be able to judge 

the information they are working with and can translate scientists demands into GIS appli-

cations. With computer science or hardware-oriented analysts it is often quite difficult to 

provide this viable interface between science and GlS. 10  

Communication Specialists 
To fulfili the information mandate, the center will also have to be staffed with communica-

tion specialists. This group's scope extends beyond the GIS domain, including cartographers, 

computer graphic5 specialists, desktop publishers as well as editors. These professionals are 

relevant for transcribing environmental data into highly communicable information for 

politicians as well as for the general public. This group has so far been ignored in the con-

text of GIS in developing countries, mainly because the relevance of visualization and 
communication has not been fully recognized, also because of the widespread belief that 

with modern technology visualization renders itself automatically. 

Technical Specialists 
The operation of hardware and software in less than optimal conditions requires computer 
specialists familiar with the hardware and software to allow a smooth operation of the f a-

duty. It will be quite important that the above-outlined analysts and communication spe-

cialists will be kept off the day-to-day tasks of running computers. 

These profiles represent an ideal model: In reality, an information center will have to be 
operated with limited staff, some of them likely to be in place through intra-governmental 

arrangements. It is evident that some professionals will have to fulfill multiple tasks, thus 

also training of the relevant skills on-the-job will be essential. However, it will be important 

to fill the profiles outlined above in one way or another. 

10 This has for example been a crucial problem at ICIMOD in Nepal with communication between 
the technology-oriented GIS analysts and scientists being difficult at times; I will elaborate more on 
this in chapter 7. 
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Foreign Experts 
An issue of constant debate is whether foreign experts are useful and adequate to work in 

Gl5 projects. It is often assumed, that the necessary skills are locally available or can be ac-

quired through training and thus making long-term expatriate staff obsolete. 11  I tend to 

take here a pragmatic stand: Since GIS is a technology originating in the developed world, 

Western experts may also work at a National Environmental Information Center. Experi-

enced foreign GIS analysts, for in5tance, can play an important integrative role as re5ource 

persons at the center. For many aspects of operating GIS, such as training and database 

creation, a continuum of the activities is essential. Thus, an expatriate present at the cen-

ter for a longer period can contribute much more to the indigenization of the technology 

than consultants or trainers moving in and out) 2  

5.5 Training Issues 
The professional issues are related to training, which with regard to Geographic Informa-

tion Systems in developing countries has evolved to a field on its own. As outlined in chap-

ter 3, UNITAR in conjunction with UNEP has, for instance, established the 'UNEPIIJNITAR 

environmental training programs in Geographic Information Systems for Natural Resource 

Management. I generally accept the importance of such event-focused training activities, 

do however believe that the relevant issues of continuity, such as motivation, the genera-

tion of useful applications and experience are basically un-trainable and have to be devel-

oped over longer time periods in sustainable, institution-building processes. 

GIS training being an issue with many facets, I can here only concentrate on the trainable 

aspects. In the model I focus on contents and form, or more direct, on the aspects of what 

and how should be trained. 

Contents 
Regarding the contents of training we are again confronted with both: The technology and 

its application. Should training cover mainly technical aspects, to enable individuals and 

organizations to use G15 as a tool or should it go beyond, into the various application ar-

eas? In my opinion, it is evident that training has to cover both. Thus, with regard to a Na-

tional Environmental Information Center in a developing country, GIS training will have to 

be tailored to the concrete tasks evolving around the provision of information: GIS skills, 

ranging from data input to visualization and problem-oriented application of the tool. 

11  This is a point quite strongly advocated by the World Bank Program discussed in chapter 3. 

12 As I will discuss in chapter 6, in Uganda, for instance, the presence of a GlS analyst during the 

whole pilot operations would in our opinion have made a difference in the generation of relevant 

applications. 
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Training will primarily have to be adapted to the local conditions. How this can be 

achieved depends also on the form of the training activities: It is quite evident that longer-

term options will have to be preferred to shorter events. 

Fon 
Various forms of 615 training can be envisaged. 1 distinguish primarily between short- and 

long-term options. They are Outlined - in progre5sively time-inten5ive order - and corn-

mented below: 

Sensitization Events 

Such short term events of only a few days are designed to introduce a certain group of 

people, usually at a senior level, to GIS technology. They can be envisaged to offer hands-

on 615 experience, although the potential here is still quite limited. While it is extremely 

important to make the capabilities of the technology known to a wide group of potential 

users, it is very difficult that such events not evolve into mere public relations happenings. 

This is, unfortunately today more often the case than not :  also because such workshops are 

mostly sponsored by private companies. 13  In my opinion, sensitization events should always 

be organized and held in a pluralistic manner, with broadly based support and with space 

for controversial discussions: At the National Environmental information Center for instance 

in the context of the environmental information user group focusing on an application area 

rather than technology only. 

Training Courses 

This is the most common form of 615 training in developing countries today: A group of 

people is being introduced by professional experts to Gl5 over a time from two weeks to 

months. Training is usually held at a national or regional center, depending on the avail-

ability of infrastructure, with participants attending full-time. For instance, UNITAR, as out-

lined in chapter 3, focuses primarily on this workshop model. The main advantage of such 

training courses is their intensity: The participants are usually fully motivated and able to 

dedicate much of their time to these activities. In addition, due to their limited duration, 

such events can be filled with excellent resource persons. As a major drawback of such rel-

atively short courses I consider the limited potential to be adapted to the local situation 

and the individual trainees. 14  Thus, the events are often of a uniform, tech n ology-centered 

13 For instance, the SPOT seminar in Kampala already mentioned was held between my two field 

visits. This lead to a sensitization of my interview partners in the direction that many of them re-

garded SPOT satellite images as their single most important source of information, regardless of the 

adequacy to their work. 

14 Adaptation of training requires long-term involvement with the existing conditions in a location 

by both the trainers and the participants. Therefore, it 15 in my opinion almost impossible to 

indigenize training courses of a limited duration: Only long-term forms are a viable alternative. 
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nature, as I have already discussed in chapter 3, and thus not necessarily well suited for the 

development of useful applications. At times, such training courses have to be regarded as 

merely uncritical promotional events. Nevertheless, because of its practical advantages, 

this model of training will continue to play an important role. It is however relevant to put 

the individual courses into a longer-term framework, with repetitive activities as well as 

openness towards long-term alternatives. 

On-the-Job Training 

For the time being. I consider on-the-job training over a longer period by expert resource 

persons present at the facility as the most viable and sustainable form of training for a Na-

tional Environmental Information Center. This model allows not only the adaptation of GIS 

applications to the local problem areas, it also include5 some elements beyond training: For 

instance longer-term motivation and incentives for self-motivation. As indicated earlier, the 

continuum of training activities is central, thus I envisage a duration of at least two years. 

A drawback of this model is that it is almost automatically coupled with expatriate assis-

tance, at least in the beginning of a project. Which, besides being expensive, puts high de-

mands on the resource persons in terms of professional proficiency and the capability to 

adapt and to integrate. 

E5tablishment of Educational Institutions 
As outlined in chapter 3, the necessary educational institutions for a sustained application 

of GIS technology will have to be established. In developed countries, the Universities 

should be the most relevant reservoir for skilled GIS professionals, as well as for GIS devel-

opments as a whole: A fact that has not yet been taken up in Third World countries. I want 

to emphasize, that the establishment of GIS curricula at local Universities is of central im-

portance and will have to be taken into account for long-term training. The provision of 

scholarships for studies abroad can be only a medium-term but nevertheless viable alterna-

tive to building capabilities in the country. 

It is evident, that all of these training forms are in one way or another relevant: They can 

also take place in parallel. I do however prefer long-term options rather than training 

events, primarily to allow the sustained establishment of G1S in a country. Short-term train 

ing workshops, in my opinion have always a promotional flavor, which contradicts the long-

term goals of a National Environmental Information center. 

5.6 Technology Issues 
The technology issues up to now have been far too much at the center of the introduction 

of GIS in developing countries. Fortunately, with GIS becoming more ubiquitous, tech nolog-

ical aspects can be moved more into the background. Relevant in my model are above-all 

considerations of adequacy - the relation between the goals of the National Environmental 
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Information Center and its hardware and software configuration. Here, because informa-

tion technology is a field of rapid changes, 1 will issue only general guidelines: 

Adequate Size and Functionahly 
As already indicated earlier, a central requirement is the approximate ratio of 20:80 be-

tween technical and operational costs of a facility. To find a balance here can be an ex-

tremely sensitive task: Under- or over-furnished GIS facilitie5 are quite ubiquitous. 15  In 

terms of functionality, the following consideration5 can serve as indicators regarding hard-

ware and software: 

State-of-the-Art Systems 

In the rapidly changing field of computer technology it is vital to furnish a facility with 

state-of-the-art GIS hard- and software. Given the prevailing conditions in many Third 

World countries, this may sound inappropriate: However, besides offering a better perfor-

mance, modern computer equipment is generally easier to operate and less viable to fail -

ures, which are both invaluable assets under potentially averse physical conditions in de-

veloping countries. State-of-the art technology also comes with more user-friendly integra-

tive tools, for instance in the form of multi-media software, which is in my opinion quite 

relevant for an information center. 

Local Maintenance 

Maintenance services for hardware and spare parts should be available in-country. Alterna-

tives, such as experienced hardware personnel on-site or services from abroad may be too 

expensive. 

Commercial and Integrated Software 

The National Environmental Information Center should use commercially available G15 

software. This guarantees support and updating and allows the access to a user-network 

with the potential to share new developments. The software should integrate both vector 

and raster functions, which is now less an issue than it used to be a couple of years ago: 

Most commercial software systems offer now some way of integration. 

Limited Number of Software Packages 

A G15 facility can only handle a limited number of different software systems. However, be-

ause the National Environmental Information Center is in a quite attractive position to re-

ceive software donations from the highly competitive vendors, it might be used as a promo-

tional vehicle. Here, a strict policy on software systems has to be enforced from the begin-

ning not only by the center, but even more so by the steering committee at the national 

level. 

15  See also the discussions on Uganda and Nepal in chapters 6 and 7. 
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Adequate Number of Workplaces 

With the envisaged mandates and the designed openness of a National Environmental In-

formation Center, a large number of people should have access to the facility: An adequate 

number of G)5 workplaces will thus be important. As a rule of thumb, 1 would rate number 

of workplaces above performance, if this choice has to be made. 

Graphics and Desktop Publishing 

Because of the information task of the national center, graphical, multi-media and desktop 

publishing software should be an integrative component of the facility. Such hard- and 

software is today widely and inexpensively available. For a center operating more sophisti-

cated GIS equipment the integration of such tools into their facility will not pose any addi-

tional problems. 

Peripherals and Supplies 

Standard G15 data input and output peripherals, such as digitizers and plotters should be 

available in-hou5e. In developing countries it is also vital to do long-term planning for sup-

plies, since such small items are at times rather difficult to get locally. 

5.7 Data Issues 
The data issues are closely related to the inventory domain discussed earlier. Here my dis-

cussion will be on a more concrete level than in chapter 4. The tasks of the National Envi-

ronmental Information Center will primarily be in the coordination and networking domain, 

the establishment of a meta database and data acquisition in relation with the environ-

mental issues. 

Coordination and Networking 
The National Information Center will first have to conceptually define its data integration 

task5 and then identify and coordinate with potential sources. Concerning these coordina-

tion and networking mandates, the steering committee and the user group will be quite vi-

tal. For the center it will be relevant to keep the various information channels open, to be 

able to acquire data and information when necessary. As already outlined in chapter 4, be-

cause of the time-intensity of data acquisition tasks I see no other way than cooperative ef-

forts with specialized agencies in order to reach a minimum inventory standard. Actual data 

to be held at the facility should be constrained to general, nation-wide natural resource 

layers and specific information on hot spots. 

MetaDatobase 
More important for a center than actually holding the data is to know where to get it, to 

establish a so called meta-database, a database on data. As in developed countries, also in 

the Third World the fragmentation of environmental information is quite common, since 
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there are often multiple players involved in environmental projects: Various government 

agencies, foreign aid organizations, local and foreign scientists as well as the local popula-

tion create and accumulate a great wealth of environmental data, which are usually never 

being used in combination with each other. The often cited lack of information in a Third 

World context is in my opinion a myth; the problem being much rather the lack of an infor-

mation 5earch and uncoordinated activities. And here, because of the over-abundance of 

environmental information, a National Environmental Information Center is envisaged to 

play a key role in the spatially referenced collection of meta-information. Regular distribu-

tion of data catalogs through the user group will ensure the spread of this vital meta-in-

formation in a country. Considering the relevance of sustainable development to the local, 

decentralized level, the meta database idea is also relevant for future local information 

systems. At the center 1  the emphasis will shift to information on information with the ac-

tual data being collected and updated in a decentralized fashion. 

Environmental Hot Spots 
As outlined in chapter 4, only in conjunction with so called environmental hot spots I see a 

potential of a National information Center to acquire data in-house. The 615 facility has to 

be ready to fulfill quick data demands in the case of burning issues, for instance natural 

disasters. Work on such projects can be very attractive and relevant, however, an eye 

should always be kept on adequacy. Otherwise, an installation could be completely tied up 

by such requests and degenerate to a procurer of quick information for the politicians in 

power. 
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Part Three: Case Studies 

In the empirical part of this study I will take a closer look at two Geographic In-

formation System installations of national and even regional status: The Na-

tional Environment Information Center (NEIC) at the Ministry for Environment 

Protection (MEP) in Kampala, Uganda and the Mountain Environment and Nat-

ural Resources Information System (MENRIS) at the International Center for In-

tegrated Mountain Development (ICIMOD) in Kathmandu, Nepal. 

The goal of this case study a5sessment is to provide input to future activities to 

the cases analyzed, this being in line with the participatory action research 

methodology described in the introduction (Figure 1.3). 1 have accompanied the 

two facilitie5 since their initiation as a consultant working for UNEP/GRID, this 

personal involvement will be explicitly outlined when discussing the case stud-

ies. Modifications of the programs and changes in direction are at time still fea-

sible: Both case examples are at a pilot stage. With 615 being a rather novel 

technology and the two facilities being of recent date, the experimental char-

acter of the study cases has to be acknowledged. Thus, the evaluation of the 

achievements may be premature but nevertheless relevant to point out trends 

and make deductions. I do not intend to compare the facilities one to one. De-

spite commonalties - the same organizations (UNEP/GRID, UNITAR) played a 

key role in their initiation, the differences in their set-up, objectives, size, staff, 

hardware and software are too different to allow direct comparison. Above-all, 

there are significant institutional dissimilarities: NEIC is a national institution in 

contrast to ICIMOD being an international body. 

The evaluation of the case examples is structured according to the overall 

model: First, I will assess the potential, the broader objectives for implementing 

615 technology in the specific institutions, then I will analyze the conditions. 

Within this general assessment, I also provide an evaluation of the facilities' 

performance with regard to their own objectives. 

The two chapters. 6 (Uganda) and 7 (Nepal) are arranged as follows: A geo-

graphical and historical overview and a brief analysis of today's situation is pro-

ceeded by a section on environmental problems, issues and policy in the coun-

try. The next section provides the project history, the interpreted description of 

the 615 activities at the facility up to now. At the core of these chapters will be 

an evaluation analyzing the site's achievements regarding their own objectives 

and vis-à-vis the model. Potential future directions will also be discussed. 
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Uganda 

Figure 6.1: Africa 
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6.1 Geographic and Historic Overview 
The Republic of Uganda 1  is a relatively small, land-locked country in Eastern Africa. About 

one sixth (38,552 square kilometers) of its area of 240,604 square kilometers is covered by 

lakes, among them Lake Victoria, one of the World's largest. (Atlas of Uganda; Uganda 

Department of Lands and Survey 1962). 

The current (1991) population is 16.6 million, risen from 4.8 million in 1960. Uganda's high 

average annual population growth rate of 3.7 % (1985-1990) has not been lowered during 

the periods of unrest, and it is not expected to decline significantly in the near future. The 

influence of AIDS on demography remains, however, a widely unknown factor today. Ac-

cording to various scenario5, Uganda's population is expected to reach between 40 and 70 

million by the year 2025 (IJNEP 1991, World Resources Institute 1992, Statistisches Bundes-

amt 1991, Turyatunga 1991). 

Uganda has a considerable agricultural potential, primarily due to its soils' and favorable 

climate: A bi-modal precipitation regime with rainy seasons in April/May and Octo-

ber/November furnishes the country with adequate moisture. In agro-ecological classifica-

tions the largest portions of Uganda are humid, only the Northeast, Karamoja, lies in a 

semi-arid zone. 2  Agriculture, thus continues to play the dominant role, being the chief 

source of national income as well as providing an extensive subsistence base. Uganda's ex-

port income is almost entirely dependent on coffee, comprising 96.8% of the export rev -

enues in 1988, the rest being cotton (1.1%), tea (0.3%), tobacco (0.2%). maize and beans 

0.1% and others 1.5% (Ochieng 1991). Uganda is not very rich in minerals or fo5sit fuels. 

The country's only larger mine, the Kilembe copper mine has stopped production due to un-

rest and unfavorable world market conditions. The abundant water resources render an 

enormous, widely untapped hydroelectric potential. 

Due to the long period of unrest and the weak economy Uganda has to be regarded as one 

of the world's poorest nations. With a GNP of USS 250 per capita in 1989 (World Resources 

Institute 1992) it figures both in the UN group of the Least Developed Countries (LLDC) and 

the Most Seriously Aftected Countries (M5AC). 3  

1 More than 75% of the country's soils have been attributed a high productivity potential, as a 

function of texture, depth, pH, fertility, organic matter, drainage, workability and water holding 

capacity (UNEP/GEMS/GRID 1987d). 

2 UNEP/GRID adapted a model developed in Kenya to derive agro-ecological zones of Uganda 

through G15 analysis (UNEP/GEMS/GRID 1987d). 

The various groups of developing countries have been outlined in chapter 2. 
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The 'pearl of Africa has had a very turbulent recent history. Since its independence from 

England in 1962 the country has lived through many years of civil strife under several dicta-

torial governments, such as Milton Obote's and Idi Amins. More recently, with the 5eizure 

of power by the National Resistance Movement (NRM) under Yoweri Museveni in 1986, the 

situation seems to be getting more stable. 

The most recent development5 in the country have been extensively discussed in 'Uganda 

Now: Between Decay and Development' (Hansen and Twaddle 1958) and 'Changing 

Uganda: The Dilemmas of Structural Adjustment and Revolutionary Change' (Hansen and 

Twaddle 1991). Other relevant general sources are Statistisches Bundesamt (1991), Berg-

Schlosser and Siegler (1988). Hamilton (1982) and the Atlas of Uganda (Department of 

Lands and Survey, 1962). 

S U D A N 

EDWAR 

R WANDA 

Figure 6.2: Uganda 
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6.2 The Situation Today 
When the NRM assumed power it inherited a nation shattered by years of civil war, with 

Uganda's economic performance far below other Low Income Sub Saharan Countries and 

even worse compared with all Low income Developing Countries, as shown in Figure 6.3 

(Lateef 1991: p.  24): 

Period 	 1965-73 	 1973-80 	 1980-87 

 UDC 	1!] USSA 	UDC 	•. •. USSA 	UDC 

Annual Growth Rote 
olGNPpercapita 10 - 3.0  	-0.6 1.8 	 2.2 1.1 

LISSA: low Income Sub Sahoran Countries (without Nigerio 
LIDC: Low income Developing Countries (without China and India) 

Figure 6.3: Uganda's Economic Performance 1965-1987 in Comparison 

The first item on the NRM agenda was to achieve a certain degree of 5tabllity in Uganda. 

The trends seem to be positive, although the relations with the neighboring countries 

Kenya, Rwanda and Sudan have been quite tense at times and also the internal conflicts 

are not entirely resolved yet. A sign of restored stability are the increased development ac-

tivities starting in the late eighties, with official development assistance having doubled 

from 1985/86 to 1989190 (Lateef 1991).4  This has already left visible traces in the country 

by booming road and building construction. One aspect which could impede this relative 

stability, however, is the fact that Uganda's NRM government has come to power through 

military operations, democratic elections have not been held yet. 

Structural and economic adjustment programs are now at the center of Ugandas recon-

struction activities: 

The sustained pursuit of a program of policy reforms that is designed to re-

duce economic and financial imbalances arising from domestic or external 

shocks and to address policy deficiencies that are impeding progress towards 

accelerated economic growth. (Lateef 1991: p. 20) 

Launched in 1987, the Economic Recovery Program under the guidance and assistance of 

the International Monetary Fund (IMF) is aimed at restoring economic stability, establishing 

Average annual Official Development Assistance (ODA) to Uganda 1987-89 has been USS 349 

million, risen from USS 144 million in 1982-84. ODA expressed as a percentage of the GNP at 7% 

remained stable during the same period (World Resources Institute 1992). 
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more realistic relative prices, and initiating the rehabilitation of the country's productive 

and social infrastructure. 

The initial results of the program have been mixed: GDP growth of 6-7 percent per year is 

contrasted by massive inflation. 5  Increased agricultural output, coffee in particular, has to 

be seen in the context of dropping world market prices, leading to decreasing Dollar earn-

ings. The value of coffee exports declined by 35% in 1989 as the international coffee 

agreement collapsed and prices fell dramatically (Slade and Weitz 1991). 

The NRM government initially has been very reluctant to accept the IMF reconstruction, 

still remembering the failure of the 1981 IMF crash program under the Obote regime (Berg-

Schlosser and Siegler 1988). Ochieng (1991: p.  59), for instance, has criticized these adjust-

ment programs as: 

iiOnly capable of producing temporary bouts of positive change ... incapable of 

stimulating exports to produce enough foreign exchange to fill the gap tem-

porarily being filled by IMF and World Bank funding such that whenever such 

funding dries up or threatens to dry up, the whole program collapses and cde-

pending entirely on external funding for their success. 

Others, such as the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa, qualify the programs as 

altogether misplaced (Ochieng 1991). Nevertheless 1  these adjustment programs are a reali-

ty Uganda has to live with, or as Mugyenyi (1991: p. 74) puts it: 

uln time the NRM has lived with the reality that the IMF is a reflection of the 

global distribution of power in a contemporary economic system in which 

Uganda happens to be pretty much at the margin. 

The IMF reconstruction without doubt constitutes the framework to all recent large-scale 

environmental programs, such as the constitution of the Ministry for Environment Protec-

tion (MEP) and the National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP), which are of central inter-

est to my research. 

6.3 Environmental Problems, Issues and Policy 
In a country highly dependent on its natural resources as a living base, environmental issues 

have to play a central role. Recently, this has been i re singIy expressed through a large 

variety of publications on the Ugandan environment, which give a good overview of the 

problems and issues the country faces. Relevant for my work are the Environmental Profile 

Regarding inflation, the latest trends look positive again: 23% in 1989 (Statistisches Bundesamt 
1991). 
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of Uganda (Arid Lands Information Center 1982). the IUCN Environmental Dates Review 

(IUCN 1986), the UNEP Strategies for Environmental Management (IJNEP 1988c), and vari-

ous reports evolving around the World Bank and USAID assisted National Environmental 

Action Plan (NEAP) activities, such as Siade and Weitz (1991), Falloux, Talbot and Larson 

(1991), Kamugasha (1990) and Serageldin (1991). According to these sources, the following 

environmental problems are being regarded as the most pres5ing for Uganda: 

Deforestation 

Heavy encroachment in Uganda's forest reserves, some of which being 

extremely valuable tropical forests, took place during the period of un-

rest with virtually no reforestation being done. According to some esti-

mates, many of the countries' forests outside the forest reserves may 

disappear by the year 2000 if deforestation is to continue at the current 

rate (Slade and Weitz 1991). 

Soil Erosion and Loss of Soil Fertility 
Due to migration and population pressure, more and more marginal lands 

are being cultivated in Uganda; land particularly vulnerable to erosion 

and nutrient loss. In some parts of Uganda negative impacts are already 

visible. 

Deterioration of Water Resources 

Uganda's abundant water resources are threatened to deteriorate due 

to uncontrolled pollution through human activities. Another problem is 

the reclamation of swamp lands for agricultural purposes with the long 

term impact on the water resources largely unknown. 

Loss of Wildlife Habitat 

Although small in size, Uganda shows a great diversity of plants, animals 

and eco5ystems. However, heavy encroachment took place during the un-

rest period and is still taking place today. Since 1962, an estimated 78% 

of Uganda's wildlife habitat has been lost (UNEP 1988). 

All these problems also have to be seen in the light of Uganda's rapid population growth. 

The 1990 population of 18.4 million is predicted to rise to a staggering 53.1 million by the 

year 2025 (World Resources Institute 1992). 

Historically, a large number of difterent government departments and ministries have been 

responsible for environmental policy in Uganda. This.has not been without coordination 

problems, thus, in 1986, the Uganda Ministry of Environment Protection (MEP), now incor-

porated into the expanded Ministry of Water, Energy, Minerals and Environment Protec-

tion (MWEMEP), has been established. This ministrys main task is to coordinate the inter- 
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sectoral environmental issues, mainly the regulation of development activities with an envi-

ronmental component and the sensitization and education of the general population to 

prevent future natural resources degradation (VIAK 1992a). The specialized agencies and 

ministrie5 are still concerned with the exploitation and utilization of the natural resources. 

The environmental issues these bodies are confronted with are of a great variety and com-

plexity. Slade and Weitz (1991) have attempted to list them up, admitting that their catalog 

was far from being exhaustive. I nevertheless want to outline the various groups of these is-

sues below, just to give an overview of their spectrum: 

O Cost of environmental degradation 

O Institutional and policy framework 

O Legal framework 

O Land tenure 

O Ecotourism, national parks and wildlife 

O Information Systems 

O Human resource development, population growth 

O Sustainable agricultural development 

O Water resources 

The recognition of 'Information Systems' as an issue of national importance is a fundamen-

tal indicator of what role Geographic Information Systems could play concerning Ugandas 

future environmental activities. 

To address these environmental issues in an integrated and coordinated manner the gov-

ernment has recently launched a National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP). The concept 

of such national, policy-level plans has already been discussed in chapter 2. In the African 

context, the World Bank has given the following definition: 

4cA NEAP is an in-country, demand-driven process based on local participation. 

It is intended to provide a framework for integrating environmental considera-

tions into a nation's economic and social development. (Falloux, Talbot and 

Larson 1991: p.  3) 

This is, as a matter of fact, an attempt to transform sustainable development to the na- 

tional level. By the end of 1990, NEAPs have been completed for Madagascar, Mauritius 

and Lesotho and were in preparation in Rwanda, Ghana. Guinea and Burkina Faso. 6  Thu5, 

6 NEAP and similar national-level environmental strategies are discussed by Arensberg (1991), who 

sees their main benefits in increasing general environmental awareness, strengthening environmen-

tal policy and instruments, environmentally sounder development projects, development of human 

resources, strengthening of NGOs and increased donor coordination. 
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Uganda is among the first African nations accomplishing the NEAP concept The plan is en-

visa ged to cover all environmental issues as comprehensively as possible at various levels. 

Donors, the World Bank in particular, are supporting the NEAP activities, thus ensuring a 

large degree of sustainability of the program in the form of funds for the preparation as 

well as for its implementation. 

The principal bodies involved in NEAP activities in Uganda, as outlined by Slade and Weitz 

(1991) are shown in Figure 6.4 below: 

CABINET 

HEAP STEERING COMMITTEE 

Chaired by 

PRIME MINISTER 

HEAP SECRETARIAT 	U 	1 ADVISORY GROUP 

Chaired by Pecmannl Secrekwy 	 Local Donors 
Minisuy of Environment Proectianj 	 International NGOs 
NEAP Coordinator 	 Locd NGOs 
Task Force Chairmen 

HEAP SECRETARIAT STAFF 	 SPECIAliZED 
CONSULTANCIES 

NEAP Coordinator _____ 1.egol 
Technical and Adminiitraijy, 	 lnaitutiond 

ppOd S10f1 	 Training 
Technical Aisistonce 	 Environmental Economics 

TASK FORCE 
	

TASK FORCE 	TASK FORCE 
clxlifTnan 	Oawmii 	c1mirmcm 
M.mbei 	M.mbn 	Memb.ri 

Figure 6.4: Proposed Institutional Setup for Notional Environment Action Plan (NEAP) 

(Modified from Slade and Weitz 1991) 

The action plan is to be based on broad participation by local government, central govern- 

ment, NGO5, academia as well as foreign donors. This participatory approach has been ex- 
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tensively discussed by Kamugasha (1990: p. 1), who calls it a cradical departure from pre-

sent practice. How well participation can be realized in the plan's implementation re-

mains to be seen, after all, the NEAl' activities in general have a rather centralistic struc-

ture. Activities revolve around the NEAl' secretariat, guided by a ministerial-level steering 

committee which reports directly to the President's cabinet. The steering committee is 

chaired by the Prime Minister. The secretariat is coordinating and overseeing special task 

forces, which do the actual work of analyzing environmental problems and look for solu-

tions. Another task of the secretariat is to form links to advisory groups, constituted by 

donors and NGOs. The task forces are organized subject-oriented and are composed of 

special consultants and representatives of the respective line agencie5. 

CABINET 

NEAP STEERING COMMITTEE 

PRIME MINiSTER 
ENVIRONMENT 
AGRICULTURE 

ANIMAL INDUSTRIES 
HEALTH 

FINANCE 
PLANNING 

OTHER KEY MINISTIRES 

FINANCE 

PRESiDENTS ECONOMIC 
COUNCIL 

AGRICULTURAL POLICY 
COMMITTEE 

PLANNING 
	 NEAP SECRETARIAT 	ADVISORY GROUP 

CONSTITUTIONAL 
	

SPECIALIZED 
COMMISSION 
	

CONSULTANCIES 

TASK 
FORCES 

Figure 6.5: Revised Institutional Arrangements for National Environmental Action Plan (NEAP) 

(Modified from Slade and Weitz 1991) 

Critics of this NEAP point out that key institutions, such as the Ministry of Finance, the Pres- 

ident's Economic Council, the Agricultural Policy Committee and the Constitutional Commis- 

sion have been left out of the principal processes, thus rendering an integration of eco- 



nomic and environmental issues untouched (Slade and Weitz 1991). If these bodies will not 

be integrated in the process, one is afraid that the chance to make NEAP a real national 

policy event would be missed. The way as it is, NEAP might just become another rather 

toothless environmental endeavor, isolated from the mainstream economic development in 

the country. A propo5ed revised institutional setup, integrating the main decision-making 

bodies into the concept and implementation of NEAP is shown in Figure 6.5. 

In the context of NEAP, the issue of information has been raised on several occasions: KThe 

lack of an adequate environmental data base and information systems in Uganda leaves 

the conditions of many areas virtually unknown. (Slade and Weitz 1991: p. 14). Falloux, 

Talbot and Larson (1991) have also outlined this lack and, in my opinion even more rele-

vant, the inaccessibility of data and they have taken this fact as a starting point to assign 

concrete information tasks to NEAP activities: 

0 Restructure existing data and make them accessible to users 

0 Initiate pilot, demand-driven, monitoring and information systems, particu-

any in mapping and geographic information systems 

0 Prepare substantial investment in this field to meet the national demand 

for managing the environment 

This is also the background to the World Bank Program of Environment Information Systems 

in Sub-Saharan Africa (World Bank 1991a 1991b) discussed in chapter 3. I maintain that the 

lack of information should not be over-dramatized. If the NEAP activities are to be based 

on broad participation, information procurement will not be the main problem. The chal-

lenge will much rather be the collation, verification and integration of environmental in-

formation and, above-all, to make this information generally available to politicians and 

planners at various levels as well as the general public. In my opinion, this constitutes the 

main potential for GIS in conjunction with Uganda's National Environmental Action Plan: 

cThe provision of adequate environmental information and monitoring capabilities should 

be a component of all NEAPS.* as Falloux, Talbot and Larson (1991: p.  24) have expressed 

it. 
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6.4 Geographic Information System Activities 
Since 1987 the Uganda Ministry of Environment Protection has been exposed to Geo-

graphic Information System technology in the context of the UNEP/GRID case study de-

scribed below. These activities have grown into the National Environment Information Cen-

ter (NEIC), which is now being integrated into the NEAP activities as the information seg-

ment. 

As outlined earlier, on a professional as well as on a research level I have accompanied the 

Uganda 615 since its initiation in 1987 by UNEP/GRID-Nairobi. The country has been visited 

on two occasions in that year, mainly to carry out field verifications and to assess the gen-

eral situation. The first field evaluation of the Uganda G15 for this project has been con-

ducted from November 24 to December 16, 1990 in Kampala and Nairobi. A second field 

visit in Kampala and in Nairobi took place from November 3 - 14, 1991. Today, I am in-

volved with the Ugandan 615 through contacts to VIAK. the Norwegian consulting company 

responsible for the GIS operations over the last two years. 

Besides this participatory experience I have also relied on written sources: The facility's 

early development is quite comprehensively documented by CaVe Hedberg (Hedberg 1991). 

Other printed source materials originate mainly from the organizations and individuals in-

volved in the activities, such as UNEP/GEMS/GRID (1987d), Simonett, Turyatunga and Witt 

(1987). Kalyango et al. (1988), Kalyango (1989), Turyatunga (1989. 1990, 1992), World 

Bank (1990, 1991a, 1991b, 1992b), UNSO (1990), VIAK (1992a, 1992b). and NEIC (1991). 

Another relevant information source are the interviews conducted with persons involved 

with the Uganda GIS during two field visits in 1990 and 1991. On these visits a broad range 

of people were interviewed: Core NEIC staff (5), external consultant5 (10) as well as actual 

615 and information u5ers (5)7  The reason that only a small number of users could be inte-

grated in my survey is the fact that the facility is not operational: Real users are thus still 

nonexistent. I did not consider it as very meaningful to interview the many potential users 

in the country: The result would have been even more a mixture of wishful thinking, per-

ceptions, myths and the like than it already is, a problem which has already been addressed 

in the introduction of the publication. 

In the discussion 1 want to extract the general trends from the mass of details encountered 

during my field research. My goal is to present a synthesis of relevance beyond the individ- 	. 

ual GIS site. The 'history' of the Uganda 615 site will, therefore, be presented here as con-

cisely as possible. The milestones of the facilities are outlined in Figure 6.6, followed by 

brief descriptions of the various development steps. The phases are named according to my 

own interpretation, the terms used are functional descriptions of the stages, serving primar- 

' This division in core staff, external consultants and information users has practical reasons Dif-

ferent levels of familiarity with the facility and with GIS in general required an adaptation in inter-

view detail for each of these groups. 
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ily as an aid to structure my discussion. They are at times not identical to labels assigned by 

the organization5 involved. 

Memorandum of Understanding (MoU) on environmental cooperation between 
UNEP and the Government of Uganda leading to the Strategic Resource Planning 
in Uganda Project (SRPUP) 

Meeting between Uganda's President Museveni and UNEP Executive Director 
Tolba in Kampala (November 1986) 

UNEP/GRID Uganda GIS case study 

Demon sration for high-level politicians of Uganda and other countries; design of a 
draft prolect outline (June 1987). 

6 months UN lIAR training of one MEP staff in Geneva (January - June 1 988) 

3 months UN lIAR training of three MEP staff in Nairobi (July - October 1 989) 

GRID System installation Kampala (April 1 990) 

VIAK/World Bank mission to Ugonda, Constitution of NEIC 

V1AK GIS consultant present (November-December 1990 and May 1 991) 

'SPOT Seminar' in Kampala (March 1 991) 

3 months UNITAR training of two NEIC staff in Nairobi (January - April 1 991) 

'NEIC Workshop' in Kampala (August 1 991), sponsored by UNSO 

Draft of the Five-Year investment plan :  donor search at 
Donor's Meeting in Kampala (January 1992). 

Figure 6.6: Uganda GIS Activities - Overview 

As initiation I consider the first formulation of general ideas, leading to the actual start of 

the program. in the case of the Uganda Geographic information System this happened to 
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be a top-level meeting between Uganda's President Yoweri Museveni and the Executive 

Director of UNEP, Mostafa Tolba. The meeting took place in the context of general envi-

ronmental re-orientation in Uganda. The Government of Uganda and UNEP had previously 
signed a Memorandum of Understanding (M0U) concerning cooperation in environmental 

Protection. The M0U initiated the 'Strategic Resource Planning in Uganda ProjecV (5RPUP), 

with the main objectives to assess the state of environment in Uganda and to propose 

mechanisms for monitoring and managing the natural resources in the country. The SRPUP 

activities are documented by UNEP (1988c). It is quite astonishing, that only half a year af-

ter seizing power the Museveni government had already established high-level links to an 

environmental organization. This clearly demonstrates the new government's positive in-

tentions in this sector and also largely explains the subsequent pioneering role Uganda has 

taken and is still taking in the field of environment and development, for instance the 

NEAP activities. The meeting between Museveni and Tolba assigned high priority to the es-

tablishment of a natural resources database and resulted in the GRID demonstration pro-

gram. 

The very intensive demon5tration program included database development, analysis and 

the demonstration of the technology to various high-level decision-makers from Uganda 

and other developing countries; it was orchestrated by UNEP/GRID Nairobi. Hedberg even 

calls this a 'crash' program (Hedberg 1991). This phase involved extensive assistance from 

groups outside GRID, such as the University of Zurich (Switzerland), Birkbeck College in 

London (England), NASA's Space Technology Labs (N5TL) in Bay St. Louis (USA) and the Re-

gional Center for Services in Surveying, Mapping and Remote Sensing (RCSSMRS) in Nairobi 

(Kenya). Although some Ugandan expert consultants were involved in core Gl5 tasks, the 

program has to be qualified as completely external to Uganda, Even administration of the 

technology initially envisaged at the Ministry of Environment Protection in Kampala had to 

be canceled due to infrastructural constraints. All activities took place outside Uganda, 

mostly in Nairobi, and knowledge about these activities did not spread deeply into Uganda. 

The published material, such as UNEP (1987d), Simonett, Turyatunga and Witt (1987) and 

Kalyango et al. (1988), did not greatly enhance this communication gap, being mainly writ-

ten for the international community or a scientific audience rather than for Ugandan gov-

ernmental institutions or NGOs. 

During the subsequent technology transfer phase, the momentum built up with the inten-

sive and efficient demonstration program went almost back to zero. The phase from the G15 

demonstration to Ugandan politicians in Nairobi (June 1987) to the actual GiS installation 

in Kampala (April 1990) lasted almost three years, an astronomical amount of time consider-

ing the urgency and enthusiasm the project was handled with at its initiation. It is there-

fore not exaggerated to talk about a hiatus: All relevant activities concerning the installa-

tion of a national GIS center having ceased during this period. Only some external training 

activities took place, with three Ugandans - potential employees of the unit to be - being 

trained in Geneva and in Nairobi. Various factors, better seen today than in 1987, have 
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contributed to this unfortunate discontinuity: Firstly, the search for donors turned out to be 

much more difficult than anticipated. A potential European Economic Commission (EEC) 

funded facility was finally not implemented due to bureaucratical constraints (Hedberg 

1991). This d o n o r search was definitely not harmonized and supervised properly by the par-

ties involved. Secondly, by mid 1987, Uganda was still struggling with internal and external 

stability problems, donors were not quite ready to invest in projects in the country. Thirdly, 

615 technology was then at an even more experimental stage than it is today, nobody in 

the development community seemed to be keen on investing in still uncertain ventures. 

The next phase, congruent to World Bank phase II (World Bank 1991a) starting with the 

system installation in Kampala in spring 1990 is entitled pilot operation5: Demonstration 

case studies, sensitization, networking, training and experimentation with the system being 

the principal tasks. During the5e pilot operations, the support base of the 615 has widened 

considerably with VIAK, a Norwegian consulting firm, operating with World Bank and NO-

RAD funds as the main executing agency, UNSO and the Kararnoja Development Agency 

(KDA) sponsoring a workshop and the 615 activities in Karamoja, UNITAR being responsible 

for training and UNEP/GRID providing the equipment and integrating the facility in its 

global network. The main achievement of this phase has been the formation of NEIC, a 

semi-autonomous 615 center with its own staff and office space, however still being inte-

grated in Uganda's environmental planning and decision-making machinery through its at-

tachment to MEP. The center has been operating as a project under a steering committee 

composed by three ministries including MEP. This non-permanent status has nevertheless al-

lowed a large degree of autonomy (VIAK 1992a). 8  

Case 5tudy activities have been taken up by the facility during its pilot phase, namely the 

creation of environmental profiles of Iganga and Karamoja district, the national biorrass 

and wetlands surveys, case studies on national parks and the demonstration of cadastral 

applications as well as support to various projects outside NEIC, such as banana research 

and biodiversity studies. All these activities have an explicit networking component with 

the goal to establish contacts with organizations interested in applying GIS and to attract 

funds for future operations. Figure 6.7 gives an overview of NEIC's case study activities dur -

ing the pilot phase also listing the respective cooperating agencies. 9  

8 Although the majority of NEJC personnel are from MEl', the center has been designed to be 

rather autonomous from the environmental ministry. Thus, it also has been physically moved away 

from MEl' in 1991 to its own premises (Morten Sørensen, personal communication). 

Some of these activities, above-all the biomass study and the Kararrtoja profile, are strictly speak-

ing not NEIC projects, they have however been conducted using the NEIC facility. Most recently, 

the biomass study has acquired their own 615 hardware and 5oftware (Ori Okido 1992,   Hedberg 

1992). 
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Case Study 

Iganga District Profile 

Karamoja District Prnfiie 

Mburu National Park 

National Wetlands Inventory 

National Biomass Study 

Cadastral Pilot Study 

CooperaHng Agencies 

District Development Comm ittee (0 DC) 

United Nations Sudano-Sahelian Office (UNSO}, Karamoja 

Office (KO), Karamola Development Agency jKDA) 

United States Agency for International Development (USAID), 

National Parks Authority (N PA) 

International Union for the Conservation of Nature IUCN) 

Ugandan Forest Department, Norwegian forest Society 

Ministry of Lands and Survey 

Figure 6.7: NEIC Case Study Activities during Pilot Phase 

By the end of the pilot phase relatively little actual Geographic Information System process-

ing on the above-mentioned projects has been done at NEIC. An exception is the National 

Biornass Study, where nine test areas were interpreted, digitized, analyzed and platted by 

the Forest Department with assistance from the Norwegian Forest Society. NEIC's facility 

has been used to conduct part of these studies. The other case studies have not yet pro-

ceeded far beyond the initiation and contacting stage by the end of 1991. The cooperating 

organizations have however shown considerable interest in NEIC and may contribute to the 

funding of future operations. 

Two widely attended workshops have taken place in Kampala in 1991: The National Semi-

nar on Remote Sensing for Natural Resources Management' (SPOT 5eminar), in March and 

the 'Workshop on Natural Resources Management and Geographical Information Systems 

Development in Uganda' (NEIC workshop), sponsored by UNSO in August. Both workshops 

were able to attract quite a prominent audience of government staff, professionals from 

donor agencies and academia as well as representatives from international organizations. 

These events have been quite extensively documented by VIAK (1992b). the Government of 

Uganda et al. (1991) and by NEIC (1991). 

The pilot phase ended in the design of a project proposal containing a five-year Investment 

Plan (VIAK 1992a). Despite previous negative experiences it ran into another discontinuity 

at the end of the pilot phase. With the World Bank funds drying up in February 1992, NEIC 

had to give up their offices in March 1992.10  And this happened de5pite of the fact that 

the general funding picture looked promising: At a Donor's meeting in Kampala in January 

1992, a new main sponsor has been found with DANIDA. 

10 The closing down of NEIC's offices has also other reasons: In future, NEIC is planned to share 

premises with NEAP, and the physical conditions at the current site have also been far from ideal 

(Sørensen 1992). 
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6,5 Evaluation of Potential 
NEIC's broader goals for the pilot operations have been outlined as follows (VIAK 1992a): 

O Play a leading role in the introduction of GIS and R5 (Remote Sensing) 

technologies in the country 

O Provide timely and up-to-date information on natural resources and the 

environment in general 

O Assume responsibility for meeting user needs for environmental info rma-

tion at district and national levels; support projects and sectors 

0 Ensure efficient exchange of intersectoral information. 

0 Collaborate with regional and international organizations involved in in-

formation collection, analysis and dissemination. 

Looking back at the general objectives of previous phases of the Ugandan GIS, we can ob-

serve that these have always been more or less the same, undergoing only little variations. 

Initially, however, the GRID objectives were more clearly application-oriented; geared to-

wards the creation of an operational database and with Geographic Information Systems 

analysis leading to tangible results in the country. Then, GRID put progressively emphasis 

on the demonstration of 615 technology as its main objective, having realized that it was 

merely impossible to achieve more with the time and resources available and operating 

from distance. This significant shift from real to 'demo' objectives has also been noticed by 

Hedberg (1991), who sees in it an explanation to the subsequent failure of the follow-up, 

with GRID losing interest in the project after having done a successful demonstration job. 

Ever since, the technology transfer goal has remained the most prominent one, it is not as-

tonishing at all that it figure5 on top of the catalogue outlined above. How to interpret this 

is another question. Logically, as time goes by, pure technology transfer objectives should 

move into the background; in the case of the Ugandan 615, however, the opposite seems to 

be the trend. This has certainly to do with the experience that the introduction of the 

technology to Uganda is progressing much slower than anticipated. In addition, it may also 

already indicate a sort of resignation, giving up the idea of applying the technology di-

rectly in an environmental problem-solving context in the country. 

Nevertheles5, there are also broader goals concerning substance, the most prominent being 

ccTo provide timely and up to-date information on natural resources and the 

environment in generab' (VIAK 1992a: p. 3). 
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This is in harmony with the World Bank Program of Environment Information Systems in Sub-

Saharan Africa (World Bank 1991b: p.  1): 

To meet the priority information demands of resource users, planners and de-

cision-rnaker5 for better renewable resource management.w 

The other two broader pilot phase objectives can also be put under the general informa-

tion and networking umbrella (VIAK 1992a: p.  3): 

4cT0 ensure efficient data exchange 

To collaborate with other information collection organizations. 

The interviews, although the opinions varied considerably in detail, did not reveal radically 

different general goals, as the following standard answers show: 

.clmproved natural resources management through the supply of information to 

decision-makers. 

uGradual change from sectoral monitoring to central coordination of environ-

mental information. 

Thus, besides the omni-pre5ent technology transfer objective the facility is clearly geared 

towards communication of environmental information to decision-makers, which is quite 

congruent with my assessment of the technology's potential. Also, 615 networking elements 

take a prominent position among the envisaged functions. 

References to the other relevant GIS components, inventory and analysis, are however lack-

ing. Although the communication implies inventory tasks as well, data collection does not 

distinctly figure among the more general objectives of NEIC, except in conjunction with co-

operation issues. One reason for this is definitely the awareness that Uganda's current in-

ventory tasks surpass the center's capabilities by far. Other organizations - such as the ones 

identified by an user's survey conducted by NEIC (Turyatunga 1992) - are in this respect 

able to do a much better job and will sooner or later come up with the required informa-

tion. Already a variety of data collection activities have been taken up, among them the 

national change detection project and the national biomass study, which will be discussed 

under data issues, I nevertheless, particularly in the context of a national environmental in-

formation center, would expect the inventory tasks more explicitly mentioned among the 

general goals of the facility. Otherwise, the center may be relying too heavily on informa-

tion coming in on an ad hoc basis rather than playing an active coordinating part in the in-

ventory domain. 
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The same is true concerning G15 analysi5, which has never been a principal item on the 

agenda of the Uganda GIS. Here, NEIC has probably learned from the very early stage of 

the GRID demo program, where modeling has been quite central but did not lead to con-

crete results. While the UNEP/GRID models were interesting for demonstrating the capabil-

ities of the tool, they did not accomplish much in term of real analysis, mainly because of 

the resolution of the data and topics, such as climate change, being not necessarily of cen-

tral interest in Uganda. As an example of an analy5is task Figure 6.8 shows agro-ecological 

suitability of Robusta Coffee, as modeled from precipitation, evaporation and temperature 

(UNEP/GEM5/GRID 1987d). 

0 	50 	100km 

not suitable 

fair 
good 

Uganda: 
Agro-Ecological Suitability of Robusto Coffee 

Source: UNEP/GRID-Nairobi 	
©.o$iO. ApnI 1992 

Figure 68: Model of Agro-Ecological Suiabilrty of Robusta Coffee in Uganda 
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The fact that modeling does not have a more prominent position in NEIC is principally in 

line with my assessment of the tool's potential. Where I would see the main modeling 

power - in well defined, large scale applications adequately furnished with data - conflicts 

with the mandates of a national information center are predictable. Despite the5e reserva-

tions. I nevertheless expect something like a policy-level statement from NEIC on spatial 

analysis. 

Concerning the facility's fulfillment of broader goals, two trends can be observed by the 

end of 1991: 

0 	Firstly, the Uganda National Environment Information Center, in conjunc- 

tion with its supporting agencies, has been quite successful in promoting 

Geographic Information Systems in Uganda. Through various workshops and 

sensitization programs knowledge about G15 has been proliferated widely 

into government, donor organizaticn5 and academia. The number of systems 

installed in the country is still insignificant, however, a variety of institu-

tions is planning to acquire the technology or at least to play a part in 

NEIC's future activities. We thus can surely talk about a success concerning 

the technology promotion goal of the project. This is not necessarily the 

merit of NEIC and its background organizations alone, with GIS currently 

being very much the trend in the development community, the promotion of 

the technology renders itself almost automatically. 

0 	5econdly, quite contrasting the successful promotional activities is the poor 

to non-existent performance of the application side, the actual information 

level with very little concrete results having been achieved. The facility has 

not yet been able to supply what could be called timely and up-to-date in-

formation to decision-makers. The five-year investment plan (VIAK 1992a) 

acknowledges this limited performance and links it to the lack of output 

devices and the lack of facilities. This argumentation, although true, seems 

to be a little shallow. Simple output hardware could have been purchased 

without too much expenses, and with some innovative skills NEIC could have 

produced more output by alternative means, such as photographs off the 

screen. In my opinion, the reason behind this non-performance is simply the 

fact that the priority of the pilot operations has been assigned to promo-

tion, 'real' work being postponed to the five-year investment program. 

In conjunction with VIAK, NEIC has worked on a five-year investment program (VIAK 

1992a). Its more general goals are not significantly different from the pilot activity's, with 

the introduction of GIS technology in Uganda as the main development objective and the 

provision of information to a variety of users, such as politicians at the national level, Dis- 
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trict Development Committees (DDC), projects, schools and the general public (VIAK 1992a: 

p. 4): 

lt is expected that Uganda will have a large number of decision-makers, plan-

ners and others in the country who are sensitized on the capabilities and ad-

vantages of using E15 technology. As part of the program, a strong and elabo-

rate user query service will have been e5tablished and the ability of the Center 

to serve the users of natural resources information improved. 

ln general, GlS/RS technologies will have been employed as tools for the ra-

tional management of natural resources and their contribution stimulated the 

development of a sound environment in Uganda. 

The more detailed immediate objectives, outputs and activities cover more or less the 

whole spectrum of environmental information, and are rather ambitious (VIAK 1992a). 

However, as far as the basic GIS functions are concerned, again no specific reference to 

data input and analysis are made: 

i To strengthen and build up capacity of the NEIC. This includes provision of 

equipment, training and technical assistance. 

ii To support the National Environmental Action Plan with its information 

needs for efficient implementation. 

iii To provide a GIS based National State of the Environment for Uganda 

(biennium), including presentation of historical trends and prognosis for 

possible future developments. 

iv To establish District Environmental Data Bases, and support District De-

velopment Committees with relevant information for improved resource 

management and protection of the environment. 

v Provide GIS and R5 technology to - and work closely with - the sectors to 

improve environmental information management at national and district 

levels 

vi Support information requirements of projects on a cost recovery basis; pro- 

vide support to information management at national and district levels. 

vii Carry out specialized studies aimed at improving the use of Gl5/RS in the 

decision-making process and management of resources in general. 
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viii Arrange workshops and sensitization drives, addres5ing information users 

at technical and managerial levels on the use of environmental informa-

tion systems for imp roved resource management and protection of the en-

vironment. 

ix Provide information about the environment in Uganda to a variety of 

users, including schools and the general public. 

Discussion 
I will take these goals of the five-year investment program as a base for the 

discussion. The number and dimension of the task5 seem to be rather unrealis-

tic in the light of the center's performance so far. The general objectives of 

the facility will in my opinion have to be streamlined to an achievable level. 
This to reach tangible immediate results and to allow the establishment of an 

operational information facility on the long run. 

According to my model, emphasis should be put on the following principal ob-
jectives: 

0 Commun,cation of environmental information to decision-makers 

With this main objective, NEICs activities could be concentrated, the fa-
cility would clearly move in the direction of concrete 615 applications 

and not merely the promotion of the technology. 

Two aspects of this communication mandate will need to be defined 
more precisely for the concrete Ugandan set-up: The information and the 

decision-makers. 

The environmental information could above-all envisaged to be in the 
form of highly communicative visuals and illustrative graphics. If the 
users have the capabilities also digital prnducts could be supplied. The 

center's main focus of attention could be environmental problem5 of na-

tional importance, such as deforestation, loss of wildlife and soil ero-
sion. I would expect NEIC to harmonize information provision with other 
environmental activities, such as NEAP and current political topics. As 

the principal source of the in formation I regard the center's network, i.e. 

governmental agencie5, NGOs and universities organized in the national 
environmental information user group. NEIC's main processing task could 

be seen in the area of conversion of spatial data to meaningful, timely, 
user-tailored and well communicable in formation. 
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The user comm unity of the center - the decision-maker5 - should in my 
opinion be defined as broad as possible, including politicians, planners, 

the media as well as the general public. This is to render the facilities' 

operations public-oriented, i.e. user-friendly rather than scientific or bu-

rea ucra tic. 

0 Coordination of environmental data collection activities in the count,y 

The in formation goals call for guidelines concerning data collection. In 

accordance with the model, the inventory mandate should emphasize 

the center's coordination and networking tasks: To monitor and to har-

monize on-going environmental data gathering activities in Uganda and 

regularly brief users on data availability. As also foreseen by the model. 

NEIC could be the institution to provide information about environmen-

tal information. These meta-database activities are particularly relevant 
in the light of the difficulties with the establishment of a comprehensive 

central database with all environmental information on Uganda. Data 
distribution could concentrate on environmentally relevant layers cov-

ering the whole country and on environmental hot spots. All other data, 

falling under the mandate of specialized agencies, projects and local 
government, could be stored and updated by the relevant institutions. 

0 Establishment of Geographic Information System technology in Uganda 

The obvious technology transfer goal still could figure somewhere on 

the NE1C agenda, but I'd rather put it into the background to assign more 
weight to the application objectives. If there is a demand of information 

provided by GIS, the technology will set foot in the country anyway. If 
not, this may just prove that the tool is inapplicable, either too expen-
sive, too artificial or too complicated for environmental applications in 
Uganda. As the most relevant vehicles to promote the technology I con-
sider sensitization workshops and demos to the various interested groups 

in Uganda: Tasks which are already mastered quite well by NEIC. 

66 Evaluation of Conditions 
The general conditions for establishing GIS technology in Uganda can be regarded as posi-

tive: The country is in the process of rehabilitation, and environmental issues are attributed 

a prominent role as the constitution of MEP and the NEAP activities 5how. Also, these pro-

grams have environmental information in general as well as Geographic Information Sys-

tems specifically on their agenda. The reconstruction offers the opportunity to really look 
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for creative solutions. On the other hand, the tasks are huge, surpassing the capabilities 

and financial means of ministries and aid organizations involved, therefore priorities will 

have to be set. In addition, the existing technology base in the country is very weak and 

the general conditions operating Gl5 are not very favorable. 

Institutional Issues 
The political situation in Uganda is still quite volatile, with institutional arrangements 

changing often, as past experiences have shown. This makes it quite difficult to elaborate 

on the placement of the National G15 center within the larger governmental set up without 

being speculative. 

A center, placed within the Ministry of Environment Protection (MEP) has already been a 

goal of the GRID demonstration program. And although physically not implemented, it was 

existing at an organizational level, as the training of MEP staff abroad shows (Figure 6.6). 

The de facto set up; the creation of the National Environment Information Center (NEIC), 

with a GIS in place, own staff and offices has not taken place until late 1990. The NEIC set-

up can be regarded as quite congruent to the model proposed in chapter 5, a central GIS 

facility of national importance for Uganda. In reality, however, the center is far from fulfill-

ing all the de5ignated tasks, much more emphasis has been put on technology issues and 

sensitization than on information and data processing. NEIC is nevertheless the address for 

GIS and environment in Uganda, a status which will grow in importance with future devel-

opments, particularly extended activities evolving around NEAR. 

NEIC has operated as a project on ad hoc arrangements without having a proper legal or 

institutional status (VIAK 1992a). The center is nevertheless integrated into the govern-

mental activities evolving around environmental decision-making, above-all as designated 

information tool to the World Bank's NEAR activities. This gives the opportunity to make 

use of Geographic Information Systems in context with the government's mainstream envi-

ronmental activities. Although MEP is not a very strong ministry, as also the NEAP activities 

show, 11  NEIC's placement can nevertheless be regarded as prominent within the govern-

mental structure. Above-all since it is envisaged to be placed under the office of the Prime 

Minister in future. The center has established important contacts within Ugandan govern-

mental organizations, among others with the Ministry of Lands and Survey, the Ministry of 

Energy, the Ministry for Planning and Economic Development, the Permanent Secretary of 

the Office of the Prime Minister, the Forest Department and the Director of National Parks 

(Turyatunga 1991). 

11  As discussions earlier in this chapter show, one of Slade and Weitz (1991) main criticism of the 
NEAP activities is being based upon the fact that the strong Ugandan ministries are not involved 
in the plans' set-up. 
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As outlined in chapter 5, my model supports a centralist design (as NEIC is), mainly because I 

perceive the decentralized introduction and application of GIS in Uganda with limited fi-

nancial 1  technical and personnel resources as premature. Up to now, NEIC has been able to 

operate quite autonomously12  and keep a large degree of openness, despite being a cen-

trally placed governmental body. During the pilot operations, anyone interested could con-

tact NEIC directly without bureaucratic obstacles. Probably because up to now the informa-

tion held within NEIC has been very basic and of limited value. Openness will be another 

problem if more recent, sensitive and expensive data will be managed by the center. For 

the center, it will be a challenge to break out of its governmental and NEAP frame to open 

up alternative, decentralized information channels. 

Outside the national government institutions, lines of communication have been estab-

lished between the center and donor agencies, NGOs, project activities and Makarere Uni-

versity during the pilot phase. These in-country links are not necessarily official, some of 

them have come up on an ad hoc basis through the workshops held in Kampala, common 

project activities or just by general interest. NEIC is also connected to the UNEP/GRID net-

work, which provides links to other organizations using 615 for environmental applications 

outside Uganda: A means to overcome the isolation associated with the centers pioneer 
role in Uganda. 

NEIC's steering and coordinating body, primarily designed as a vehicle for intersectoral 

networking, has not influenced the center's activities significantly during the pilot opera-

tions. This was mainly due to the novelty of the facility and the lack of actual 615 network-

ing and processing work being done. A body with the functions of an users group, as out-

lined in chapter 5, does currently not exist in Uganda. 

The five-year investment program continues along the line pursued during the pilot phase, 

proposing the following organizational structure, visualized in Figure 6.9 below. NEIC is en-

visaged to be considerably strengthened through an increase in the number of staff and a 

major hardware and software upgrade. The facility is planned to be internally subdivided 

along the branches 615, database and information, primarily in order to pursue its objec-

tives more efficiently. 

Externally, the investment plan is proposing a structure with the facility operating under 

the following umbrella: The board, drawn from the natural resources ministries, to develop 

the policy guidelines and the technical committee, composed by collaborating sectors pro-

viding the technical guidelines. This proposed set up emphasizes formal aspects much more 

than contents. Thus, the board and the committee have to be seen as a mechanism to sanc-

tion the center's activities rather than formulate policie5 and provide scientific and tech rti- 

12 This only with regard to central government control: Concerning finances NEIC has been 

completely dependent on its donors and the consulting company. 
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cal input. The center's planned larger 5caIe integration into Uganda's decision-making ma-

chinery at this stage is rather vague and will also depend on the NEAP Outcome. The office 

of the Prime Minister as designated 'parent body' (V1AK 1992a) is to ensure a more central 

placement of NEIC than currently under MEP. This is in harmony with the NEAP activities, 

which are presided by the Prime Minister, as outlined in Figure 6.3. 

PARENT BODY 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

TECHNICAL COMMITTEE 

FACILITY MANAGER 

11 	GIS ANALYSTS 	 . 	 .  
j SECTOR SPECIALISTS 	 LIBRARIA N 

a) Five-Year Investment Plan (VIAK 1992) 

PARENT BODY 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

Figure 6.9: Proposed Organizational Set-Up of NEIC. 
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Discussion 
Regarding NEIC's organizational set-up, I generally acknowledge the proposi -
tions made in the five-year investment program (VIA K 1992a). Some points, 
however, could be emphasized and outlined more concretely. For the success -
ful achievement of its objectives, the center should operate under a certain 
autonomy, above-all financially. It also should be able to maintain a large de-
gree of openness, providing general access to wide range of users. Without 
meeting these premises, the center's day-to-day operations would be jeopar -
dized, regardless of NEIC's status or its position within the government. 

Relevant to the facility's operation are internal as well as external organiza-
tional issues. An alternative institutional set-up in line with my model is visu-
alized in Figure 6.9 below the NEIC five-year proposal (VIAK 1992a). My prin-
cipal modifications are highlighted. 

Internally, NEIC's organization could be more clearly streamlined towards in-
formation, implying that both GIS and database activities being subordinate to 
information provision. This mainly to be able to pursue the main information 
objective more vigorously; to give the center a distinct direction, to honor its 
name. 

Externally, a multi-sectoral users group to be institutionalized on the side of 
the board of directors and the technical committee - as outlined in the model 
- could facilitate networking between day-to-day users and between govern-
mental agencies. In addition, downward integration on a political level, e.g. 
through contacts to the influential national resistance councils and local gov-
ernment in general, could also be an item to be actively pursued by the user 
group, mainly to open up information channels otherwise inaccessible. 

Funding Issues 
Concerning finances, the Ugandan GIS has been through many turbulence5: An over-funded 

GRID demonstration program, a three-year hiatus during the technology transfer phase, 

adequately supported pilot operations and now again a discontinuity mark the facility's his-

tory. 

The GRID activities can be considered as over-funded primarily because there was no real-

istic way to sustain the activities after the demonstration: Taking Hedberg's (1991) conser-

vative cost estimate of 115$ 160,000 for the GRID case study, a sustained continuation of 

the program with similar dimensions would have cost more than USS 300,000 per year 

without hardware, software or training. Funds, which at that time were just not available. 

During the technology transfer phase, training alone showed at least a certain degree of 
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continuity, although the usefulness of an expensive training program abroad without any 

facility back home has to be questioned. 

Pilot operation funding, too was not without problems. The core operations have been fi-

nanced by NORAD through the World Sank and VIAK. Core hardware and software was re-

ceived as a one shot donation by IBM and ESRI through GRID and has not been significantly 

upgraded during the pilot phase even though the need has been clearly articulated. A 

rather insignificant amount of money, 13  has been provided by the Ugandan government for 

supplies. This relatively complex funding pattern in connection with the remoteness of the 

Norwegian consultant lead to some problems in Kampala. From a 'field' point of view, as 

revealed in the interviews, too little money reached ground during this phase, which lead 

to the negligence of most of the application case study activities. 14  For instance, scheduled 

field trips had to be canceled due to the lack of money. G15 application consulting activi-

ties have been rather patchy, with an in-country presence of a Gl5 expert of not more than 

five months consisting of two visits during the pilot operations. More continuity here would 

certainly have improved NEIC's performance. At least for case study activities and some 

consulting tasks, in-country fund management would have been more appropriate. Never-

theless, the priority items, such as N EtC's move into their own offices, the workshops, 

institution building activities and the purchase of an office vehicle have been adequately 

covered. Also the contacts of the consultant to the center have been well maintained: VIAK 

representatives visited the facility about ten times during the pilot operations (Serensen 

1992). 1 nevertheless have to conclude that during the pilot phase an over-proportional 

amount of money has been spent on promotion and representation, leaving no adequate 

funding for the GIS application activities. 

One reason for this is certainly the general design of the project under the World Banks 

terms of reference (World Bank 1991b): The center and with it VIAK, being under constant 

pressure to secure funds for the continuation of the project, had to dedicate their energies 

towards self-promotion. Here, the World Bank definitely has to go over their books: In my 

opinion, a much shorter, 3 to 6 months fund-raising crash program with substantive contents 

followed-up directly by a sustained-funded long term project would be much more meaning-

ful than a two year pilot operation. In Uganda, valuable time has been lost wit a GIS facili-

ty too limited to come up with meaningful application results. 

The five-year investment plan (VIAK 1992a) attempts to take corrective actions of some of 

these shortcomings. The duration of five years will be adequate to build up and consolidate 

an operational information center and also the funds, in total USS 2.5 million, seem appro- 

13 Roughly US $14,000 per year (Turyatunga 1991). 

14 One reason for this was also the World Banks over-estimation of the local fund-raising capabil-

ities for the case studie5 (Sørensen 1992). 
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priate. It is not yet clear where the finances will be coming from, most likely they will be 

provided by DAN1DA (Sorensen 1992). The adequate amount of money, however, provides 

no guarantee against future propagation of mistakes already made during the pilot opera-

tions. Again, promotion of the technology is likely to move too much into the foreground by 

being the principal objective on the five-year agenda. It has also not been clearly stated 

how the funds will be managed; whether by the center, or again, by a consulting company 

operating from abroad. 

Cost recovery is also being proposed: The strategy aims at steadily increasing targets, start-

ing with 3% (USS 28,600.-) in the second year up to 15% (U55 143,000.-) in the fifth year. 

It is not explicitly mentioned how this will be achieved, proposed has been the sefling of 

cartographic products and the offering of consulting services (Sorensen 1992), Co5t recov-

ery has been fervently discussed during the pilot operations, with the World Bank and VIAK 

going as far as proposing a private company model for NEIC's operation (Falloux 1991, 

Tveitdal 1991). However, looking at the facility's performance and at the general 

considerations discussed in chapter 5, the set-up of the center as a private enterprise could 

at this stage only be sustained at an experimental scale. 

Discussion 
As indicated above, I consider the proposed sum of US$ 2.5 million as ade-
quate for the financing of the core activities, the set-up and operation of the 

facility for five years. I see, however, no space for significant reductions, if the 
center is to operate success fully. GIS need investments above a certain thresh-
old to be able to provide returns. There is also no room for larger projects 

within the proposed funding pattern: Such activities require in my opinion dif-

ferent funding channels in order not to impede the core operations. Fund 
management and cost recovery, two financial issues of particular relevance to 
my model need also special attention in the case of Uganda: 

The experiences with the pilot operations call for mechanisms of in-country 
fund management. Since the project of a National Environmental Information 
Center is above-all of relevance to Uganda, it would be appropriate to man-
age the majority of the funds from within the country, preferably by the 

center itself. If this is considered to be unfeasible, an organization resident in 
Uganda rather than a consultant abroad, could be designated for the task. 

During the next phase of the program, cost recovery is in my opinion only fea-

sible at an experimental level. By the end of the five-year period, the center 

will certainly be in a much better position to establish guidelines on how 

funds could be recovered. For the moment, we consider the setting-up of the 
center as a private enterprise as premature, primarily because with the cur-

rent performance its economic survival does not seem feasible. 
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Professional Issues 
In this section I will above-all look at the core staff of NEIC, people which are usually pre-

sent at the facility. By the end of 1991 NEIC has been operating with the professional staff 

outlined in Figure 6.10: 

Function 	 Background 	 015 training and experience 

Manager 	 Environmental Studies UNITAR 1988,   1989,   VIAK 1990 

Analyst 	 Geographer 	 UN1TAR 1989,   MSc Remote Sensing 

Analyst 	 Forester 	 UNITAR 1989 

Analyst/Technician Surveyor 	 on-the-job 1990. V1AK 1990, UN1TAR 1991 

Analyst 	 Geographer 	 UNITAR 1991 

Figure 6.10: NEIC staff 1991 

This staff has been composed on a pragmatical base: All of the employees held government 

posts, and none of them has had a formal GIS education at the start of the project. The 

Ugandans involved in the GRID demonstration program, scientists from the various 

branches relevant to the study, have moved back to their original jobs after the demo in 

1987, with the exception of today's facility manager. This is an indicator that at least some 

continuity could be maintained despite of the •hiatus' from 1987 to 1990. The group has 

been complemented by a forester, working as an analyst for the biomass study. An expatri-

ate GIS consultant, employed by VIAK, has been present at the facility for three months in 

1990 and two months in 1991. This consultant helped to design the case study actMties 

and provided on the job Gl5 training to some of the NEIC personnel. 

The lack of GlS experience of the group as a whole is evident, with only one analyst having 

a formal university education in Remote Sensing and Geographic Information 5ystems (MSc, 

Bangor, Wales). All others went through UNITAR training courses and two of them received 

additional training at NEIC by the VIAK consultant and at VIAK in Norway. Probably more 

severe than the groups limited data processing skills are its inexperience in designing and 

reviewing projects. This situation certainly has contributed to the weak performance on the 

application case studies; a lack which could have been bridged by a resident expatriate 

consultant present during the whole pilot operations. This idea, however, has been dis-

missed by both the World Bank and VIAK at the beginning of the pilot phase, primarily due 

to the high cost of expatriate consultants (Sørensen 19°'). 

The mix of staff, with backgrounds in geography, forestry, environmental science and sur-

veying is biased towards physical sciences but not unusual for the GrS context. NEIC had no 

social scientists and also no computer specialists employed during the pilot operations. Re-

ally lacking, however, are information and communication specialists, absolutely vital to 

fulfill the information objectives. 
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Striking, but quite normal for a developing country context is the inadequate payment of 

the government staff, forcing the individuals to pursue additional enterprises on the side. 

This is manifested by absenteeism; staff coming to the office in the morning just to disap-

pear half an hour later or not showing up at all. A situation unimaginable in Europe or 

North America and, needless to say, unacceptable for the performance of an information 

center. At least some of the personnel have been given special financial incentives by VIAK 

to avoid the problems outlined (Marten Sørensen 1992). At the moment, I am, however, not 

able to judge whether these remedies have worked or not. 

The five-year investment program foresees corrections of some of the above-mentioned de-

ficiencies. The size of the group will be increased to 8-10 GIS professionals, assisted by an 

expatriate GIS analyst for 12 months for the first two years and a remote sensing expert for 

a total of three months. Various other specialists, such as a management expert, an expert 

in the production of National State of Environment reports, and an expert in the use of so-

cio-economic indicators will also be required for various short term tasks (VIAK 1992a). It is 

envisaged that through this technical assistance, NEIC will be able to overcome the general 

lack of experience of its staff. 

As already indicated under institutional issues', and shown in Figure 6.9 above, VIAK 

(1992a) envisages the core group to be subdivided into three sections: GIS analysis, 

database and information, which will be headed by a chief GlS analyst, a database man-

ager and an information manager, hierarchically directly positioned under the facility man-

ager. Three additional GIS analysts and two technicians/digitizers are foreseen to comple-

ment the team. The staff is planned to be paid significantly more than average government 

salaries, mainly to steer against the above-mentioned problem of moonshining and absen-

teeism. 

Discussion 
Regarding the professional issues, the investment plans proposal has to be 
considered as inadequate, only partially correcting shortcomings of the pilot 
operations and not taking into account the facility's information goals. Poten-

tial alternatives, derived from my model, are di5cussed below and also illus-
trated in Figure 5.9. The following additional staff wou/d in my opinion en-
hance the facility's in formation and communication task5 considerably: 

A communication specialist with know/edge in GIS and with an en vi-

ronmental sciences background directly placed under the facility man-
ager. 

A variety of other posts in the communication domain - cartography, 
graphics, publishing - to support the in formation objective. This GIS - 
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communication group could be organized as a team of professionals, 
each one of them being respon5thle for one or more specialization mod-
ules - GIS analysis, data base, communication, cartography, data input, 
computer graphics, hardware1  library, publication - as outlined in Figure 
6.9. 

A computer specialist, primarily experienced in hardware, to maintain 
the increasingly growing system installation. 

Continuous technical assistance, i.e. GIS expert presence for the whole 
five year period to overcome the still prevailing lack of experience of 
NEIC's staff. Although the five-year plan already proposes more techni-
cal assistance than during previous phases I still consider it being inade-
quate regarding the facility's goals and the unavailability of experi-
enced tlgandan G15 professionals. 

Training Issues 
GIS training has been the one continuum of the Uganda GIS history with staff attending 

UNITAR training courses in 1988 in Geneva. Switzerland and 1989 and 1991 in Nairobi, 

Kenya. These UNITAR training courses have offered an intensive introduction to GIS and 

also some hands-on experience to the trainees. They have, however, to be considered as 

rather general and standardized, and, since participants from various countries with differ-

ent backgrounds usually attend, have not been tailored to specific users needs, as outlined 

in chapter 3. Thu5, although evenly distributed over NEKs history, the LINITAR training has 

not been smoothly integrated into the facility's other operations: The earlier trainees, for 

instance had to return to Uganda with no systems available at all, which, of course, lead to 

the loss of much of the acquired knowledge. More recently, the problem was with the ana-

lysts being removed from their job for two months or more to be trained on subjects and 

systems not necessarily relevant to their day-to-day tasks. Some of them went as far as la-

beling the training courses in Nairobi oa waste of times. P am far from criticizing IJNITAR5 

training program in this context, the problem lies much rather with course preparation and 

harmonization - meaningful training case studies could be planned in advance - and fol-

low-up. Then, of course, a remote, general-purpose training course can never substitute for 

in-house, on-the-job training or a formal GIS education. 

The investment program outlines training at various levels: Local computer training courses, 

in-house GIS training, international training courses and fellowships. The center is also 

planning to assist Makarere University in creating in-country GIS training capabilities. 
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Discussion 
The five-year investment plan covers all relevant aspects of training, remains 

however vague on how the various goals could concretely be achieved. In my 
opinion, NEIC's training objectives could be streamlined to enable a certain 
degree of fulfillment. Potential solutions are outlined below: 

Contents of the training activities could be better harmonized with the 

information objectives. Thus, besides GIS techniques, training would also 
cover aspects of computer graphics and desktop publishing. 

Considering the training form, more emphasis could be put on training 
on-the-job - making use of the resident GIS expert as a resource person - 
rather than short-term training events. 

All other activities related to training - special courses abroad, support 
to the University and scholarships - have in my opinion to be directly 
linked to the facility's needs, capabilities and performance. Thus, only 
programs well compatible with the rest of NEIC's operations would be 
pursued. 

Technical Issues 
This is the one aspect where we encounter the biggest inadequacies of the Uganda G15. 
After the demonstration program on state-of-the-art hardware and software at GRID 

Nairobi. MEP had to live without any system at all for almost three years. Also during the 

pilot operations, the one PC based system in5talled was far inadequate to fulfill the desig-

nated tasks; alternate turns had to be taken to provide the various projects at least a min-

imal amount of system access. In addition, no graphical output devices, not even the sim-

plest type of graphics printer had been installed until the end of 1991. 

Due to the limited size of the installation, hardware problems during the pilot operations 

were controllable, some spare parts, however, had to be procured from abroad. The gen-

eral situation in Uganda is improving, maintenance, service and spare parts are now locally 

available, at least in the PC sector. 

For the coming five years large scale upgrades have been proposed: Five PC-based GIS 

workplaces with vector (ARC/INFO) as well as raster (IDRISI. ERDAS) software will be in-

stalled at the center. The PC-based systems have been chosen in favor of more powerful 

workstations because NEIC staff 15 already experienced in their use and there are currently 

no workstations at all installed in Uganda (VIAK 1992a). However, the workstation option 

has been kept open for a later stage (1995). Peripheral devices, such as drum plotters, laser 

printers, digitizing tables and audiovisual equipment are also planned to be installed. 
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Discussion 
NEIC will be adequately furnished with hard- and software to meet its objec-

tives, in this respect I consider the investment proposal as adequate and in 
general agree with the outlined set-up. The only point to add would be to 

designate a part of the system specifically to graphical processing and 
publishing - as outlined in the model - to allow the required flexibility to-
wards information provision. 

Data Issues 
The inventory aspects of GIS have played a prominent role in the very early stage of the 

GRID demonstration program with the development of a comprehensive natural resources 

database covering the whole of Uganda. Mainly relying on existing printed maps with their 

roots in the colonial period (Atlas of Uganda 1964 and 1967). GRID nevertheless has also 

created original data through the interpretation of two landsat mosaics of 1973 and 1986, 

an example is shown in Figure 6.11 below. The GRID data, in total more than a 100 layers, 

offer a wealth in thematic information and if regularly updated, these data will remain a 

valuable stock for NEIC. Despite their rather small scale (1:500,000 - 1:1,500,000), many 

applications can be envisaged, such as the visualization of general environmental trends or 

for comprehensive, nation-wide analysis of some of Uganda's natural resources. 

During the pilot phase, efforts have been undertaken to put larger scale data into the sys-

tem. One project is to create environmental profiles at the district-level, another is to build 

up single thematic national inventories, such as biomass, wetlands and land cover change 

at scales between 1:50,000 and 1:200,000. Only little has been achieved on the district 

profiles so far, with only a limited amount of new data having been entered. Projects, ac-

tually defined for the pilot operations, such as the Iganga and the Karamoja profiles will 

have to be carried over into the implementation phase. The progress rate of these projects 

5hould serve as a warning to the quite ambitious goal of at least ten district profiles in the 

next five year5. 

For the National biomass inventory, nine test areas covering the major urban areas have 

been interpreted from aerial photography and mapped at a scale of 1:50,000. These data 

have been digitized on the NEIC system and are used for biomass calculations, testing mod-

els and to produce maps. Due to the lack of equipment these maps had to be plotted in 

Norway. 

Although not specifically mentioned in the five-year investment plan, these data gathering 

activities will be quite relevant to NEIC, some of them furnishing really new, crucial envi-

ronmental information. The biomass study is planned to be continued using SPOT 5atellite 

imagery and covering the whole of Uganda. At this stage it is not yet known how this 

methodology switch from aerial photography to satellite images will affect the results, pre-

Iiniinary products seem however to be very useful (Hedberg 1992). Also from SPOT satellite 
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images, a generalized national land cover will be derived. Taking the 1:50.000 maps sheets 

dating from the 1960'5 as a base, the satellite images will be interpreted according to a 

simple classification scheme (forest, agriculture, urban, transport, swamp, water). The final 

product will not only record the current land cover, it is also envisaged to map changes 

which have taken place since the publication of the topographic maps. As a by-product, a 

wetland inventory will be derived from the same sources (Mafabi 1991). These national in-
ventories are conducted on a project basis: 'Biomass' by the Forest Department, Change 

Detection by the Ministry of Lands and Survey and •Wetlands' by the Ministry of Environ-

ment Protection in conjunction with IUCN. 
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Figure 6.1 1: Uganda Wetlands (Derived from Landsat mosaics 1973 and 19861 
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Discussion 
1 have already outlined a base for NEIC's data collection activities under Po-

tentiaP. There I have above-all emphasized the centers focus on coordination 

and meta-database activities. Larger inventory projects are in my opinion bet-

ter left to specialized bodies and projects, primarily to maintain the center's 

flexibility for other tasks. My model foresee5 NEIC to specialize in the acquisi -

tion of theme-specific, timely data and information relevant to the political 
decision-makers and the public. These acquisitions would primarily serve the 

communication goal, the visualization and distribution of information on envi-

ronmental issues and hot spots, as outlined in chapter 4. 

67 Conclusions 
The evaluation of Uganda's National Environment Information Center leads to mixed con-

clusions, not necessarily all positive. Already five years have passed since the initiation of 

the GRID case study and still no substantial application results have been achieved on-site 

in Kampala. The pilot activities have primarily focused on promotion and sensitization. Ap-

plications, such as information provision to decision-makers and environmental data pro-

cessing, had secondary priority. The picture of a well functioning information facility as 

outlined, amongst others, by Falloux (1991), does not quite reflect the reality. 

It may, however, be early for such a hard verdict. If we consider the activities up to now as 

preparatory, the situation might not look at all that negative. The facility has the potential 

to grow into what it is designed as: The five-year investment plan (VIAK 1992a) already 

shows some positive starting points. But to make the institution meet its name - National 

Environmental Information Center - one has to orient it more radically and uncompromis-

ingly towards information communication with all its consequences: Down-scale the tech-

nology transfer objective, give the center a certain financial independence, gear it towards 

communication through a specific organizational set-up and personnel and other actions I 

have discussed above. At this stage, Geographic Information Systems are still en vogue in 

the development community, their usefulness as a tool, however, can only be proved by 

successful applications: Uganda seems to be ready for them. 
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Nepal 

Figure 7.1: Centra' A5i0 
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7.1 Geographic and Historic Overview 
The Kingdom of Nepal is one of the worlds model mountain countries. Indeed, 86% of its 

total area of 147,000 km 2  are con5idered to be mountainous or hilly with the Tarai plains 

covering only 14%. Situated on the Himalayan 5IopeS, the country covers a large variety of 

physiographic zones, ranging from the subtropical Tarai lowlands to the high Himalayan 

snow and rock deserts. Geo-politically Nepal is in a pivotal position, squeezed between the 

world powers India and China, without access to the 5ea. In 1973, King Birendra declared 

Nepal as a 'Zone of Peace' to emphasize the country's non-alignment. India as the dominat-

ing neighbor has, however, never endorsed this declaration (Robert Taylor 1991). 

Nepal's population has increased from 8.2 million in 1960 to 19.1 million in 1990, with still 

less than 10% living in urban areas. Average annual population growth is 2.3%, however 1  

varying considerably depending on geographical location within Nepal. Through migratory 

movements, the population in the plains (Tarai) is growing much faster than in the hills, so 

that today only half of Nepal's people are actually living in the hills or mountains (LRMP 

1986). By the year 2025, Nepal is expected to have 35 million inhabitants (UNEP 1991. 

World Resources Institute 1992). 

The economy of Nepal is almost entirely based on agriculture, occupying 91% of the na-

tion's labor force and contributing 59% of the merchandise exports and 54% of the GDP 

(LRMP 1986). The most important food and cash crops are rice and maize, cultivated on 

more than 90% (Rice: 53%, Maize: 38%) of the country's arable land surface (LRMP 1986, 

HMG-Nepal/IUCN 1988). Depending on physiographic region, agricultural practices vary 

considerably. In the hills, rather small subsistence farms prevail, while in the plains the ave-

rage farm size is bigger and good accessibility allows the cultivation of cash crops besides 

staple produces. Industry is rather small-scale, absorbing less than 1% of the total labor 

force. Most important are jute goods, sugar, cigarettes, cement and leather (Robert Taylor 

1991). 

Nepal's natural beauty and its rich cultural heritage are very attractive for tourism, from 

1970 to 1986 nearly two million visitor5 have come to the country (HMG-Nepal/ItJCN 1988). 

The annual tourist flow has grown from 45,000 in 1970 to 248,000 in 1987. Tourism plays a 

substantial role in Nepal's economy, having earned 18.5 % (US$ 43 million) of the nation's 

foreign exchange (HMG-NepalflUCN 1988. HMG-Nepal 1989). 

Nepal does not have significant exploitable mineral resources: Clay for bricks and ceramics, 

building stones, iimestone for cement, magnesite, talc and a small-scale gem industry. A 

larger zinc deposit is now being accessed in the canesh Himal with government assistance 

(LRMP 1986). The nation's hydroelectric potential, however, i5 tremendous. Of an estimated 

total of 83,000 MW, of which 27,000 MW are considered economically feasible under cur-

rent conditions, only 161 MW are today installed (HMG-NepaIIIUCN 1988). 
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Nepal is a rather poor nation and is counted to the UN group of the Least Developed 

Countries (LLDC). Its GNP per capita of US $170 in 1989 (World Resources Institute 1992) is 

one of the world's lowest. Foreign debt has been increasing from 10% of the GOP in 

1980/81 to 33% in 1987188. Debt servicing is, however, with a rate of 7.8% comparatively 

low (Statistisches Bundesamt 1989). 

Until 1950. Nepal has been ruled for over a century by the powerful Rana dynasty who 

kept the country more or less secluded from the rest of the world, off-limits to all foreign-

ers. Thus, it has never been colonialized and could preserve much of its cultural heritage. In 

1950 constitutional monarchy was established and since then three kings. Tribhuvan, Ma-

hendra and Birendra, have ruled the nation in a progressively autocratic manner. An at-

tempt for democratization with free multi-party elections in 1959 has been aborted in 1960 

with the abolishment of political parties. In 1990, however, Nepal's political order has been 

radically changed through the 'Movement for the Restoration of Human Rights and Democ-

racy'. Widely supported unrests in Kathmandu have lead to the termination of the Kings 

all-encompassing executive, legislative and judiciary powers; the new constitution of 

November 1990 clearly states that ccsovereignty resides in the people> (Shaha 1990). Elec-

tions with multi-party participation have been held in May 1991. 
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7.2 The Situation Today 
My research on Nepal falls into a period of radical political changes; my reflections on the 

situation today may thu5 - particularly with regard to the quite volatile actual political 

alignments - be valid for a limited time only. From January 1989 to May 1991 Nepal had no 

less than four government changes with the members of the planning and implementing 

bodies changing at the same time. The myth of the 'poor but happy mountain nation has 

through the recent unrests and the dissolution of the monarchy suffered considerably: Par -

ticularly the urban areas face increasingly problems of social disturbance and crime. For the 

large portion of the population the government changes did not bring the expected eco-

nomic improvements: In addition to the traditional Gurkha soldiers serving in Common-

wealth countries, many Nepali now have to earn their income as laborers in South Korea. 

Thailand and the Persian Gulf. 

For the analysis of Nepal's decision-making process we also have to look at pre-democracy 

structures, some of which, such as the National Planning Commission still being functional. 

Until very recently, the King was the center of power in Nepal. With the palace secre-

tariat, a team of technocrats advising him on economic planning and administration, King 

Birendra had an efficient instrument to use his authorities (Robert Taylor 1991). Since 1975, 

development planning has been orchestrated by the National Development Council, 

presided by the King. The council sets the frame for economic development while the Na-

tional Planning Commission (NPC) formulates and supervises Five-Year development plans. 

Principal target of the most recent Five-Year plans has been the growth of the GDP; a tar-

get which could be met during the Sixth (1980/81 - 1984185) planning period with a growth 

rate of 4% per year. In some Sectors, such as the non-agrarian industries, however, aimed 

growth rates could not be achieved. The Seventh plan (1985/86 - 1989/90) is aimed at an 

annual GDP growth of 45% (Statistisches Bundesai -nt 1989). 

For some time, efforts to delegate planning activities to lower, above-all the village 

(Panchayat) level are underway in Nepal. Specific projects, such as the UNIDP project 

'Strengthening Decentralized Planning in Nepal', have been established to ccenable sub-na-

tional level governing bodies to make and implement decentralized planning (Lundberg 

1992). Also the National Conservation Strategy (NC5) activities described below adhere to 

decentralization concepts. 1  

Development assistance is quite important for Nepal's economy, the country has from 1960 

to 1987 received USS 1.4 billion from individual donor countries, of which Japan, the USA, 

the UK and Germany have contributed almost 80%. From multi-lateral agencies. Nepal has 

in the same period received USS 1.0 billion, 80% coming from the International Develop- 

1 Nepal's administration has to be considered as extremely centralized, it remains to be seen how 

the recent decentralization activities will develop, or, whether they are not ju5t an example of im-

posed federalism. 
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ment Association (IDA). the Asian Development Bank (ADB) and the United Nations 

(Statistisches Bunde5amt 1989). The presence of developing agencies in the country, Kath-

mandu in particular, is evident and their project activities are innumerous and rather vast. 

Literature, thus is also over-abundant, some interesting reviews of development activities 

are given by Basler (1984) and Hagen (1980). Also in HIMAL, the recently founded Alterna-

tive Bi-Monthly', articles on development and environment in Nepal are being published 

regularly. 

7.3 Environmental Problems, Issues and Policy 
The environment in its broader sense plays a central role in many of Nepal's development 

activities. The country has the reputation of being a model for the most sinister environ-

mental degradation scenarios; most popular are the logical chains of linking deforestation 

in Nepal to soil erosion and to the devastating floods downstream in Bangladesh. Although 

the scientific literature clearly rejects such claims (Bruijnzeel and Bremmer 1989), these 

highland-lowland interactions are nevertheless resurfacing regulady in the media. 

The literature on sectoral environmental issues in Nepal being vast, I have concentrated on 

some recent, comprehensive publications evolving around the National Conservation Strat-

egy (NCS) (HMG-NepaIIIUCN 1988), such as NPCIILICN NC5 Implementation Program (1992a, 

1992b), Carew-Reid and OIl (1991) and Arensberg (1991); the Land Resource Mapping Pro-

ject reports (LRMP 1986) and the ERL study on Natural Resource Management for Sustain-

able Development (ERL 1988). Other interesting contributions to environmental issues in 

Nepal are by Thompson, Warburton and Hatley (1986). Ives and Messerli (1989), Basnyet 

(1989), Bishop (1988), Hough and Sherpa (1989), Kohl (1988). Rowell (1989) and Shrestha 

(1989). 

In any country it is rather difficult to give a comprehensive overview of the environmental 

problems. This is also the case in Nepal, where the enormous physiographic differences only 

increase the complexity of the task. I have attempted to roughly outline Nepals principal 

environmental problems relying on the above references. 

Deforestation and forest degradation 

This problem manifests itself through a gradual transformation of forest 

lands to other uses rather than through cutting down larger forests. This 

makes it quite difficult to quantify deforestation in Nepal. Although es-

timates vary considerably one can assume that since 1950 Nepal has lost 

about half of its forest coverage (Basler 1984). Negative effects, such as 

fuelwood and fodder shortages are both already marked and pre-

dictable. 
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Exploitation and degradation of arabic land and grasslands 
Some lands in Nepal are used at the margin of sustainability, leading to 

declining yields and on the long run also to complete 1055 for agricultural 

or pastoral use. 

Soil loss through erosive processes 
intensive agricultural and other land utilization practices coupled with 

physical processes lead to soil erosion and landslides and thus to ir-

reparable damages. 

All these environmental problems are linked to the country's principal economic activity, 

agriculture, and somehow also reflect the widespread poverty in Nepal. Besides resulting 

from a general over-utilization of resources through population pressure they can partially 

also be perceived as managerial problems; solution approaches will have to take this into 

account. These above-listed problems are all rural and physical in nature, but with increas-

ing urbanization undoubtedly urban environmental problems, such as air and water pollu-

tion, noise and waste accumulation will also become relevant. 

Conservation efforts have a long history in Nepal with the first major initiative, the set-up 

of a forest office for the protection and the harvest of Tarai forest taking place in 1934. 

More and more institutions were gradually added, in 1970 the Royal Chitwan National Park 

in the Tarai and Langtang National Park in the mountains were founded by King Mahen-

dra. Environmental degradation as a problem of national importance was addressed by the 

Seventh Five-Year Plan, this resulted in 1987 in the establishment of a Division of Environ-

ment and Resource Conservation within the National Planning Commission. Increasingly, 

also NGOs play a significant role in Nepal's conservation efforts, above-all the King Ma-

hendra Tru5t, UNESCO/MAB and ICIMOD (NMG-Nepal/IUCN 1988). 

In general, solution strategies to Nepal's environmental problems tend to move away from 

central government: 

Too much reliance has been placed upon government to improve this situa-

tion, and insufficient opportunity and responsibility have been given to the 

users - collectively or individually - to help remedy the problem through per-

sonal initiative. (HMG-Nepal/1UCN 1988: p.  149) 

As outlined earlier, planning in general, not only concerning environmental issues is being 

decentralized in Nepal. For instance, large-scale efforts are now underway, to transfer the 

management of forests from the central government to communities, to facilitate a sus-

tained use of the resources. Decentralization has also taken into account setting up the 

National Conservation Strategy (N(S) with regional, district and village committees. During 
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the NC5 set-up rural communities have been involved through public meetings and discus-

sion sessions (HMG-NepaIIIUCN 1988, Arensberg 1991). 

As elsewhere, it has also been pointed out that resource conservation problems can not be 

approached on a single-sector basis, the call is for integrated resource management. An-

other pillar of action is conservation awareness: Through special programs, the broader 

public will be sensitized to environmental issues, an approach aiming at long-term success 

(HMG-Nepal/IUCN 1988). A model case of a bottom-up conservation approach is the Anna-

puma Conservation Area Project (ACAP). The local population is actively involved in the 

setting up and management of a large conservation area, which gives them the opportunity 

to generate income, for instance through tourist activities, locally (Hough and Sherpa 1989, 

Rowell 1989). 

In 1988, the Government of Nepal has in conjunction with IUCN issued a National Conser-

vation Strategy for Nepal (HMG-NepalIlUCN 1988). Being a part of the World Conservation 

Strategy program it can be regarded as an attempt to implement sustainable development 

at the national level. The National Conservation Strategy for Nepal has four main objec-

tives, which are to help: 

satisfy the basic material, spiritual and cultural needs of the people of 

Nepal, both present and future generations 

ensure the sustainable use of Nepal's land and renewable resources 

O preserve the biological diversity of Nepal in order to maintain and 

improve the variety of yields and the quality of crops and livestock, and to 

maintain the variety of wild species, both plant and animal 

0 maintain essential ecological and life-support systems, such as soil regen-

eration, nutrient recycling and the protection of water and air. 

The sectoral analyses of the conservation strategy give a comprehensive picture on the cur -

rent status, development objectives, obstacles, constraints and successes concerning the 

principal conservation issues. These analyses also show how complex the field of conserva-

tion and the environment in Nepal is, infringing with virtually all sectors of development. 

To show the bandwidth of the topic, I just present the sectors discussed in the Conservation 

Strategy, congruent with Nepal's principal environmental issues (HMG-Nepal, IUCN 1988): 

O 	Population and human settlement 

O 	Cultural heritage 

O 	Conservation awareness 

0 	The role of women in resource conservation 
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Drinking water 5upply and sanitation 

O 	Agriculture 

O 	Irrigation 

O 	Livestock and pasture management 

O 	Soil conservation and water5hed management 

o 	Forestry 

O 	Medical plants 

o 	Biological diversity 

O 	National park5, protected areas and wildlife conservation 

O 	Tourism and outdoor recreation 

O 	Energy development 

O 	Industrial development 

O 	Non-renewable resource development and hydrocarbon energy 

O 	International and regional aspects 

The Conservation Action Agenda as final part of the Conservation Strategy gives recom-

mendations on a variety of topics, namely Institutional, Conservation Awareness, Policy. Or-

ganization and Administration, Research, Inventory and Directed Studies, Resource Plan-

ning. the NC5 Vanguard Programs. The NCS document has to be regarded as an intermedi-

ate step in a longer-term, institution building process. The implementation phase, starting 

in 1989 has focused on the establishment of the major policy bodies as visualized in Figure 

7.3. 

These various institutions have been established in a step by step process, starting with the 

Environmental Core Group in 1989, the Nepale5e Environmental Planning and Protection 

Council, in 1990, and finally, the Nepalese Environmental Planning and Protection Agency 

(NEPPA) to be institutionalized in late 1992.2  These institution building processes can be 

considered as bottom-up activities, with NEPPA as the core body - the equivalent to an en-

vironmental ministry - being established last. The council is to serve as a steering commit-

tee to harmonize the activities between the NPC and NEPPA. Quite relevant in this set-up 

is the core group: A network of senior representatives with envi ron me nt- related tasks from 

the sectoral governmental agencies and the National Planning Commis5ion. The group con-

sists of more than fifty members today and forms a vital link between policy formulation 

and implementation. Above-all through the activitie5 of this core group the Nepalese polit-

ical institutions have been prepared for the establishment of the key institutions, the 

'council' and the 'agency' (Carew-Reid 1992). As outlined in chapter 5, also in the environ-

mental information and GIS domain I regard the foundation of a users group similar to this 

core group in a country as very relevant, above-all to support GIS networking. 

2 We use here IUCN terminology to denominate the various bodies, some of these names may, 

however, not yet be officially used in Nepal. 
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Figure 7.3; Institutional Framework for National Conservation Strategy 

All environmental planning activities rely in one way or another on information. In the Na-

tional Conservation Strategy (HMG-Nepal, IUCN 1988), for instance, we find also refer-

ences to environmental information which can be perceived as relevant to Geographic In-

formation System developments in the country. On an institutional level, the Nepalese Envi-

ronmental Planning and Protection Council (see also Figure 7.3), is, among others, responsi-

ble for: 

O conservation education, training and public information 

O research, inventory and directed studies. 
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Further references to information are made under policy issues with regard to national 

parks and protected aeas, again topics relevant to the G15 domain (HMG-Nepal, IUCN 

1988: p.109): 

iFor purposes of future park and protected area 5electiOfl the current broad 

classification of geographical divisions - the Tarai, inner Taral, Hills and Moun-

tains - will be refined by taking into account other factors, for example, flora 

and fauna. 

NCS further mentions: 

forest surveys 

O identification of areas with critical soil-erosion problems 

O environmental and socio-economic impact statements for large-scale pro-

jects 

0 assessment of data concerning wildlife and wildlife habitat. 

Thus, in the wider sense the need for Geographic Information Systems for environmental 

applications in Nepal has clearly been articulated. Also in other domains - urban planning, 

census and surveying - similar needs have been expressed. 
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7.4 Geographic Information System Activities 
My research on the Nepal 615 activities is based on several field visits and active project 

participation. Preliminary contacts to organizations and individuals in Nepal involved in 

Geographic Information Systems have been established on visits to Kathmandu representing 

UNEP/GRID in April 1988, October 1989 and March 1990. The first on-site appraisal of the 

study case at ICIMOD, using questionnaires developed in the context of my research, has 

taken place in Kathmandu from March 8 - 24 1991. On a second field visit from September 

18 to October 5 1991, depth interviews with G15 users in Nepal were conducted, this field 

evaluation included a visit of GRID Bangkok also partaking in the Nepal 615 activities. 

At various institutions Geographic Information Systems have already been applied in Nepal 

for quite some time. The National Remote Sensing Center of Nepal has since 1986 been 

operating a PC-based ERDAS 615 and has conducted various studies applying the technol-

ogy, for example on the Arun Basin (Malla and Indra 1988) and on Kathmandu Valley in 

conjunction with George Mason University (Jampoler and Haack 1989). One employee of 

this facility has been trained by UNITAR and GRID in 1989 in Geneva and UNEP/GRID has 

taken up informal contacts to the center in 1988. Today, however, the Remote Sensing 

Center is no longer operational, its staff and equipment being dispersed. The reasons for 

the centers disintegration seem mainly to be institutional, however, it may partially also be 

due to the premature implementation of the technology in Nepal. Some of the center's 

hardware and software components are now integrated to the Forest Resource Information 

5ystem Development Program, this shows at least a form of continuity (HMG-Nepal 1990; 

Heinonen and Tokola 1991). The forestry's project objective is to build up a 615 within the 

Ministry of Forests and Soil conservation, this remote sensing-based system is, however, not 

yet fully operational. Another endeavor in the forestry sector is the 'Taral and Siwaliks 

Forestry IV Project' (World Bank 1991e), but to my knowledge this World Bank project has 

not yet proceeded beyond the planning phase. 

Another institution with long-standing 615 experience is the Integrated Survey Section of 

the Topographical Survey Branch. As a follow-up to the Land Resource5 Mapping Project 

(LRMP) and with collaboration of the University of British Columbia, 615 has above-all been 

applied for watershed analysis at relatively large scales (1:20,000 - 1:50,000) in the Jhikhu 

Khola valley east of Kathmandu. (Schmidt 1991, Schreier et al. 1989a, 1989b, Shah et al. 

1991, Shrestha and Brown 1991). A PC-based TERRASOFT system has been installed in 1989 

at the Topographical Survey Branch and is mainly being used for the on-going work on 

Jhikhu Khoia watershed. This installation is rather resea rch- oriented and experimental, it 

has nevertheless already produced quite interesting results. The University of Bern, Switzer-

land, has also been involved in the Jhikhu Khola studies, results have been published by 

Wymann (1991). 
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Various efforts have up to now been undertaken to harmonize the various Gl5 activities in 

Nepal and put them under a single national umbrella. A GIS under the National Planning 

Commission at an Environmental and Land Use Resources Center to be constituted was pro-

posed by the National Land Use Planning Project for Nepal in 1987. This idea was recently 

followed-up in reports published by the Washington-based consulting firm PADCO and 

UNDP (PADCO 1991, 1992): Reviewing the actual situation, these reports address quite 

central issues of Gl5 establishment in Nepal, elaborating on dualisms like institution-based 

versus project-based GIS or bottom-up versus top-down technology implementations. PADCO 

(1992) has also put forward a three-phase strategy for future GIS developments in the 

country. The strategy envisage5 a distributed GIS network in Nepal with local nodes at-

tached to a central storage facility as long-term goals. The National Planning Commission is 

attributed coordinating functions, the report also proposes to institutionalize a GIS steering 

committee under the NPC. The National Computing Center has been identified as the insti-

tution to suited to hold a national GIS center and ICIMOD has been attributed training and 

research functions by PADCO (1991. 1992). Concrete GIS applications are only treated 

marginally in these reports, although useful applications will be a key element for future 

GlS developments. Nevertheless, despite at times being over-generalized 3  and rather tech-

nology-d riven, the strategy gives a good overview of potential future G15 developments in 

Nepal. A concrete follow-up activity of the PADCO report will be the implementation of a 

GIS at NPC, some NPC personnel have already been trained in GIS at ICIMOD. 

The Mountain Environment Natural Resources lnformation System (MENRIS), the focus of 

my discussion, has been initiated in 1989 at the International Center for Integrated Moun-

tain Development (ICIMOD) in Kathmandu. ICIMOD has been established in 1984 with UN-

ESCO, the government5 of Germany and 5witzerland as its main sponsors. Its goals and ob-

jectives have been outlined as follows (IOMOD 1990a, p.  4): 

€The primary objectives of the Center shall be to help promote the develop-

ment of an economically and environmentally sound mountain ecosystem and 

to improve the living standards of mountain populations of the Hindu Kush Hi-

malayan Area which, for the purpose of these Statutes, includes Afghanistan, 

Bangladesh, Bhutan, China, India, Myanmar (Burma), Nepal and Pakistan. 

Figure 7.4 displays a perspective view of the F4imalaya-Hindukush, to emphasize the moun-

tainous character as the principal binding element of the region. 

It is for instance not discussed at all, how local government, such as district headquarters will 

cope with modern technology to date virtually unknown at this level in Nepal. 
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HIMALAVA-HINDUKUSH REGION: THREE-DIMENSIONAL VIEW 
ICIMOD Participating Countries 

©ttO - Mrch 199j 

Figure 7.4: Perspective View of the Himaloyo-Hindukush Region 

The ICIMOD region has to be considered as rather artificial: Historically most of the coun-

tries do not really have close ties, not to speak about downright hostilities. Thus, the center 

faces rather delicate cooperation problems. By being based in Kathmandu it tends also to 

be Nepal-biased at times 1  for instance half of ICIMODs professional staff are of Nepalese 

origin (ICIMOD Review Panel 1990). A general review of ICIMOD conducted in 1990 - after 

completion of five years of operation - has lead to the draft of new statutes (ICIMOD 

1991f). Changes in direction aim primarily at making ICIMOD a genuinely international 

organization and thus also widen its base of financial support (ICIMOD 1990b, ICIMOD 

Review Panel 1990). 

ICIMOD puts emphasis on its status as a facilitator of development being neither a re-

search institution nor a traditional development agency. Four main functions, namely being 

a documentation center, a focal point for problem-solving research, a focal point for train-

ing and a consultative center are the base of ICIMOD's activities (IC1MOD 1990a). 

Thus, MENRI5 is strictly speaking not a Nepalese GIS but it is the largest-scale effort to im-

plement GIS technology in Nepal so far. Printed sources on MENRIS development are 

mainly proposals, progress reports and brochures, such as ICIMOD 1991a, 1991b, 1991c, 

1991d 1991e, 1992, UNEP/GRID 1991a, 1991b, Simonett 1992, PADCO 1991, 1992 and 
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UNITAR 1990b. No scientific articles have been published on the facility yet. I have been 

involved on a professional level in the establishment of MENRI5 as a consultant for 

UNEP/GRID from 1989 to 1991. This allowed me to provide input to the facility's develop-

ment while conducting my research, thus the term action research' evidently applies to this 

study. MENRIS staff and users have been interviewed on two visits in March and September 

1991 my survey included 10 core staff, 5 consultants and 12 users. Despite the quite recent 

system implementation (mid-1991), some users had already some exposure to G1S technology 

and contributed substantially to my research. 

In Figure 7.5 I have laid out MENRI5' history as concisely as possible, using my own termi-

nology - above-all to be consistent with the chapter on Uganda - to label the various 

phases.4  The MENRIS development as a whole has been quite compact, making it difficult 

to distinguish between the various phases, some of which being extremely brief and others 

considerably overlapping with my own subdivisions. In official ADB and MENRI5 terminolo-

gy, all activities until the end of 1991 fall under Phase I of the project's development. 

A peculiarity of MENRIS is that it has been built upon a dualism still evident today: From 

the beginning, there were two parallel initiatives to implement GIS technology at ICIMOD: 

One funded by the Asian Development Bank (ADB), the other by the British Overseas De-

velopment Administration (ODA), subsequently referred to as ADB and ODA systems, re-

spectively. Both project proposals have been submitted in early 1989 (ADB 1989, ODA/5WK 

1989) offering basic GIS hard- and software, consulting and training, the ODA at a total of 

UKI 800,000 (USS 1,300,000), ADS at USS 700,000. In substance, the proposals are not 

considerably different, I do however consider the ODA proposal by being tied to British 

equipment and services to have a disadvantage: The commercial G15 market today is being 

dominated by American technology. Because nothing was done either to merge the two ini-

tiatives or to give up one of them, both were realized in parallel. Despite later efforts of 

harmonization, the dualism still persists, particularly in MENRIS' hardware and software set-

up. In view of my professional involvement with the ADB project, which today is also lCl-
MOD's principal G15, I will dedicate more space to the activities concerning this system. 

The use of this terminology has been outlined in chapter 6 (Uganda). 
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Draft of MoU beiween ICIMOD and ADB to outline technical assistance grant (January 1989). 

Meeting of participating groups in the ADB project at ICIMOD, Kathmandu (October 1989). 

ODA proposal accepted by ICIMOD. 

UNEP/GRID Nepal and Bagmati zone database and demonstration applications November 
1989- December 1990). 

3 months UNITAR training course at AlT Bangkok with eight ICIMOD/MENRIS participants 
(May - August 1990). 

Curriculum Development for GIS training at three levels: Research Professionals, Digitizers and 
Awareness Workshop (August 1990. September 1 991). 

Installation of PC-ARC/INFO software and data input training to cartographers (January). 

Transfer of UNEP/GRID Bagmati Zone database and demonstration of applications to 
MENRIS staff (February - March). 

installation and training on ODA 5ystem (PC based, GIST software) by SWK consultants 
(March - April). 

Installation of iBM RISC workstations with ARC/INFO software (June) 

2 weeks ARC/INFO train ing on IBM RISC by UNITAR/ESRI at ICIMOD (July/August) 

MENRIS case study activities in conjuncion with other institutions in Nepal: Service Centre 
Analysis in Lalitpur, Agro-ecological Zonation in Bagmati, Population Carrying Capacity in 
Dhading, Mini/Micro Hydroelectrical Potential in Dhading. 

4 weeks UNITAR training course at ICIMOD to National Planning Commission and others 
(September) 

Sensitization Workshop Kathmandu (November) 

Figure 7.5: MENRIS development - Overview 

As initiation of the MENRIS activities I consider the fact-finding ADS mission to Kathmandu 

in January 1989 opening up the path for future developments. A Memorandum of Under-

standing, concerning cooperation between ICIMOD and ADB was drafted at the same oa 

sion (ADB 1989). The meeting at ICIMOD in October 1989 convened the exeuiting organi 
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zations of the ADS project: UNEPIGRID, UNITAR and AlT. As an outcome of this meeting 

MoUs between the participating agencies have been drafted to outline future activities 

and cooperation. 

UNEPIGRID has been assigned responsibility for system design, an initial proposal projected 

a configuration with IBM RI hardware and vector and raster software. GRID opted for this 

GIS hardware not necessarily state-of-the-art primarily because of conipatibility reasons: 

The same platform was already installed at other GRID node5. This design, however, had 

later to be changed because of hardware constraints: With IBM discontinuing the RT series 

a new set-up with IBM RISC workstations was proposed. 

Another task assigned to GRID was the set-up of the GIS demonstration applications. The 

studys main objective was to demonstrate the use of 1315 for regional planning, above-all at 

the district level, it was to be conducted at GRID-Geneva, because it was not envisaged to 

install a GIS at IC1MOD immediately. Relevant maps and other information on the desig-

nated case study areas were collected during the constituting meeting. 

The responsibility for training was given to UNITAR, a first training course with participants 

from Nepal was designed to be held at AlT Bangkok in mid-1990. 

The ODA project, proposing a full Gl5 installation on its own including consulting and train-

ing was accepted by 1CIMOD on the obvious basis that it meant additional hardware, soft-

ware and human inputs for the center-to-be. 

The subsequent demonstration program consisted of two principal activities: The 

UNEP/GRID case study development and the training course at AlT Bangkok. 

The 13)5 application study conducted at GRiD Geneva from November 1989 to December 

1991 is documented in UNEPIGRID 1991a. 1991b and Simonett 1992; it had the following 

objectives: 

O Demonstrate the use of Geographic Information 5ystem technology for the 

planning process in Nepal and the establishment of 1315 capabilities at 

[41Ms]!J 

0 Create digital environmental databases with data at different scales and 

resolutions with emphasis on the district-level 

O Conduct problem-oriented GIS analysis and examine the applicability of 

the tool at various planning levels ranging from panchayat to national 

0 Visualize case study results in the form of maps and graphics 
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0 Assist ICIMOD and UNITAR in setting up a curriculum for future G15 train-

ing for Himalaya-Hindukush region professionals. 

On the Nepalese side, the GRID applications were guided primarily by the Bagmati Task 

force team at ICIMOD. Scientists from various fields (economy, development planning, 

forestry, agriculture and environmental management), outlined the design of a district-level 

database, sketched analysis procedures and formulated their need5 for maps and graphics. 

Further inputs have been provided by other institutions and individuals in Kathmandu: The 

Topographical Survey Branch on the Land Resources Mapping Project (LRMP) data, the Sus-

pension Bridge Division on their Main Trail and Central Places maps, the UNDP project 

'Strengthening Decentralized Planning in Nepal' under the National Planning Commission, 

IUCN as well as others on a variety of additional issues relevant to environmental planning 

in Nepal. 

GRID assembled the following environmental databases with data at different scales and 

resolutions, which are described in detail in UNEP/GRID 1991b: 

Zone-District (Bagmati Zone, 1:50000 - 1:125,000): Elevation, Drainage 

Network, Political Subdivisions, Population Density, Roads and Trails, 

Suspension Bridges, Central Places with Central Services, Land 

Utilization, Land Capability. 

National (Nepal, 1: 2,000,000): Elevation, Drainage Network, Political 

Subdivisions, Administrative Headquarters, Road Network, Precipitation, 

Geology, Protected Areas. 

Regional (Himalaya-Hindukush, 1:3,000,000 - 1:5,000,000): 5-Minute 

Digital Terrain Model, Drainage Network, National Boundaries, Railway 

Network. 

Upon completion, these databases were transferred to ICIMOD. the National datasets and 

parts of the Bagmati Zone - Sindhupalchok district - were finished in March 1990 and 

could be used for the training course in Bangkok. The whole of Bagmati zone was com-

pleted in February 1991, the regional datasets in September 1991. As an example of a na 

tional dataset, used above-all for visualization and training purposes, the geology coverage 

is shown in Figure 7.5. 
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Figure 7.6: Nepal - Geology 

Analy5is conducted at GRID concentrated on terrain modeling, land resources asse5srnent, 
population and transport, the results have been presented in Simonett (1992). The analysis 

remained rather basic and experimental. GRID did not conduct more sophisticated model-

ing mainly becau5e being too remote from Nepal's day-to-day planning activities and also 

because artificial models, such as soil erosion or agro-ecological suitability were not con-
sidered very meaningful. Satellite Remote Sensing has not been applied by UNEP/GRID 

since this was supposed to be incorporated into the ODA study. 5  The GRID applications 

were meant to give an overview of the potential of GIS technology. As an example I want 

to present here the result of a road and trail network analysis to determine accessibility in 

Bagmati Zone (Figure 7.7). 

ODA consultant Scott, Wilson and Kirkpatrick has acquired satelhte images of the Kathmandu 
Valley and introduced MENRIS staff to remote sensing principles. Currently, there is also a French 
remote sensing expert stationed at MENRIS (ICIMOD 1992). 
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Figure 77: Bagmati Zone - Accessibility Model 

To demonstrate the communication potential of Geographic Information Systems GRID has 

visualized results of their case study activities in various forms: Black and white portfolio 

maps produced with simple laser printer equipment, large format plots and highly communi-

cative slides. The visualization material has been used in ICIMOD's promotional activities, 

for example in a MENRIS fold-out brochure (lClMOO 1991d) and MENRIS staff has also 

been introduced on basic concepts of cartography and visual communication. 

GRID's application cases on Nepal have also found their way into lCIMODs curriculum de- 

velopment as well as to the UNITAR training courses in Bangkok 1990 and Kathmandu 
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1991. The first training held at AlT Bangkok from May to August 1990 was attended by 

eight ICIMOD professionals and is documented by UNITAR 1990b. Being the first of its kind, 

the course was not without organizational problems, and the expectations of the trainees 

turned out to be too high to be met by a four-month introductionary program. Also the con-

tents of the training had not been harmonized well enough between UNITAR, AlT, IOMOD 

and GRID. The published results on 'Geographic Information Systems (GIS) for Agro-Ecologi-

cal Zoning and Zonal Resource Management with a Mountain Perspective' and 5patial 

Planning in Hill Districts: A Case Study of Sindhupalchok District in Nepal' (UNITAR 1990b) 

show nevertheless significant achievements, considering that the trainees had virtually no 

previous exposure to GIS technology. 

More serious was the fact that due to the change in the hardware design from IBM RT to 

iBM RISC workstations, no GIS had been installed in Kathmandu until June 1991, the 

trainees had effectively to return to nothing. The time without system was nevertheless 

bridged positively: Contacts have been established to other agencies interested in GIS in 

Nepal to design joint case studies, and MENRIS also started with the compilation of its own 

three-volume GIS training curriculum for research professionals, digitizers and decision-

makers (ICIMOD 1991c). 

A first PC-based ARC/INFO was finally installed at ICIMOD in early 1991, I mark this as the 

start of the technoiDgy transfer phase. Depending on point of view, all of MENRIS' devel-

opment activities are in a way related to technology transfer. I use this term in a narrow 

sense, for the short period of physical transfer, installation and introduction of the hard-

ware and software. The center's cartographers have been trained on this system to be able 

to meet data input and visualization demands of the group. The Bagmati zone database 

developed at GRID was also transferred to ICIMOD in February 1991 and introduced to 

MENRI5 staff. 

ODA's subcontractor Scott, Wilson and Kirkpatrick (SWK) installed their PC-based (Apricot) 

system with GIST 5oftware at ICIMOD and provided introductory training to MENRIS, prin-

cipally in applications of remote sensing. One ICIMOD system's engineer has undergone 

additional training in England. Attempts have been made to harmonize the two platforms, 

to provide at least physical links between the systems. These, however, have so far not pro-

gressed beyond the paper with the systems installed not yet being fully integrated on a 

functional level. There is currently no operational interface between GIST and ARC/iNFO. 

With the installation of the IBM RISC workstations with ARC/INFO software in June 1991, 

M E N RIS finally h a d a very powerful, state-of-the-art Geographic Information System. At this 

stage, certainly more computer systems than the MENRIS staff could possibly handle. 

The pilot operations started with the first in-house two-week ARC/INFO training course 

provided by (JNITAR and held by ESRI personnel to MENRIS staff in July - August 1991. This 
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was also to improve the center's staff skills as trainers as the first in-house training course 

was soon to be held. MENRIS started working on a number of case studies to demonstrate 

the use of GIS to interested user groups, such as GTZ, UNDP and the National Planning 

Commission. These case studies were conducted in close relation with the counterpart 

agencies, some of which are planning to build up their own Gl5 capabilities. A summary is 

outlined in Figure 7.8: 

Case Siudy 
	

Cooperating Agencies 

Service Center Analysis in Lalitpur 	 UNDP S  Notional Planning Commission (N PC) 

Agro-ecologicol Zonalion in Bagmati 	 ICIMOD Program I and Program VII 

Population Carrying Capocily in Dhading 	GTZ, Ministry of Local Development 

Mini/Micro Hydroelectrical Potential in Dfioding GTZ, Ministry of Water Resources 

Figure 7.8: MENRIS Case Study Activities during Pilot Phase 

In September 1991, the first UNITARIMENRIS professional-level training course with assis-

tance from Clark University (Worchester USA) and GRID was held in Kathmandu. For this 

event, the PC systems already installed had been upgraded with several IDRISI and 

ARC/INFO software packages, thus allowing a larger number of trainees, in total eleven, to 

attend the workshop. On this occasion, the curriculum developed by MENRIS was for the 

first time being applied: The course served the facititys staff to gain experience as trainers 

and through the presence of resource persons they could also improve their GIS skills. The 

eleven trainees originated above-all from Nepalese organizations dose to the National 

Planning Commission (N PC) but on account of the workshops international nature also two 

Chinese professionals participated. None of the students had previous exposure to G15, and 

their familiarity with computers varied considerably: Only six of the eleven participants had 

prior experience using computers.6  

Concluding the pilot operations, a three-day Sensitization Workshop took place in Novem-

ber 1991 at ICIMOD. Participating users were representatives from four ICIMOD countries, 

namely from Nepal, Bangladesh, China and Pakistan as well as donor agencies with interest 

in G5, namely GTZ, UNDP, The World Bank, U5AID, DANIDA and FINNIDA. Of the agen-

cies involved in the MENRIS set-up ADS, UNITAR and tJNEP/GRID were present. Such work-

shops are an integrated part on the MENRIS agenda, above-all to promote Geographic In-

formation Systems in the region and to attract funds for future ventures of the center. As 

indicated earlier, handbooks for all levels of training and sensitization have been compiled 

by MENRIS staff to accompany their curriculum (ICIMOD 1991c). 

This is another illustration of the problems GIS face5 in developing countries. 
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7.5 Evaluation of Potential 
in 1992. MENRI5 entered phase 2 of its development, which can also be labeled 'implemen-

tation phase'. Despite of this transition, many of the center's operations can still be re-

garded as experimental. Thus, MENRIS will certainly remain open for changes, new devel-

opments will have a chance of being implemented. As a working base for my discussion I 

use MENRI5' propo5als for its phase 2 development (ICIMOD 1991b and 199e). comple-

mented by knowledge gained through the interviews and my participatory involvement in 

the facility establishment. 

The overall objectives of MENRI5 have been defined as follows (JCIMOD 1991b): 

O to improve environment and natural resource management and promote 

sustainable economic growth in mountain countries through facilitating 

the solution of common problems and ensuring the communication of re-

suits on a compatible GIS platform 

0 to assist in the promotion of information exchange between interested 

participating countries of ICIMOD (lPCs) utilizing GIS technology 

O to act as a clearing house for utilization of existing knowledge in moun-

tain resource management for agencies involved in mountain develop-

ment. 

The formulation of these broader objectives is rather nebulous, particularly with respect to 

the connecting link between the broader environmental goals and Gl5 technology. It is 

quite difficult to interpret these objectives regarding their meaning to G15, all of them 

seem to be related to communication: 'communication of results', 'information exchange' 

and 'clearing house for utilization of existing knowledge are clear statements pointing in 

this direction. The first objective has also a problem-solving component: 'Facilitating the 50-

lution of common problems. What exactly this has to do with G15 technology, however1  re-

mains in the dark, as already indicated above. 

For clarification one has to go further back to the MoU between ICIMOD and ADB (ADB 

1989). Here, the main objective has above-all been demonstration and technology-transfer 

but also communication-oriented: 

O The main objective of the Regional Technical Assistance is to assist id-

MOD to demonstrate how the establishment of a Mountain Environmental 

and Natural Resources information Center (MENRIC) could contribute ef-

fectively to the organization of an integrated approach to development 

and environmental management in mountain areas. 
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The link between 615 and the broader environmental goals have been much more clearly 

formulated than in the more recent objectives outlined above (ADB 1989): 

O This will be accomplished by assembling, managing and dissemination envi-

ronment and natural resources data and information, utilizing a Geo-

graphic Center (GlS), in a form useful to decision makers and planners for 

formulation of integrated strategies for sustainable development in the 

HKH region. 

Geared towards information provision to decision-makers and planners, these objectives 

are fully in line with my general assessment of 615 potential and it is not quite clear to me 

why MENRI5 has not formulated its broader objectives along similar lines. The interviews 

did not reveal significantly new goals, they much rather confronted me with even more am-

biguity 1  as the following statements show: xDo the whole regional planning at superspeed 

and almproving the living standards of the people>. Rather than being goals, I have to con-

sider such declaration5 as wishful thinking. 

For the phase 1 developments - the demonstration, technology transfer and pilot opera-

tions in my terminology - the broad objectives were translated into four program goals 

(ICIMOD 1991b): 

0 Establishment of MENRIS 

O Establishment of a Training Program 

O Facilitate use of MENR15 

0 Initiate establishment of MENRIS Network 

These goals are all rather technology-centered, aiming above-all at the set-up of a GIS fad-

lity. The strategies do not render account to applications and thus to the 615 functions vi-

sualization, analysis or inventory. Here, the persons interviewed were more concrete: Most 

of them had initially rather high expectations in 615 analysis. 7  These had however to be 

scaled down as experience revealed more general problems with 615 analysis. 

Concerning these institution-building goals, MENRIS is a success: A 615 facility with ten pro-

fessional staff skilled in the use of the technology and with plenty of operational hardware 

and software has been e5tablished over a relatively short period. As a starting point for the 

development of a training center, a curriculum has been put forward and a three-volume 

training manual has also been compiled. Ca5e studies have been conducted in collaboration 

with a variety of governmental and foreign aid organizations in Nepal and the regional 

network has at least been initiated. Concrete application results have not yet been real- 

For instance, it was initially envisaged to apply GIS models to find 'poverty pockets' in Bagmati 
zone. 
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ized; with a system in operation for less than a year only, it is, however premature to ex-

pect anything more. Neither has the facility been explicitly geared towards mountain envi-

ronment and GIS. here I would expect at lea5t a statement giving a definition of the topic, 

along the Iine5 of the list displayed in Figure 7.9, which has been compiled at a workshop in 

Geneva by participants from various parts of the world (International Academy of Environ-

ment 1991): 

Geographic Information Systems and 
Mountain Environments 

limited investments 
extensive data requirements 

local knowledge 
decentralized management 

transport, central services 
product marketing 

micro-climatic variations 
species diversity 

physical models 
(erosion, landslides) 

digital terrain modeling 
(slope, aspect, 3D display) 

kN J! 

0-1 

5,  

- .t*0 

Figure 7.9: GIS and Mountain Environments 

(Modified from international Academy of Environment 1991) 

This list, being rather general, should be handled with care to avoid a geo-deterministic 

approach. For instance, economic and cultural factors not necessarily directly linked to 

mountain environments may be much more relevant for environmental planning. Neverthe-

less, since MENRIS has mountain environments in its name I would expect something like 

the above-outlined definition among the facility's objectives. 
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Without delay, MENRI5 has moved into Phase II of its development, covering the period 

1992-1995. The broader goals discussed above still have validity and they have been trans-

lated into the following concrete program strategies to facilitate phase 2 implementation 

(ICIMOD 1991b): 

Mountain Focus GIS Training Center 

O continue to improve training curriculum and materials aimed at three 

groups of audiences 

O attract and conduct training for all agencies in Mountain development 

within IPCs 

O publish training handbook after further external review for wider dissemi-

nation 

MENRIS Network Establishment 

0 formalize national nodes in the interested participating countries (1PCs) 

0 provide two cycles of training to three groups in the nodal agencies 

0 conduct collaborative case studies with the agencies concerned 

O provide necessary hardware/software compatible to MENRI5 with techni-

cal backup 

Resource Center 

O through collaborative case studies gradually build up GIS data base at dis-

trict level of 1-IKI-Is 

O in collaboration with international regional agencies conduct macro level 

studies of the Region 

O establish MENRIS as a focal exchange point for all research on Gl5 on the 

Mountain area 

O encourage exchange of public domain data on environment and natural 

resources within lPCs 
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O disseminate through a newsletter information on research, institutions, 

developments etc. to interested individuals, agencies and IPCs 

Institution building and technology transfer thus clearly seem to dominate MENRIS' further 

development. For phase 2, only the strategies under 'Resource Center' point towards 

database creation and information and this at the Himalaya-Hindukush regional level only. 

While I acknowledge the importance of strong and capable institutions for 615 operations, I 

nevertheless miss more concrete statements about technology application: There evidently 

is a danger in the implementation of 615 technology without actually knowing what to do 

with it. A reason for this is probably ICIMOD's nature as an international institution geared 

more towards research and coordination than implementation. But still, also at this level 

the application aspects of Geographic Information Systems should not be moved too far 

into the background. 

Discussion 
Being above-all a 615 facility, I would expect MENRIS' broader objectives re-

ferring explicitly to Geographic Information Systems. Also environmental 
goals should be brought in conjunction with the application of the technology 
to emphasize that not system transfer alone, much rather their application 

will contribute to the solution of environmental problems. According to the 

model on 6(5, I come up with the following alternative broader goals: 

O To improve environmental and natural resource management and pro-
mote sustainable economic growth in the Himalaya- Hindukush region, 
Geographic In formation Systems will be applied to meet the environ-

mental information needs of politicians, planners and the general pub-
lic. 

0 Data on relevant environmental problem5 of the region at various 
levels and resolutions would be collected, analyzed and put in a highly 
communicative form for dissemination. A GIS network could be set-up to 

promote information exchange between interested countries, organiza-
tions and individuals in the Himalaya -Hindukush region. 

O ICIMODIMENRIS could act as the central node of this regional 615 net-

work and serve users' needs concerning environmental information and 

technical know-how. Mountain environments are considered as the prin-
cipal thematic issue of the center's operations. 

The regional aspects - applying 615 and building a network in the Himalaya- 

Hindukush - are considered to be more relevant than the thematical focal 

point of 615 and mountain environments. ICIMOD could nevertheless put for- 
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ward a definition of the field of GIS for mountain environments and encour-
age research on the topic. 

The translation of these objectives into achievable strategies would above-all 

orient the facility towards communication, the aspect my model recognizes as 

the most relevant in the field of environment and development. MERNRI5 

phase 2 strategies could be maintained, but in my opinion, would have to be 

upgraded with the following components: 

O Network establishment: Application elements, above-all concerning the 

dissemination of environmental in formation could be added to the now 

prevailing technology-transfer objectives of the network establishment. 

O Training Center: The training curriculum could be streamlined towards 

regional and mountain-specific topics and information communication. 

O Information Center: The resource center could be changed into an in for-

mation center with emphasis on environmental issues and hot spots in 
the region. Data collection activities would concentrate on coordination 

and harmonization and the set-up of a meta-database, only macro-level 
data would be held by the center in a comprehensive manner. 

O Nepal National GIS node: This could be a new aspect of MENRIS devel-

opment: Taking into account pragmatical constraints and the wise use of 
available 615 resources in the country, ICIMOD could temporarily take 

over certain functions - for instance training - of a Nepal national 615 

center. This, however, only until such a center is formally being institu-
tionalized under a Nepalese governmental agency. 

Because of ICIMOD's nature as a 'facilitator of development' rather than an 
executing agency, technology transfer goals would also in this revised version 

take a rather prominent position, in my opinion, the center should neverthe-
less create adequate space for 615 applications. The above-outlined elements 

will be discussed in-depth under Conditions' below. 

7.6 Evaluation of Conditions 
In my study I am primarily interested in the application of G15 technology in conjunction 

with environmental decision-making. But ICIMOD is strictly speaking not a political or exe-

cuting organization. Thus, I will have to include the broader 5pectrum of MENRIS' activities 

into my deliberations, above-all the on-going joint projects with implementing organiza-

tions in Nepal. After all, MENRIS is currently the only larger GIS installation in Nepal and 
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thus is de facto a part of the application of GIS in the Nepalese environmental planning 

process. What the Himalaya-Hindukush region concern5, it is for the moment too early to 

judge the facilitys impacts, thus, I will here mainly concentrate on Nepal. 

The conditions for establishing 615 technology in the country are positive. On a general 

level, the National Conservation Strategy points out various elements concerning environ-

mental information, which I also can interpret as statements affirming the need for 615. In 

addition, the technology has already set foot in Nepal with various organizations having 

been exposed to it and some efforts to create a National Gl5 center have also been made. 

Computers are generally present in the country, the information technology base looks, at 

least in the Kathmandu valley, encouraging. In the study 'Review of Current Resources for 

the Establishment of a Geographic Information System in Nepal also PADCO (1991) sees 

4. positive starting points: Dedicated professionals, operational computer facilities - above-all 

the National Computer Center - and large volumes of available data. Again, there are of 

course the usual constraints of developing countries associated to day-to-day problems run-

ning computers, such as power cuts, inadequate maintenance, lack of personnel and so on, 

but in Kathmandu these do not surpass the usual. In the periphery, for instance in district 

headquarters, however, the conditions are much less favorable. 

Institutional Issues 
I first look at the 615 lab unit, in this case the Mountain Environment Natural Resources In-

formation System (MENRIS) installation at ICIMOD. Although the unit has only very recently 

been created, it cannot be considered as completely new, since it has grown from an exist-

ing institution making use of resources already in place. Initially, there were discussions 

whether it was appropriate to give 1CIMOD'S 615 unit a name on its own and thus add to 

the already existing confusion with acronyms in international development. 

As outlined earlier, the facility becoming fully operational in relatively short time is a suc-

cess. The main reason for this is above-all MENRIS management which has from the begin-

ning taken the initiative and pursued the program in a straightforward manner, developing 

achievable strategies and controlling the activities as much as pO5Sible. Adequate funds lo-

cally managed, competent technical assistance, existing personnel and computer resources 

were the pillars for the success of MENRIS. Mainly due to these successes, the Phase II pro-

posal envisages no significant changes in the facilitys internal organization. 

Externally, the situation is more complex. Here, we have to look at the centers placement 

both within Nepal as well as within the Himalaya-Hindukush region. 

Within Nepal, contacts have been established to governmental organizations, NGOs as well 

as foreign aid agencies mainly through training and case study activities. Regarding envi-

ronmental decision-making on a national level, relevant in the country today is the Na-

tional Planning Commission, whose role has been outlined earlier. MENRIS has cooperated 
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with NPC through the UNDP project '5trengthening Decentralized Planning in Nepal in 

the 'Service Center Analysis in Lalitpur' study. Also, the results of other case studies, for in-

stance the agro-ecological zonation of Bagmati zone, will be of relevance to the Planning 

Commission. 8  Links have also been established to other governmental organizations, such as 

the Topographical Survey Branch or the Ministry of Forestry and Agriculture. 

Of the foreign donor organizations, particularly GTZ plays a vital role in MENRI5' develop-

ment, through the financing of personnel, case study activities and the purchase of soft-

ware. To others, DAN1DA, F1NNIDA and the EEC, at least preliminary contacts have been 

taken up. 

Towards the establishment of a national Gl5 of Nepal, various efforts have been made, as 

outlined earlier. MENRI5 has a clear stake as a training center, as also outlined by PADCO 

(1992). Sensitization work has already been conducted and persons associated with the 

NPC and government ministries have been trained at ICIMOD. Thus, the facility will con-

tinue to play a prominent role as a resource in the country. In the context of setting up a 

Nepal national GIS center it will be important to clearly define ICIMODs role and position. 

Concerning a policy-level GIS umbrella in the country, a national steering committee has 

been proposed by PADCO (1991), mainly to avoid fragmentation and duplication in gov-

ernmental and aid organization. Today, this has partially materialized on an ad hoc basis in 

the form of a national G15 interest group under the NPC, above-all to harmonize future GIS 

projects, PADCO (1992) has recommended to institutionalize this group. A GIS users group 

comparable to the NC5 core group discussed earlier in this chapter does not yet exist in 

Nepal. Such a body will in my opinion, however, be quite important for establishing a GIS 

network in the country. 

An illustration of the envisioned international MENRIS network is displayed in Figure 7.10, 

modified from ICIMOD 1991b. Main links will be with the ICIMOD participating countries 

(IPC network), the international community through UNEP/GRID and UN1TAR (UN network) 

and to institutions operating in other mountain areas, such as the Alps or the Andes 

(Mountain network). These networks are currently not functional at all levels. For instance, 

the IPC member country network connections are in most cases just token units or at a very 

preliminary stage. Among the first IPC countries to transfer GiS technology are, besides 

Nepal, China, Bhutan and Bangladesh. Typically, technology transfer from MENRIS will pro-

ceed in various stages with training at ICIMOD, application case studies, transfer of GIS 

hardware and software to a designated institution in the country and local follow-up in 

training and consulting. It is not quite clear to me how technology transfer from Nepal to 

8 Because NEPPA (see the discussions earlier in this cha pier), the designated environmental min-

istry, is not yet operational, the NPC still has to be considered as the most relevant environmental 

policy body in Nepal. 
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countries with well developed information technology and GIS infrastructure, like India and 

China, will function. Here, MENRIS will certainly have to work on regional applications as 

well as on their G15 and mountain environments agenda to have something attractive and 

unique to offer. 

Proposed MENRI5 Network 

	

Other Mountain Areas 	 ipc Network 	China 

	

P - 	 0 Nepal 

Mountain 
Network 

- 	Paki5tan0 

Alps 	IndioO - 

UNITAR-G ev  

U 
Bhutan 

IC1MOD 0 
MENRIS /0 

a 

Myanmar 

Bangladesh 
Ande 5A.... 

GRID-Geneva 
UN 

GRID-Nuirobi 	GRID-Bangkok 

Figure 7. 1 0: The MEN RIS Network (Modified horn ICIMOD 1991 b) 

Already well established are the connections to international organizations like 

UNEP/GRID and LJNITAR. Common activities being training and the application consulting 

of phase I and cooperation on a l-timalaya-Hindukush database and further training in 

phase 2. Not much has been happening with the mountain network so far, in my opinion, 

this is also the area where ICIMOD will have to put forward a scientific base as a starting 
point. A Symposium on High-Mountain Remote Sensing Cartography held in Schiadming, 

Austria in 1990 with MENRIS participation may be considered as a starting point. 

Discussion 
MENRIS internal organization comes close to my model GIS lab, it has also 

proved to be quite efficient. Even with multiple tasks to be handled by the 

center, such as training, information and network establishment I would not 

regard internal organizational changes, for instance subdividing the facility 

into specialized branches, as meaningful. 
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Concerning the institutional situation in Nepal, MENRIS should in my opinion 

take an active part in the set-up of the National Nepalese G15. The facility 
could, for instance be attributed the status of a Nepalese GIS training and re-

.5earch node. Such an experimental National GIS center would give national 

bodies the opportunity to get exposed and experiment with GIS technology 
and time to constitute themselves. Available GIS equipment and know-how 

would thus be fully utilized and potentially inefficient competitive situations 

could be avoided. Relative open access should also be guaranteed at IC/MOD. 

Principal tasks of this node would be sensitization and training and research as 

well as the processing and dissemination of environmental information on 

Nepal. On the lang run, a national G15 center should certainly be placed in a 

true Nepalese organization, for instance under the NPC, or, for environmental 

purposes under NEPPA. 

The international networks could be upgraded with application tasks to be-

come less focused on technology transfer. For instance, environmental in for-
mation could be exchanged through the IPC network to create 'state of the 

environment' studies on the Himalaya-Hindukush region on a regular basis. 
The mountain network could above-al/ cover scientific aspects of mountain 

environments and GIS. 

Funding Issues 
With an overall funding of roughly USS 1.5 million, the largest portions of which are com-

ing from ADB (US$ 600,000). ODA (USS 450,000) and IC1MOD (USS 270,000) the two-year 

MENRI5 initiation phase was adequately financed (ICIMOD 1991b). l-towever, we have to 
differentiate: The ADB portion was at least partially administered or influenced by ICIMOD 

and MENRI5, for example the procurement of hardware and software, training as well as 

application development could be negotiated with ADB, UNITAR and GRID. In contrast, the 

ODA system has to be regarded as a hardware and software dump upon ICIMOD with only 

space left to direct the timing but not much of the substance. Thus, although the whole sum 

of IJS$ 1.5 million looks large, it is based on restrictions reducing the total value of the sys-

tem. If ICIMOD could have disposed of all the funds, the system would probably have been 

built up more efficiently and streamlined more to the center's needs, and the technology 

set-up would be more hornogenous than it is now. 

The phase 2 proposal splits the financial requirements into five segments: Personnel, Oper-

ation (travel, dissemination, communication, maintenance and upgrade of hardware and 

software), Training (two annual cycles aimed at three groups of audiences), Network 

(establishment of national nodes), Resource Center (macro-level study). Including a 20% 

contingency, the estimated resource need is planned to be between U5$ 562,000 in 1992 

and USS 1,092,000 in 1995 (ICIMOD 1991b). These estimates have to be seen as very 

broad, including areas not necessarily being core tasks of the center, for example the 
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hardware requirements of designated national nodes. I do, however, support this all-en-

compassing approach with regard to funding because it give5 a realistic picture about the 

real cost of the implementation of GIS technology. The funding base will be rather wide 

with core staff being covered by ICIMOD, training by the Swiss government through UNI-

TAR and regional database development by UNEP/GRID. Other sources of funds are project 

budgets from various donors, such as GTZ or ADB. Cost recovery on a small scale base, e.g. 

to charge for products has not been discussed yet; I would also consider this as premature. 

Discussion 
I consider MENRIS' financial base as adequate to the tasks, particularly since 
the facility is very initiative and capable in raising and managing funds. 

Professional Issues 
The current core staff of MENRI5 is displayed in Figure 7.11. This set-up has been constant 

over the last year, and it is not planned to be changed for phase 2 of the systems develop-

ment. 

Function (NationaUty) 

Coordinator (Nepal) 
Analyst (Nepal) 
Analyst (India) 
Analyst (Myanmar) 
Analyst (Banglodesh) 
Analyst (Nepal) 
Ana'yst (Germany) 
Digitizer )Nepal) 
Digitizer (Nepal) 
Digitizer (India) 

Background 

Computer Applications 
Statistics 
Civil Engineer 
Environmental Engineer 
Water Engineer 
Electronic Engineer 
Geographer 
Cartographer 
Cartographer 
Digitizer 

015 training and experience 

UNITAR/AIT 1990, 1991 
ditto 
ditto 
ditto 
ditto, SWK hardware training 
ditto 
on the lob  1991 
on the job 1991 
UNITAR/AIT 1990 

Figure 7.11 MENRIS 5t0}f (status end 1991) 

The MENRIS professional staff is rather technical and computer sciences-oriented and can 

at this stage not be regarded as very experienced in Geographic Information Systems. All of 

the staff acquired their G15 skills quite recently in conjunction with MENRI5 set-up mainly 

through UNITAR and not through a formal GIS education. This lack of expertise manifests 

itself above-all in conjunction with the judgment of the requirements and constraints of GiS 

application projects, which is quite relevant when setting up joint studies with other agen-

des and can lead to an over-optimistic promotion of the technology. This lack of expertise 

has also been noted by PADCO (1991). The staff composition is international, with the ex-

ception of the GTZ person, all originating from the JCIMOD region. It has however to be 

recognized, that the non-Nepali portion is international only in terms of the staff's citizen-

ship with little relevant connections to the respective home countries. 
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The center is well staffed with computer specialists, the day-to-day operation of the quite 

large facility thus poses no problems. Positive is also the integration of cartographers in the 

operations, knowledge regarding communication of environmental information is thus al-

ready present at the facility. With the publication section of ICIMOD, resources potentially 

relevant to the G15 facility are also available in-house. Scientists with various backgrounds 

working in other departments of ICIMOD, above-all the Bagmati task force team, have pro-

vided input to MENRIS application development5. These contacts have quite clearly demon-

strated how delicate the introduction of GIS into a well established institution can be: 

Through the rather positivistic sensitization on the technology's potential the expectations 

of the ICIMOD scientists outside MENRIS were initially much greater than after the first 

hand5-on experiences. The potential to alienate some scientists from using GIS was always 

present during this phase. 

The phase 2 proposal foresees no increase in the number of staff, it is however well possi-

ble that through project activities MENRIS will be upgraded by external personnel, as it is 

already the case with the professional from GTZ. 

Discussion 
In my opinion, GIS experience is a rather crucial element for the facility's fu-
ture endeavors. Although it is foreseen that the present staff acquire more 
knowledge on the long run, I would strongly recommend the presence of one 

or more experienced G15 professionals at the facility for at least the next two 
years. As envisaged in my model, these analysts could serve as resource per-
sons and provide GIS-specific inputs to all day-to-day project and training 
activities 

To fulfill the information dissemination tasks, more communication-oriented 
staff - experienced in computer graphics, desktop publishing and the like - 

could be attached to the facility. In addition, the links to ICIMOD's publication 
department could be strengthened considerably through more cooperative 
projects. 

A special program could also be developed to integrate scientists, above-all 
the ones present at lClMOD into the GIS operations. To come up with useful 

GIS applications it would be relevant to have people with scientific rather 
than technical backgrounds integrated in the activities, primarily to avoid a 
technology-driven application approach. 

Training Issues 

The main training events concerning MENRIS, as outlined above have all been in the form 

of short workshops. Training on-the-job or formal G15 education at universities have so far 

not played an important role in the facility's development. 
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I agree with LJNITAR that all training efforts have to be seen as a continuum much rather 

than isolated events (Gold 1992). From this point of view, the problems with the first 

Bangkok training course are probably balanced in the light of the subsequent training 

workshops in Kathmandu, particularly because the same people have been involved. One 

has nevertheless to be careful not to take a short, intensive and successful training course 

as an indicator Experience has shown that momentum can fade very quickly in absentia of 

trainers and even more so if follow-ups are lacking. Thus, over-optimism in the capabilities 

of the students having gone through a workshop, as at times expressed by LJNITAR, may not 

really serve the purpose. 9  

The contents of the training at ICIMOD, as outlined in the manuals (ICIMOD 1991c) has not 

really been tailored to Nepal, neither to mountain environments in general. It is rather 

software-driven, thus applicable anywhere in the world. UNITAR has, however, made some 

efforts at least to use local datasets and the organization is now in conjunction with Clark 

University in the process of publishing a specialized workbook on GlS and mountain envi-

ronments, as I have already outlined in chapter 3. 

Concerning further training. MENRI5 has quite ambitious plans to become a regional train-

ing center. The phase 2 proposal (ICIMOD 1991b) envisages two cycles of training for each 

IPC, aimed at decision-makers, professionals and technicians. This program will principally 

be orchestrated by MENRI5, the continuation of the LJNITAR training is however also se-

cured through a five-year MoU between ICIMOD and UNITAR and sponsored by the Swiss 

government. 

Discussion 
Training is the field which on the long run could develop in one of MENRIS' 

key activities. The following considerations are intended to optimize future 

training efforts: 

O Resource persons present at the facility (indicated under professional is-

sues) could dedicate a large portion of their time to provide on-the-job 
training for MENRIS personnel and staff working temporarily at the 
facility. This idea of permanent resource personnel could also be 

pursued in conjunction with the node establishments in the ICIMOD 

countries. 

O Training in general and the training manuals in particular could focus 

more on Himalaya-Hindukush topics and mountain environments than 

Here, I do, however, have to acknowledge the fact that in an international organization context 

language usually is quite positivistic and flowery and can not always be taken at face value. 
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they have so far. Communication - visualization, publishing, information 

dissemination - would have to become an integrative part of training. 

O In the continuation of their short-term training workshops, UN/TAR could 

focus more on local and mountain specific topics and add a scientific 

component to the program by making use of experienced resource per-

sons with special skills concerning the application of Gl5 in the region. 

O Formal GIS education of staff (scholarships) and the assistance of univer-

sities (Tribhuvan University in the case of Nepal) in curriculum develop-
ment could be integrated into MENRIS' training activities. 

Technical Issues 
The MENRIS GIS hard- and software installation is rather large and state-of-the-art, with no 

vital components lacking. The system consists of a workstation-based data processing unit 

(2 IBM RISC 6000 workstations with ARC/1NFO and SPANS software) and a quite large num-

ber of PC-systems (S IBM P5/2 and 6 Apricot 386 with ARC/INFO, IDRISI and GIST software) 

for training, digitizing and image proces5ing. Adequate graphical output and input devices, 

such as plotters and digitizers are also installed at the facility. The systems are connected 

through a network, on the operational level, however, the connectivity depends on the G15 

software and is not guaranteed in all instances. The danger of fragmentation, i.e. weaken-

ing the facility by overloading it with systems, is evident. In my opinion, the upper level of 

software packages and computer systems installed has been reached. The maintenance of 

these systems has not caused problems so far, mainly due to MENRI5' excellent computer 

specialists. In addition, IC1MOD as an international organization has no difficulties purchas-

ing computer equipment abroad. 

Discussion 
ICIMOD is well 5tocked with G15 devices; harmonization and consolidation 

rather than upgrades will thus be the most pressing issues in the near future. 

The MENRI5 system set-up could be streamlined and obsolete components be 
phased out in order not to infringe with valuable personnel resources. 

Data Issues 
During phase 1 of its development MENRIS has largely relied on the Bagmati zone data ac-

quired by GR1D. The various bases have been outlined above, examples are shown in Figure 

7.7 and 7.12. There are now efforts underway to consolidate the data holdings; the need 

to cover the whole of Nepal with a Bagmati-like database has already been articulated. 

The case study activities have also uncovered new data needs, mainly at scales much larger 

than the already existing digital databases, 1:50,000 and larger. Such large-scale data 

gathering activities should, in my opinion, however, be left to special projects. 
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Considering data, the phase 2 program strategies aim above-all at a district-level base, cov-

ering the whole Himalaya-Hindukush region. Besides this quite ambitious goal, no other 

references to data are made in the proposal. Since data are crucial to the operation of GIS 

I expect more detailed strategies in this domain, otherwise an opportunistic data gathering 

approach may be pursued, which would only enhance the already existing problems of frag-

mentation and duplication. 

BAGMAT I ZO N E I N E P A L 

0 	5 	0 	15 20km 

2P 15 

Sau r (:047 District 	1 12,5000 oundrie Iopographkal Sir.y Eoni, Survey Deporlmenr ft M G. Nepd, 1985 
?Zintrail Map 1 25.000 JRoad2, Trail,, ViIlae, w j th  Power &rpp"yJ. 5upenrion Rridge Di,ision, 1989; Lamp Symbd; Oio Neura lh  ' .ottO - Apdl 1992 

Figure 7.12: Bagmai Zone - Electrical Power Supply 
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Discussion 
Due to its regionaI national and even sub-national information mandates, 

MENRIS should in my opinion streamline its activities in the data domain. I 
consider the following points of thought as relevant for the facibtys data op-

erations: 

O Rather than actually hold large amounts of data MENR1S could focus on 

information on available data through the creation of a meta database 

on the region. Thus, the institution would also be in a position to coordi-

nate and harmonize on-going data gathering activities. 

0 The center could build up a small-scale base of regional, natural re-

sources, demographic and other datasets covering the whole Himalaya-
Hindukush this primarily to strengthen its regional application potential. 

0 The center could make resources available to gather timely environ-

mental data on environmental hot spots in an unbueraucratic manner 
upon demand. This would above-all be required to be able to summa-

rize, visualize and disseminate actual and relevant environmental in-

formation. 

O In conjunction with the Nepal National GIS node to be, efforts could be 

undertaken to acquire country-wide digital coverage of the principal re-
source datasets (LRMP, Main trails etc.) in the style of the Bagmati Zone 
database (UNEP/GRID 199114, complemented with recent updates of 

land cover or a high resolution digital terrain model. 

7.7 Conclusions 
The review of MENRIS has shown that the key to the successful creation of a GIS facility in 

a developing country is above-all local initiative coupled with adequate funds managed in-

country. It is impressive how in a relatively short period a quite capable GIS center has 

been built up at ICIMOD. 

But, this successful technology transfer also calls for applications of the technology in 

mountain environments. And this is the aspect where MENR15 now will have to concentrate: 

Define the application environment and use the tool concretely for data collection, analy -

sis and above-all information tasks regarding environmental issues in the region. This will 

be important to give the whole program distinct contents. 
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Due to ICIMODs regional mandate, technology transfer will still figure very prominently on 
the MENRIS agenda, here the center will also have to take a lead concerning Nepal, for 
which the conditions look quite positive at the moment. 
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Fe 	 Evaluation and Outlook 

81 Evaluation 
The projects main objective and motivation has been the comprehensive assessment of Ge-

ographic Information Systems applied in the context of the establishment of national sus-

tainable development strategies in developing countries. As outlined in the introduction, 

intermediate goals have been the theoretical background evaluation, the construction of a 

model on GIS for environment and development and the asse5sment of case studies in 

Uganda and Nepal. In addition, the adaptation and application of Participatory Action Re-

search principles can be regarded as the underlying methodological objective. 

I now want to evaluate in a generalized, however personal manner to what degree these 

objectives have been met and point at areas where future research effort5 will have to 

concentrate: 

Overall 
The research topic has turned out to be even more complex and volatile than initially as-

sumed. Conflict areas are ubiquitous with dualisms between the technology and its applica-

tions, between developed and developing countries and between theory and practice. 

Here, it turned out that the most relevant gap today is between the technology and its ap-

plications: The issue is to create GIS applications with an impact on the environment. While 

many approaches aim at technical solutions we tend to see the technology's main potential 

in a political and educational context. However, a tremendous amount of creative and in-

novative work needs to be done here to meet some of the high expectations put into GIS. 

The differences between developed and developing countries, being still minimal regarding 

the tools potential, are quite pronounced on the conditions-side: Above-all the financial 

dependency from donors to operate the rather expensive technology poses problems for 

the technology's sustainability in a country. This particularly applies to potentially very sig-

nificant applications of G15 at the local level. Developments in computer technology - the 

systems will become more user-friendly and cheaper - may bring positive changes. This 

should, however, not be used as an argument to promote the technology in areas where its 

sustainability is questionable. The third duali5m, between theory and practice, is probably 

the area with the main potential for improvements, as I will subsequently outline. 
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Methodology 
The Participatory Action Research approach proved to be very useful to the research on a 

technology transfer issue. 615 as an extremely complex, relatively novel and very applica-

tion-oriented field requires theoretical work, exploration and longer-term participation. I 

believe that some of the above-outlined dualisms and conflict areas cannot be adequately 

approached by traditional means, such as University-based research or consulting: PAR as a 

strategy seems to offer a viable synthesis. 

My work, however, has also revealed methodological limits of this in between approach: 

For a single research person. Participatory Action Research applied in the 615 domain may 

be too all-encompa5sing. Even though I have received much active support by various 

groups and individuals in the field as well as back home' and I also had the opportunity to 

participate in projects on a longer-term basis, in many areas of research, I had to remain at 

the surface. This is primarily due to the interdisciplinarity of the field, which certainly re-

quires team efforts to be approached more profoundly. At times, I also found myself pushed 

back into the role of a consultant, expected to present readily available solutions. A role 

that I deliberately tried to avoid by choosing a participatory methodology. Here, traditional 

mechanisms in the development domain seem to be still quite Strong, which, in my opinion 

will have to be overcome to conduct genuinely participatory work. 

Future research in the field will have to concentrate even more on interdisciplinary ap-

proaches and team efforts. Concerning the increasingly complex environmental problems, it 

will be imperative to find ways to conduct research in teams involving multiple organiza-

tions of different types. Here, we can perceive 615 as a pivotal tool, around which interdis-

ciplinary research can evolve; networking in the research domain. It remains however to be 

seen how universities and international organizations cope with such future coordination 

demands in a highly application-oriented field. 

Background 
In the background part, 1 have presented a general picture of where to place 615 in a 

broader environment and development context. By outlining the frame to the research sub-

ject, I was able to demonstrate how broad the area surrounding the field of GIS really is 

and to move out of a purely technological frame. For the creation of this synthesis. I could 

however not pursue some interesting lines of thought more profoundly, thus the discussions 

are at times only scratching the surface. Particularly the broader impacts of the technology 

on politics and society will require more in-depth analysis, and probably are the most rele-

vant future research areas concerning the application of GIS technology. 

Model 
The transfer of Gl5 technology, also to the national, policy-building level will certainly in- 

crease in the years to come: I consider the conceptual model as a framework for implement- 
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ing GIS in developing countries, to remove uncertainties in the field and maybe lead to use-

ful applications of the tool. As indicated earlier, the model is not a 5imple prescription easy 

to follow, it much rather represents a collection of concept5 and guidelines on how the 

technology should be used to have an impact on the environment in developing countries. 

The model recognizes above-all the political and educational nature of Geographic Infor-

mation Systems, thus putting the communication of environmental information at the cen-

ter. The technology's networking potential, which in more traditional Gl5 re5earch ap-

proaches is often neglected, also assumes central importance. The model clearly acknowl-

edges existing limits of G15 concerning the handling of uncertainties and error, rendering 

the technology far from being objective or neutral and thus also weakening the technolo-

gy's analytical potential considerably. My notion of GIS being an advertising instrument 

may be strong, is however an extremely relevant aspect to judge the technology's potential 

impacts on the environment in developing countries. 

The model is quite general, many areas, for instance the institutional and the training is-

sues would deserve a more profound discussion. With my objective to present a holistic view 

of the field - a synthesis - this proved however to be impossible. These are certainly aspects 

where a more interdisciplinary approach within a team of participating researchers would 

bring improvements. The model is also a product of its time: Having been derived in an ac-

tion-based process in a field undergoing tremendous changes, it will inevitably need to be 

updated. 

Case Siudies 

The case studies analyzed in the empirical part of the project still have to be considered as 

experimental. It may thus be premature to conduct a rigid evaluation at this stage of de-

velopments, on the other hand, the facilities are now still open for changes. The facts, 

opinions and di5cussions presented on the G15 installations in Nepal and Uganda are above-

all of relevance to the organizations and persons actively involved with these case studies. 

Some of my findings have already found their way into the GIS facilities analyzed. The pre-

5entation of the case histories, outlining potential proceedings, as well as mistakes to be 

avoided, can also be of use to practitioners anywhere working on similar projects beyond 

Nepal and Uganda. These evaluations have, however, to be considered as the shortest-liv-

ing part of my work: As the field in general, also the facilities in Uganda and Nepal will be 

developing rapidly, five years from now we may meet a completely altered picture. 

Probably the most striking empirical observation is the fact that both facilities are putting 

more emphasis on technology-related issues - sensitization and G15 promotion - rather than 

conducting relevant applications. Despite the fact that the communication of environmen-

tal information figures prominently on the agendas of both facilities, astonishingly little has 

happened in this sector yet. One reason for this is certainly the novelty of the technology 

as well as the facilities discussed above. But on the other hand, it may already be seen as 

an indicator that meaningful applications in the environmental domain are not at all as 
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easily conducted as often assumed. Signs, that the technology is currently being over5old 

are ubiquitous: Particularly the interviews revealed expectations beyond any achievable 

level, which we could only label as 'wishful thinking'. Here, the 615 centers will have to 

make great efforts to come up with meaningful application projects to play an active part 

in the environmental information domain and not just repeat the party lines of the 615 

vendors. 

It would not be very meaningful to compare the 615 facilities in Uganda and Nepal one-to-

one, as it was also never my goal. One aspect, however, the fund management, reveals 

some striking differences we consider worthwhile repeati ig here: ICIMOD and MENRI5 

were from the beginning in a ,osition to manage a considerable portion of the funds them-

selves and could therefore develop enough initiative for the set-up of a quite impressive 

615 facility in a relatively short time period. In contrast, NEIC has never been in a similar 

position with finances having been controlled by outside institution5 during the whole pilot 

operations. To some extent because of this funding situation NEIC never really managed to 

get its 615 operations going beyond a modest level. Although it has to be acknowledged 

that other elements, such as the total amount of project funds and averse operational con-

ditions contributed as well to this unfortunate Situation. Generalized as this brief excurse 

on funds is, it nevertheless bears some truth: As also outlined in the model, local fund man-

agement has to be considered as one of the keys to develop local initiative and with it suc-

cessful and sustainable Gl5 installations. 

Overall, and this has also been my very first motivation to conduct the research on GlS for 

environment and development, I believe having made a contribution to bridge the gap be-

tween theory and practice; between GIS technology and its applications; and, also to the 

adaptation and application of participatory action research science. 
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8.2 Outlook 
Taking my research as a starting point. I now want to attempt to venture into the future 

and draw a sketch of Gl5 for environment and development in the years to come: 

The environment will undoubtedly remain a central issue in developing countrie5. The irn-

plernentation of sustainable development strategies at the national - and on the long run 

even more relevant - at the local level will increasingly be pursued. Such longer-term policy 

formulation efforts will create a continuing demand of environmental information. 

in my opinion, also G15 technology will be increasingly applied in the Third World, the ques-

tion i5 on how and where. As indicated earlier, due to progress in computer technology, fu-

ture GlS will have much greater capacities at lower prices than today's systems. They will 

also be more user-friendly and completely integrated with other components of information 

technology. These new developments will move the tool much deeper into the various ap-

plication fields; we will witness a development from experimental to commonplace. Thus. 

GIS as a subject may even disappear, being submerged in the information domain in gene-

ral, or, being used as an everyday tool in highly specialized fields. 

The decentralized, local use of the technology will certainly grow in importance. The role 

of a National Environmental Information Center will with this proliferation of Gl5 be up-

graded, mainly with regard to coordination, information and meta database developments. 

The tool's networking capabilities will remain relevant, they will however be shifted from 

the technological to the application and the data domain. By the integration of G15 into 

general information sy5tems, networking will probably include an even wider group of or -

ganizations and individuals than today: The mass media and educational institutions will 

become increasingly important as recipients of information. This as an answer to the ques-

tion on the general nature of GIS networking I have posed in chapter 4. 

The population's awareness of environmental problems will be much more pronounced than 

it is today, certainly also due to the increased use of information technology, including GlS. 

This again, may lead to an increased involvement of individuals in political processes re-

garding the environment and give incentives for environmentally sound resource use. And 

this may be a starting point for sustainable development. 
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Appendix: Questionnaire 

I. Evaluation of Potential 

I 1.General 	 I 
What are the broader oblectives of the GIS site regarding environment and development? 

Throughout our pro lect we use a four stage GIS model consisting of 

Inventory 

Analysis 

Visualization 

Networking 

Your understanding of these terms with regard to facility / project? 

Are there additional tasks not covered by this model? 

1 2. Inventory 	 I 

What are the inventory goals of the GiS factity / project ? 
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What are the primary data gathering activities? 

Sources? 

Methods? 

Resources? 

Have links to large scale future data collection activities (census, base mapping) 

been taken up or planned? 

What secondary data are being integrated into the GIS? 

Type 	Coverage/Scale 	Source 	Resources 

Maps 

Statistics 

Others 

What is the scope of the physical data entry (digitizing )? 

Resources (past-present-future)? 

Could the facility draw from existing databases? 

13. Analysis 	 I 
Have spatial models been applied? 

concrete applications 

coverage 

complexity 

What potential is attributed to GIS analysis? 

examples 
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4 . Visualization 	 I 
What are the output products created by the facility/project? 

Form 	 contents 	 weight 

user-tailored base mops 

analytical graphics 

illustrative graphics 

highly communicative visuals 

others 

Graphical Analysis 

Are these concepts known and applicable in specific situation? 

5 . Information Use and Networking 	 1 
Who is using what information for what purpose2 

user 	 in Formation 	 purpose 

sell (facility) 

politicians (level) 

planners (level) 

scientists 

NGO's 

international organizations 

media 

'public' 

others 

User's response (readability, availability, usefulness)? 

Have the users explicitly been identified and contacted? 
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Other systems 

Are there other GIS sites in the country? 

Are these integrated in a national concept? 

What is the sitets function in relation to other systems? 

II. Evaluation of Conditions 

I i. Organizational Issues 	 I 
Organizational Flow chart of the installation 

I•itt.ii 

Why has the installation been positioned as it is? 

Advantages/Disadvanta9es of position, possible improvements? 

Degree of cen tra lity ? 

Exposure 

How well known is the GIS in the country? 

What activities are undertaken to promote the center? 

Does the Facility have coordinating and catalyzing functions? 
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Access - Accessibility 

Access to decision-makers? 

Channels? 

Positive? 

How accessible is the GIS for the various groups outside? 

Access Procedures? 

Cost? 

Users groups 

12. Funding Issues 	 1 
What 	 who 	amount (past, present, future) 

technology (HWSW) 

operation of facility 

staff 

training 

data 

Adequacy to tasks? 

Fund Management? 

Cost Recovery? 

How could this be achieved? 

Comments 
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3 . Professional Issues 

Diagram of current staff and their professional background 

Evaluallon Matrix 

skills/positions 	 tasks 	 background 	status 

science.oriented analysts 

communication specialists 

technical specialists 

foreign staff 

Explanations: 

14. Training Issues 	 I 
Evaluation Matrix 

topic 	 oblectives 	 status 

Contents 

tech nology 

applications 

Form 

sensitization 

courses 

on-the-lob 

formal - institution building 
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What is the training potential in-country outside the facility? 

Comments: 

1 5 . Technology Issues 	 I 
Hardware and Software configuration (actual - desired -diagram: 

Is the configuration adequate to the tasks? 

Availability of hardware and software in general terms and locally? 

Moinenance? 

Peripherals and supplies? 

Graphics and Desktop Publishing? 

Power supply? 

General Remarks and Visions: GIS in the country in five or ten years, function of the Facility etc 
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